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Chapter 1 

WHAT IS DA'WAH? 

Some Quranic Terms 

The Arabic word Da'wah ( � �) simply means a call or an 
invitation. In the Holy Qur'an this word has been used to 
indicate the process of calling or inviting mankind towards the 
truth or to the right path prescribed for mankind by their Lord. 

(1",.,:1'" �\-_/ \?:. i",.�" 
Qur'an says; I' :/ ,,�/�..:J � �.)I 

"Invite (all) to the path of your Lord . . .  " (16: 125) 

However, indicating various aspects of this important task, 
some other terms also have been frequently used in the Qur' an. 

Here are a few examples; 

I. Shahadah ( ;.)�:') which means witnessing or testifYing. 
I ,/ / . %. '" � -:., 1-. ; b  ,P(,:' Jy 9\��J u;'t.:JI� ;I�\��� 

(, rC"r': t'). 
" . .  So that you (Muslims) might be witnesses over mankind 
and the messenger be a witness over yourselves. "(2: 143) 

{ '�I / ,,.... //�pp.",;..'/!'cl'(?�:.,..' .. �t\ ; "�\ ,"A:r/")_�\.!.J\�'\*"' '-''.,.u-, _ � _ , u-""'.Y Oft, 

" . .  So that the messenger may be a witness for you (Muslims) 
and you be witnesses for mankind " (22:78) 

.-2. Bayaan ( U �) and Thabyeen ( \:>� �' ;' ) whi�h means 
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manifesting the truth. 

"Except those who repent and amend and make (the truth) 
manifest." (2: 1 60) 

3 .  Naseeha ( �) which means advise or counsel 
. . 

. 

( ') t;, /1) I:'�/ <1 . YA:" �\�U lUI .... ... ,--;-
"I am to you, a sincere and trustworthy adviser" (7: 68) �S-/.-!."""'JJ� /�--'((S3"',///'/"/'" ,/ :a:,:�'/ 

• �dl�J' . ..w\�\)Ul ..:!.<>Jh:110.).\u· \,�' " .. . ... .. /' ... r- :;..- ;.IJ/- ., -' (r(": II ) , 
"My counsel will not profit you if I were to advise you, if 
. . .  "(1 134) 

4. Thableegh ( �) which means propagation, proclamation, 
conveying and making a certain thing known. 

/ /, /,/ I 71 /'w , " 'I" ('It: CJ) _ �.. WIJ' \� "\�"\� .. �t\{.w.\� .)..J\7;" .. ... 'Y c:u-� � .. / '/ 

"0 messenger! Proclaim the message which has been sent down 
to you from your Lord " (5:67) 

/// '? / / '...-(';.'��I {!:l /1 /  /,J/ (11: /) . �u.-o-, ��.>;GA,U�\ \:u,�}.r,J\-' 
"This Qur'an nas been revealed to me, so that I may warn you 
and all whom it reaches." (6: 1 9) 

5 Thabsheer (� :. : -, ) which means giving glad tidings or 
good news. 

"We have truly sent you as a witness, as a bringer of glad tidings 
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and as a Warner." (48:8) 

6. Inzaar ( -,\'�\) which means warning. 

"Warn(Man) that there is no God but I .. " (16:2) 

7. Thazkeer ( p �) which means reminding. 

3 

� 
.. 'ur- .. // Jr"" 

'. �, .. '/ .. ... , � l ,, : M) .1.5 .7--l Co ")U� >J 
, 

"Therefore remind them if the reminder profits" (87:9) 

8. Hujjah ( �) which means concl;;ding the argument, 
conveying the message in full, leaving no room for any excuse 
and 110 scope for further argument. 

, 

I, N) 1'9" \" ,/I.9� c/ � 'i ', '(II :,.1('/ ��\ "�4:1: � . v-- � �..w\(,5-U"�/(J� • '" . .  / / '" 
" .. So that mankind might have no argument against Allah after 
the messengers." (4: 165) 

Some Dimensions 

The above terms of the Qur' an themselves point towards certain 
important dimensions ofDa'wah, namely: 

- Inviting people to accept the divinely revealed truth and to 
follow the right path prescribed by God. 

- Witnessing or testifYing in favour of the divine truth, before 
people, who either do not know it or have not accepted it. 

- Manifestation or explanation of truth before mankind through 
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words and deeds. 

- Advising or preaching people to obey the commands of God 
and to defY the evil dictates of all the evil forces including 
Shaithan, wicked rulers, governments, groups, parties and also 
one's own deviant self 

- Propagating the message of truth among mankind. 

- Giving people glad tidings (Good News) about the positive 
results of embracing truth- both in this world and in the next 

- Warning and cautioning people against' both the immediate 
and remote consequences of rejecting or even neglecting the 
divine guidance. 

- Reminding people, the forgotten reality that, success in this 
life and salvation in the hereafter can be achieved only by 
accepting and following the way of life pre�.cribed by God. 

- Conveying the message of truth to such an extent that any 
person who is indifferent towards this message should not be 
able to take shelter under the excuse that he was ignorant of 
this message. 
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Chapter 2 
WHY SHOULD WE DO DA'WAB? 

Some Reasons 

Following are a few reasons that show why Da'wah IS 
necessary; 

-Introducing truth and calling people to accept it is the religious, 
moral and social responsibility of every Muslim who knows 
the truth and has already accepted it. 

- Every Muslim is a member of humanity. He essentially has 
love sympathy and compassion towards every member of the 
human society He is also a sincere well-wisher of all human 
beings irrespective of their caste, creed, race, colour, language 
or nationality. Hence he has to share with them his knowledge 
(If the path that can lead them to eternal happiness and guard 
them against the eternal punishment. 

- Contrary to the popular belief found in many societies that 
every religion leads to heaven, a Muslim believes that there is 
only one path that leads to please Allah and consequently to 
heaven. That is the path of truth shown by God himself Hence 
it is the duty of every Muslim to enlighten those who are 
following the deviant paths under the illusion that these paths 
too lead to heaven. 

- Allah or the God who has shown this path is not the Lord of 
any single group, community or nation alone. He is in fact the 
Lord of the entire mankind. Hence Muslims have no right to 
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claim any monopoly over the religion and the message sent by 
Him for the benefit of the whole of humanity. 

Universality Of Islam 

Islam is universal by its very nature. Any component of the 
Islamic teachings and values can be presented to substantiate 
the above statement. Here for example let us take only four 
vital components of the Islamic structure, namely; 

1. The God of Islam 

2. The book of Islam 

3 .  The Messenger and the Ideal of Islam 

4. Nature of the community of the followers of Islam 

The Universal God 

According to Islam, Allah or God is the creator and sustainer 
of the whole universe and of all mankind. This fact has been 
highlighted in the very first verse of the first chapter of the 
Qur'an and also in the last chapter of the Qur'an, apart from 
numerous other chapters and verses in between. 

"Praise be to Allah, the cherisher and sustainer of the Worlds." 
(II) 

;(, � / � IN".. I,;/,!. 
¢ �\:j 1 � \. u-tJ\.!\i4. U" \:.11 '=-' Y. � �\ � , / '" / / // ,;' ,/ 1 ,II(V:\'"_!J 

"Say, I seek refuge with the Lord and cherisher of Mankind, 
the King of Mankind, the God of Mankind . . .  " (1 1 4 1 -3 )  
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The Universal Book 

Qur'an is the book that contains the final revelation of God. It 
has been revealed by the God of the universe and its message 
is naturally universal. It addresses the whole humanity and 
hence it belongs to the whole mankind. 
\ / r t,"':, ;. /�' -:.? w� 16 c ,/ (�'/b.� .I �\\��\f ........ �t..:A,;.9 .j J� ,r � . U" '� •• ;' ;' ,.,,- �J.J.",_ t ��: \.) . -J.9 �'� "0 Mankind I There has come to you an exhortation from your 
Lord and a healing for the (diseases) in your heart." (10:57) 

.:;; 4 J .1,,1' ....: 'I 
(11M: t'')_, ... t:JlC5.u.0G:Al,.wJ�1 "'/- ,. ;, .. 1 ;I' 

"Qur' an was revealed as a guidance for mankind . . " (2: 185) 

The Universal Messenger 

Prophet Mohammed (S) was the last messenger of God for 
mankind. He was appointed to convey a message and 
accomplish a mission that was universal to the core. The scope 
of his message or mission was in no way confined to any 
particular nation, community or even time. 

"We have not sent you except as a messenger to all mankind, 
giving them glad tidings and warning them . . . " (34 28) 

The Nature of the Muslim Community 

Apart from the above, if one looks at the nature of the Muslim 
community, he will certainly recognise universality as the 
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principal character of this Ummah or Community. 

Muslim Ummah is made up of people belonging to different 
races, languages, cultures and nationalities. It is their common 
belief in One God and His final message that brings together 
all these different groups of people and merges them into one 
dominant identity called Islam. 

By its very nature, the Muslim Ummah is supposed to remain 
always open to admit and welcome into its fold, all those who 
wish to join it. Any person who accepts the humane principles 
of Islam and declares his allegiance to it, is entitled to become 
a full member of the Universal Muslim Ummah. The Ummah 
has no right to close its doors to others under any circumstdIlce. 
On the contrary it is the fundamental duty ofthe Muslim Urnmah 
to witness to mankind, i.e., to convey the message of Islam to 
all members ofthe humanity both through their words and deeds. 
In fact this function of conveying Islam to others has been 
presented in Quran as the basic feature of the Ummah; 

-U"8\�;t,�-'7"9;'� \h:.j'E\ ftGb��'j'i 
UI'Vr �l') 

"Thus we have appointed you (Muslims) as a justly balanced 
nation (Ummah) so that you may be witnesses over mankind 
. . .  " (2143) 

Another verse of Quran to the similar effect may be found at 
the end of chapter 22 of Quran. 

What is witnessing? 

W hat this act of witnessing or testifying is all about?· 

To put in simple words, i t  means pronouncement or 
proclamation of truth as such before the human society, by the 
person and the community that claims to have faith in the truth 
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The Divine Design 

The act of conveying the truth is done primarily by God Himself 
It is He, in the first place who shoVis the right path to mankind. 
God says in Quran; 

(1r:�I') _�)�\les c:t� 
"Verily We (God) take upon Us t9 guide" (92: 12) 

God has, in every age and generatioh chosen certain persons 
to function as His messengers. He has revealed the message 
of truth and guidance to such messengers and assigned them 
the task of conveying it to the rest of the people. Such 
messengers or appointed Prophets of God have come and 
Propagated the truth and introduced the divinely prescribed 
way of life to people during all the ages and in all the regions 
inhabited by man. Quran says; 

"There never was a people without a Warner having lived 
among them" (35:24) 

Noah, Ibrahim, Moosa and Eisa (A) were all such messengers 
of Allah who testified truth during their respective ag;os. 
Thousands of such messengers have struggled on this earth to 
remind and introduce the truth to mankind. 

The' Final Trial 

According to the Quran on the day. of judgement the whole 
humanity will stand for trial in the court of Allah. That will be 
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the day of the last trial and the final judgement. That day, every 
messenger of Allah will be questioned whether he had conveyed 
the message of truth to mankind. Rest of the mankind will be 
questioned on how did they respond to the message. 

'? ,/ // // ,/ # ,... /.,/ // ( ) /.; � "" ,;1 , ..... ? , / YJ- /:JI ... � \J" . ,  /' 
'- '1 : .:: -�fl\u \, :. ,, : . '·11 �.)Iu-:!·.u\�-, -/ �/ /' .. / 

"Then shall We (God) question those people to whom our 
message was sent and also those (messengers), through whom 
We had sent the message." (7: 6) 

The Last Prophet in Allah's Court 

Prophet Mohammed (S) was the last messenger of Allah. He 
was born at the threshold of the last phase of the human history. 
God gave him His complete and final message and the most 
comprehensive system of life called Islam. A message and a 
system capable to serve mankind effectively till the end of 
history itself There is no messenger to come after Prophet 
Mohammed (S) nor is there any need for one. Mohammed (S) 
was the. messenger of God for mankind ndt only of his 
contemporary times but also of all the ages to come. Reminding 
this great responsibility to him God says in the Holy Quran; 

/ /.-' ,/ /7 ,/ ,. '.I, /� " ,/.:f;,/ .\ \\�.; ��I .. . '..I::' dL�� )' �1." :A..;\-V()-4�\.iI · • 
_ '/ � '..;f'- 1.,)- /- • ... _ ..... // � I ;' '/ ,/  " 

1.1"'1 :{"} " 1 / 
"How will it be when (on the day of judgement) we will 
produce a witness from each Ummah (nation, community) and 
bring you (0 Mohanuned) as witness over these people." (4:41) 

The Holiest Man in Tears 

Prophet Mohammed (S) was extremely consciolls about his 
responsibility He was very much concerned about his own 
accountability before God regarding his mission of conveying 
the divine meS$age. The following event shows his sensitivity 
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towards this duty. 

Once, Abdullah Bin Masood (R), a close companion of the 
Prophet (5) was reciting Quran in the presence of the Prophet 
(5). When he recited this particular verse of Quran mentioned 
above(441) Abdullah heard the Prophet (5) saying "Enough I 
Enough!" When he looked up at the face of the Prophet (5) he 
saw tears rolling down his cheeks. The Prophet (5) was so 
much moved by the thought of having to testify in the court of 
Allah on the day of judgement that he has conveyed his message 
to mankind. This. awareness and such deep sense of 
responsibility accompanied the Prophet all through his life and 
kept him restless right up to the end of his life. 

Implications ofthe Finality 

Prophet Mohammed (5) died at the age of 63 With him the 
- chain of prophets came to an end. No messenger will corne 

after him. No Muslim can ever dispute the finality of 
Mohammed's (5) prophethood. But this belief in the end of 
prophethood makes room for a natur.al question; . 

"If there is no prophet to come after Mohammed (5), then who 
will convey the message of God to the mankind in his absence?" 

The simple answer is: 'The faithful followers of the last Prophet 
(5) will do it" 

In fact, it is the obvious implication of the belief in the finality 
of the Prophethood of Mohammed (5), that the responsibility 
of conveying the message ofIslam to mankind which rested on 
his shoulders. is automatically transferred after him to the 
community of his followe(s. 

In the Quran, Allah has asked the last Prophet (5) to proclaim; 
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/ /' /' ? /' /' ,:,0"" J, ,I' / I � '1 : '1) lo�U-O-'��J��u�)!1 \�fsl��;\; 
"To me has been revealed this Quran so that I may warn you 
with it and they too may warn, to wliom it reaches." (6: 19) 

The Prophet (S)left this world. But he has left behind him, a 
living message and a lively community of followers. As long 
as this community is alive, it will carry on the legacy of the 
Prophet (S). It will always be spreaping the message ofIslam, 
the message of God, among humanity for whom it is meant. 

The Prophet's Last Hajj Sermon 

On the occasion of Hajjathul wida or the last Hajj performed 
during the life of Prophet Mohaniined (S), he delivered his 
historic farewell sermon. Addressing the large gathering of 
his followers he asked a question; 

"What will you say (to Allah) if you are questioned about me?" 

All the people present responded: 

"We will testify that you have fully conveyed us the message. 
You have done justice to your duty. You have performed your 
role as our well-wisher." Hearing this, the Prophet (S) looked 
up tpwards the sky ail.d said: "0 Allah! Be Witness to this." 
He repeated it thrice and then told the people: "Let those who 
are present here, convey my message to those who are not 
present here." 

Does it not obviously mean that all the fonowers of Mohammed 
(S) who have received his message are duty bound to convey 
it to all those human beings who have not received it? 
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The Crime of Concealment 

It is now very clear that the duty of witnessing to mankind or 
the responsibility of propagating the message ofIslam, lies on 
the shoulders of the members of the Muslim Community. If 
Muslims ignore this vital duty of theirs, that will amount to an 
unforgivable crime because: 

(i) By ignoring the duty of propagation they will be depriving 
millions of people in the world, from their rightful opportunity 
to know the truth and adopt the right path. 

(ii) By failing in their duty to propagate Islam they will be 
concealing from mankind,. the guidance provided for them by 
their Lord. 

Both these acts have been termed in the Quran as unjust acts of 
the worst kind; 

� (""..':1 9.(' .... ,.. //.; -" ,.; ,#"., -" ,/". 
<. ""- : r )�\���'i� 4,1·p-'u "I:�I.I:>\ &.0., 

"Who is more unjust than he who hides the testimnny which he 
has received from Allah?" (2: 140) 

Further Quran says; 
:; �J,�/ / ' ''''' • I' ;' , ? ... /?/'/ "" -;;:� C:-- ""-" � .:, U'lal�\..o��(f�\.J ,.,-,'::" &-91:.1;'11A0 � • V:!�\u� 

.... " ,/ I ' ... .,,.? t II. � P , , \10,\: r) -UJ -'ylll ; �'7UJA.u\;.,si£" \j:'I�IV-, 
"Those who conceal the clear signs and the guidance sent down 
by us, after we have m.lde themmanifest for people in the book, 
on them shall be the curse of Allah and the curse of all those 
entitled to curse." (2: 159) 

Here in this verse. the reference �s towards those Jews and 
Christians-especially their scholars and clergymen who had 
the knowledge of the divine message but who deliberately hid 
it from other people. If, like the Jews and Christians of that 
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age, Muslim community too conceals the message of God or 
fails to struggle for the promotion and propagation of God's 
message, they too will deserve and meet the same fate as those 
two preceding communities. 

To meet this fate, the act of concealment need not be necessarily 
active. Even passive act of sitting over the message and refusing 
to propagate it, also amounts to sinful concealment. As told in 
the verse mentioned above (2: 159) the people committing this 
sin are cursed by Allah, and by "all those entitled to curse." 
On the evidence of the verse 161 of the second chapter of Quran, 
some commentators say that it means both mankind and angels 
will curse them. 

The Way Out 

The way to escape from this curse has also been exphined in 
the immediate succession of the same verse quoted above; 

"Except those who repent and amend and make the truth 
manifest To them I turn (with forgiveness) for I am oft
returning, most merciful." (2:216) 

Here we find that three factors have been stipulated as 
conditions to forgive those who had neglected their duty of 
propaga.ting the truth and had thereby committed the sin of 
(on.:ealment of the divine message. Those three conditions 
are� 

(i) They should sincerely repent and pray Allah to forgive them 
for failing in their duty of propagating the truth. 

(ii) They should mend their ways, change their attitudes and 
should corr,�ct themselves in this matter. 

(iii) They should make man'fest the message of truth which 
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they had been concealing so far and should actively start 
propagating it. 

The Mystery of the Muslim Strength 

There was a time when Islam had hardly a dozen followers in 
Makkah. There were no Muslims elsewhere. Those few 
Muslims in Makkah were subjected to humiliation and torture 
of the worst variety. The opponents confidently predicted that 
the Islamic movement will vanish very soon. But today, after 
fourteen centuries, there are over a thousand million Muslims 
all over the world. One among every five persons in the world 
is a Muslim. Among the nations of the world, one among every 
four is a Muslim nation. Muslim countries are spread over 
three continents. Muslims are found in every part of the world 
including its remotest corners. 

How could it happen? Is all this the result of tne migration of 
Arab Muslims to different parts of the world? Are all the 
Muslims outside Arabia, the progeny of migrant Arab Muslims? 
Obviously, it is not so. History proves that almost all the 
Muslims found in the different regions of the world are the 
original inhabitants of those very regions. They have their roots 
in  their own lands, going deep down to several hundred 
generations. In fact, most of them received Islam through their 
non-Muslim ancestors who later on happened to give up their 
traditional non-Islamic faiths, in favour of Islam. They 
embraced Islam and their progeny continued to be Muslims. 

The Crucial Question 

One of the most crucial questions that arises from the above 
statements is what lead those non-Muslim ancestors of the 
present generation of Muslims to embrace Islam? Was it all 
merely the result of any coincidence? Of course, coincidences 
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do occur in this world. But they never make such an enormous 
impact as to change the [ .. ith of one-fifth of the world's 
population. Besides, embracing Islam does not mean mere 
change of faith. It rather involves a total upheaval in the 
entire lifestyle of both the individual and the society. 
Coincidences cannot cause them. 

The truth is that such an impressive presence of Muslims world 
over today, owes to the sincere efforts of the Muslims of the 
olden days who took pains to convey the truth of Islam to the 
people spread in various parts of the world. It was their 
sincerity, hard work, their excelle.nt character and restless 
campaign to introduce and propagate Islam- apart from the 
natural strength and attraction of Islam itself- which lead people 
to embrace Islam en masse in various countries. 

We Are Fortunate 

Many of us are Muslims today because, Islam was conveyed 
to one of our ancestors who probably entertained some faith 
which was entirely opposed to Islam . If he had not received 
the message oflslam, there was every likelihood of that ancestor 
of ours dying as a non-Muslim. In such case, God forbid, we 
too very well would have remained non-Muslims and we too 
would have remained ignorant of the path that leads to man's 
success in both the worlds. 

The above thought is quite an uncomfortable one. But then, 
reality has to be accepted, however inconvenient it might be. 
Besides, this particular reality leads us to appreciate our own 
good fortune and to thank Allah for having guided us to the 
right path. This reality ahould also inspires us to recall our 
inherent duty to carry on the great legacy of those noble souls 
who took every pain to introduce the message of God to His 
subjects, and ,ho introduced Islam to our ancestors. 

\ 
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The Chief Motive 

The ultimate goal behind Da'wah or calling people towards 
Islam is to please God. In fact, the urge to win the pleasure of 
Allah should be the chief motive not only in Da'wah but also 
behind every conscious act of a true Muslim. Because, only 
such deeds of man will please Allah and will merit his reward, 
which were performed with the intention of pleasing Him. 
Prophet Mohammed (S) said; 

"The (reward) of deeds depend upon the intentions behind them. 
Man will get only that which he had intended to . . .  " (Bukhari, 
Muslim) 

The Other Benefits 

Pleasure cf Allah certainly is the chief motive behind all the 
activities of a true D'aie (caller). However, a Da'wah activist 
should know that apart from winning for himself the pleasure 
of Allah- this activity yields many other fruits too. In fact, the 
activity of Da'wah has the potential to produce inriUmerable 
positive results in different times, societies and circumstances. 

The Most Misunderstood 

Islam during our times, stands as the most misunderstood 
religion and Muslims are today the most misunderstood 
community in the world. Both the religion and its followers 
are victimised by a wilful and calculated campaign of 
disinformation and misrepresentation. This evil campaign is 
being carried out mainly by the biased media and by the long 
row of hostile publications world over. The media Invariably 
associates the name ofIslam and Muslims with negative events, 
developments and traits like war, terrorism, riots, kidnap, 
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highjack, cruelty, extravaganza, dictatorship, superStitIon, 
backwardness etc., Terms such as 'Islamic Terrorism', 'Islamic 
fanatusn', 'Muslim Mercenary', 'Archaic Islam Law', Muslim 
rebels', are frequently used in the media and publications 
generally all over the world and particularly in the west. Many 
might be using these terms quite innocently and even perhaps 
inadvertently. However, such innocence makes no difference 
as far as the impact of their act is concerned. 

There is no doubt that those who originally coin these terms 
and innovate such vocabulary and also those who deliberately 
make use of them, d

,
9 so to create a particular image of this 

religion and its followers, in the minds of the unsuspecting 
masses. Obviously such persistent maligning ca!l1paign has 
played a vital role in deeply imprinting an ugly and detestable 
image oflslam and Muslims. Not only the people of the West 
but the easterners too fall prey to this campaign. The false 
image thus created in the minds plays a crucial role in shaping 
the attitude of the non-Muslim masses towards this religion 
and its followers. 

The Deep Impact 

Particularly, in the absence of any effective frame work to 
present the truth, to project the right image, to dIsseminate the 
positive information and to counter the malicious propaganda, 
it is quite natural that the untruth will gain currency. People in 
their ignorance will accept every well-presented falsehood as 
truth. 

Indeed, it is these very people who stand to loose first by 
subscribing to the falsehood. They are themselves bound to 
suffer, for being blind to the truth and for embracing the 
darkness. But that in anyway does not reduce the liability of 
the Muslim community They too will have to pay a very dear 
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price for it in terms of consequences both in this world and in 
the hereafter. If they fail to attend to their duty of propagating 
the truth and defeating the falsehood, they too will have to share 
the responsibility for the spread of falsehood. As far as the 
worldly consequences are concerned, anybody can see that 
Muslims are already facing them in the form of almost universal 
suspicion, hostility and contempt found in the minds of their 
non-Muslim brethren towards them, their faith and their culture 
in almost all parts of the world. Living under such an 
atmosphere of misgiving and hostility is in itself such a horrible 
experience and such an effective punishment that any self 
respecting community can not take it lying down, for a long 
time. 

Time To Wake Up 

Ironically, the impact of the widespread negative propaganda 
against Islam has been so deep and enormous that it has infected 
the minds of a good number of Muslims themselves. Especially 
such an impact can be noticed in a sizeable section of the new 
generation. They suffer from a severe kind of inferiority 
complex. Their infected minds make them view their own 
religion with suspicion and gullibility. Sometimes they might 
even feel guilty and ashamed for taking birth with a Muslim 
identity Tragedy indeed I 

If this pathetic state of affairs does not suftlce to wake up the 
Muslim community, what else will? This situation obviously 
makes it incumbent upon Muslims to begin an all out struggle 
to present t.he truth before the world and to fight the false 
propaganda. Now the only choice before them is to work hard 
to propagate and popularise Islam and to install the right images 
in the minds of the people while erasing the wrong ones. 
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The Himalayan Task 

The forces prejudiced against Islam and interested in maligning 
it have been propagating the falsehood for the last several 
centuries. They have been making use of every avaijable tool 
of propaganda for their purpose. Even in tr,e mod�rn age it is 
such forces who hold sway over the technology of information 
and means of mass communication. On the other hand, very 
little has been done so far by tht; Muslim side to present the 
truth. Hence the challenge before them today is of the Himalayan 
magnitude. The task of demolishing tlie strong forts of falsehood 
built over centuries cannot be undone overnight. 

However, the magnitude and the difficulty of this task should 
not serve as an excuse to run away from it. The task is so 
demanding and so essential that if Muslims opt to close their 
eyes towards it, they will do so at their own peril. Time has 
come for Muslims now to work overtime, to make the truth 
widely known and to defeat the magic of falsehood. By doing 
so they will be improving their own image, while helping rest 
of the humanity as well, to come out of their dark shell of 
misconceptions. In fact, by doing so the Muslims will also be 
assisting their non-Muslim brethren to see the truth in its true 
form. The truth, which is the need of every human being. 

For Social Harmony 

In many countries of the world Muslims live along side their 
non-Muslim country men .. In several parts of the globe they 
live as religious minorities. In such societies, the relationship 
between Muslims and non- Muslim communities does not 
always remain cordial. Conflicts do arise between them. Often 
these conflicts remain under the surface in the form of a cold 
war. Atmosphere of tension and suspicion prevails. At times 
they explode in the form of armed clashes or bloody communal 
riots. People in countries like India experience such outbreaks 
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quite often. In most of such cases it is the Muslim minorities 
who bear the brunt in terms of their honour, lives, limbs and 
properties. 

There are many social, economic, political, demographic and 
cultural causes behind these conflicts and cunfrontations. But 
here we mention only two important factors relevant to the 
theme of our discussion: 

(i) In countries l ike India, certain well organised and 
resourceful groups have been relentlessly carrying on a 
campaign of disinformation and hatred against Islam and its 
followers. Such groups have remained active throughout the 
20th century. Unfortunately they have succeeded in poisoning 
the minds of millions of people to such an extent that today 
they view Islam and Muslim with apprehensions, contempt and 
even hatred. 

(ii) Muslims have done very little to present the right image of . . 
themselves and their religion. They have failed in establishing 
a respectable place for themselves and their religion in the 
hearts and minds of their fellow beings. 

In such societies it is necessary that Muslims immediately pay 
attention to the task of introducing the truth to their fellow beings. 
By doing so; 

(a) Muslims will be performing their moral religious and social 
duty of enlightening their country men about the only path 
available for their salvation. 

(b) They will be promoting understanding among the 
communities presently involved in conflict. 

( c) They will be rendering a noble service to their society by 
thus helping its people to come out of their mutual suspicions 
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and misgivings and to move towards peaceful and harmonious 
coexistence. 

(d) They will be helping themselves to get rid of the tense 
atmosphere of mistrust and insecurity. 

( e) By promoting the knowledge of truth they will be generating 
respect not only towards truth but towards its adherents too. 

For The Cherished Values 

Universal peace, truth, justice, equality, brotherhood, love, 
tolerance and compassion are some of the noble values Islam 
and Muslims stand for. Proximity of these values to the human 
nature, makes people world over to express faith in these 
values. Even the manifestos of the world bodies like UNO, 
Universal Declarations of various iights and the constitutions 
of many modern states affirm their faith in these values. In 
practice. however, the attitudes of most of the governments 
and world organisations have an entirely different story to tell. 
Their practices show that in spite of all their loud claims, they 
do not attach any serious importance to these values. Their 
claims are hollow and confined only to papers. In order to 
safeguard the perceived interests of some race. region, class 
or language all these values are trampled upon without the least 
hesitation. Despite the presence' of many world bodies and 
their high sounding rhetorics, human beings continue to suffer 
in many parts of the world due to racial discrimination, ethnic 
conflicts, ethnic cleansing, war, terrorism etc. , Every country 
or group seems to believe itself to be the only exclusive, rightful 
beneficiary of the aforesaid values. In this cruel game the 
powerful prevail, the poor suffer and the values get curbed 
mercilessly All this talk we hear about the lofty values and 
sacred rights are in practice mere decorative and tools of 
deception 
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Any Muslim who knows about the importance attached to these 
values and rights by Islam, and any Muslim who has any 
compassion for mankind suffering under the hypocrisy 
mentioned above, can never sit content, passively watching 
such gross violation and misuse of these values and rights. 

His love for mankind, his respect for these values and his 
knowledge that they can truly flourish and will be secure only 
under the shelter of Islam· and an Islamic system, will never 
permit a Muslim to remain a silent spectator of this cruel drama. 
They will compel him to act, to join the universal campaign of 
introducing Islam for the restoration of these values. He will 
strive to present before mankind the divinely guided system of 
Islam as the permanent alternative to all the prevailing parties, . . 
bodies, manifestos, constitutions, ideologies and philosophies. 
He will try to convince the world that the interests of mankind 
can be reliably safe guarded only through the Islamic system. 

For A Better World 

Today the human society world over suffers from certain ills. 
For instance poverty, illiteracy, chifd labour, immorality, 
prostitution, rapes, child abuse, drugs and narcotics, extreme 
disparities in the distribution of wealth, dreaded epidemics 
like AIDS, environmental pollution etc. , Many scholars and 
experts who have studied · these problems acknowledge that 
these are not natural developments but are, in fact, the results 
of wrong ideas and policies pursued by various individuals, 
groups and governments. They are optimistic tnat if the right 
kind of attitude is adopted and right kind of policies are 
implemented. it is not entirely impossible to solve these 
problems. It is quite obvious that, no ill can be cured unless it 
is properly diagnosed. a suitable reniedy is prescribed for it 
and such remedy is administered in the advisee! manner. 
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Any enlightened Muslim who has ever bothered to ponder over 
the situation mentioned above cannot be unaware of the fact 
that these current crises are results of man's own misdeeds. 

E,"' :t "' �J· ''';'' Jf(: ., ..... !;� ..... <\;:9 .. .... ' -! ,.  w�J. "'''',-;" - - VL�-, .u\ - " ' QO :� '\...D\ I..o.J �...... � .. "'_ . "/ 1; ' - "'" �;; • 
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"Whatever misfortune happens to you, is because of the things 
your own hands have earned." (42:30) 

:> J �.� . , . .6\ ' ''{.:;::� w �\ / �1.�1(/�\S&"; � � ....... �� LS'� \ . 'o' -", . .... .J " . '1/ , / (1"1 : f·) . � ;, '  , ,.. �.1.. i':1 1"'\ . � &·�IC;a.'.! (:.)�� � � .-"Corruption has appeared on iand and sea because of (the evil) 
which men's' hands have done. So that (Allah) may give them 
a taste of some of their deeds-in order that they may return." 
(3041) 

The self made and short sighted ideas and policies pursued by 
man have landed him up in the present crisis. The only path 
available to man te get out of it is to follow the guidance of his 
creator. Islam is the name of that divine guidance which 
promises to establish an entirely different world order. A world 
order which will ensure enduring peace and prosperity to all. 

Any Muslim worth the name will have no doubt about the 
inherent capability of Islam to shape such a glorious world. 
This unassailable fact, should inspire him to join the movement 
of presenting Islam to the present, crisis ridden world. 
Introducing the right solution and trying to make it acceptable 
is the first step towards solving any problem. Thus introducing 
Isl;un to mankind and inviting them to accept or at least to brood 
over this divine solution would be the first step towards the 
liberation'ofthe suffering humanity. 
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Contribution To The Society 

In addition to the universal problems mentioned above, there 
are some problems which are prevalent particularly in certain 
countries. For instance, tension between religious and linguistic 
groups (in India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Nigeria, 
Lebanon etc.,) racial prejudice (in USA, South Africa, Germany, 
Italy etc., where now it is further escalating in the name of neo
Fascism) regionalism, separatism and horder disputes (in India, 
Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Ireland, Iraq, Russia etc. , . )  The list of 
such problems and the countries suffering from them can be 
extended to any length. Muslims world over can not remain 
mute witnesses to these developments. They are duty bounded 
to help these societies to get rid of these problems.. They can 
do so most effectively by presenting before them the ideological 
and practical solutions offered 'by Islam. Especially, this is 
the duty of those Muslims living in these societies. By 
performing this duty they will be making a great contribution 
to improve the lot of their own country and countrymen. 

The Secret Behind The Power Of Islam 

When it is claimed that the system of lslam and its prescriptions 
are capable of solving every problem of humanity, Muslims 
will not have any difficulty in accepting it. But those who are 
yet to be acquainted with the potentials or Islam will certainly 
doubt it. They will wonder what makes Islam so different and 
so powerful as to solve all ,the problems of man. 

In fact the secret of the capability of lslam lies in the fact that it 
is the religion, philosophy, system and way of life prescribed 
for man by his creator. It is the product of His absolute 
know:�dge, vision and compassion. It is the creation of the 
Most powerful and the Most capable who is the creator and 
controller of every power, talent and capability found in this 
world. Who can comprehend the complex nature of man, his 
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intricate mind, his needs, his deeds, his fancies, his feelings, 
his problems and his society better than his creator himself) 

.J ",, :I "'1 , 7 -: ,., 1  J ':'Z .I .J  , .. \ ... _;":; .... '" "',. ,: (!.;,-;,.,:::" "" y � � -' .!......4J �U'" -':"'j1 .... -' c> W ... l ' ' .LJ.) , " "" " 1 I '1  :Q ') .�J'I\�'� � I  / " / � -" . / .... .. " 
"It was We who created man and we know what suggestions 
his soul makes to him, because We are nearer to him than his 
jugular vein."  (50: 16) 

Who can prescribe a better system for this world than its own 
creator? It is His system that is so efficiently running the whole 
solar system, the galaxies and the so called forces of nature, 
since billions of years. Man needs only some wisdom to 
acknowledge the supremacy of Allah-the maker and the 
controller of this flawless system and allow His system to take 
over the affairs of this world too. In fact everything in this 
universe is being governed and closely monitored by Allah 
and it is only a small area where He Himself has givt:n man 
some autonomy. This autonomy too is limited in scope and has 
been given to man only for an un-specified period oft est. This 
limited, temporary and trial based autonomy is terminable at 
any time at the will of God. The termination is to be followed 
by a final evaluation and judgement. 

Interestingly, it is only this area where man enjoys some 
autoriomy, which is suffering from every kind of crises, chaos 
and disorder. Rest of the universe is as orderly as everl 

c.f.J :-: "J..b�:;:I I�GJ>w'.;i��.j.I1JI��Jj� ' ..... �- 1/ ;' ,; ... " "'.; ( i t 'l L )  J�'� 
"You cannot see any fault in the creation of the BerJeficent one. 
Look againl Can you see any rift?" (67 3)  

Man has already tried and experimented with numerous 
manmade ideas. Even those religions which originally came 
from God but were later on corrupted beyond recognition, have 
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also been tried. The disastrous results are there, for all to see. 

Now it is time to present before man, Islam-the message of 
God in its pristine purity- as the final resort of man kind. Only 
his adherence to this divine system can lead his world to be in 
harmony with rest of the universe which has always remained 
obedient to the divine ordinance. 

To Strengthen The Ummah 

Da'wah or the propagation ofislam has in all ages played an 
important role in strengthening the Muslim community both 
numerically and qualitatively. As a result of Da'wah such 
individuals and communities have joined the ranks of Islamic 
brotherhood, who were earlier not only non-Muslims but aiso 
were professed foes ofislam. Every such incident boosts the 
morale of the Ummah. It causes an inflow offresh blood into 
the veins of the Ummah, enhances its vigour and accelerates 
its vitality. 

For instance take the case ofHamza (R), Umar (R) and Khalid 
Bin Waleed (R) the three cor- temporaries of Prophet 
Mohammed (S) . At one stage Hamza was indifferent towards 
Islam. Umar was a bitter antagonist who used to torture 
Muslims. Khalid was a tierce warrior and belonged to the 
enemy's camp. He had inflicted enormous losses to the Muslim 
side. But Muslims continued their efforts to convince them the 
truth of Islam. Finally at different stages and under different 
circumstances all these stalwarts came to the fold of Islam. 
Their contributions to the cause ofislam in the later years are 
now the glittering chapters of history. Also, there are many 
instances of different religious, cultural, ethnic or such other 
groups embracing Islam en masse in response to Da'wa� . .  Such 
events have given positive tams to the stream of human history 
itself 
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However, demographic factor has never been and should never 
be the motivating force behind the propagational activities. An 
ardent desire to please Allah, consciousness of their duty and 
sincere concern for the liberation of mankind are sufficient 
motives for the Muslims to carry on the campaign ofDa'wah 
during any age and under all circumstances. Though it is true 
that Da'wah has often resulted in strengthening the Ummah 
numerically, it is only a natural consequence and at best a 
peripheral benefit ofDa'wah. It had never been a goal in itself 
In fact Islam attaches very little importance to the numerical 
advantage. It considers the quality of Muslims rather than the 
s;ze of their populatioll as the decisive factor. 

I j � , ' � ' " ' /  '" ", .J w ", ... '· ' .. · .,. /' :.< - � · ::,'1 �I"J'.r; .. ; '  '�' � AJJ IJ AJJ \ O.) u  6..6'-' � - ",: • .  \",...- " ;, /-/  ¥ "' . ... ..... �� 
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"How often has a small force overcome a big one �ith the 
leave of A1lahl" (2:249) 

· ' -:::: ;Lo I ' ,P I,,::. � , j t:,..< ; /;;. �!e4(;'<f." \ ' .� , ", . ', _ O-'-'t V..J� , � u/� 
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"If there be twenty people among you with patience, they can 
overcome two hundred." (8:65) 

Even the history of Islam bears testimony that Muslims were 
fa; stronger and powerful when their population was far lesser 
than what it is today. 

The. Most Important Sunnah 

Muslims rightly give a lot of importance to Sunnah or the 
traditions of Prophet Mohammed (S). To accept the Sunnah as 
his ultimate ideal is essential for every person who claims tl) 
be a Muslim. Not only the Prophet's method pf prayer but also 
his methods of eating, drinlGng, dressing etc., are considered 
as imitable ideals by every Muslim; 
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Given this background, it would be a Himalayan blunder on 
the part of the Muslims to ignore Da'wah the greatest Sunnah 
of the Prophet (S). In fact Da'wah was the most dominant and 
also the continuous Sunnah traceable in the life of that greatest 
human being. Da'wah was his principal 'occupation' right 
from the first day of his prophethood and continued to be so till 
his last breath. 

Any student of the prophet's life cannot lose sight ofthis most, 
crucial aspect of his life. This Sunnah of the Prophet is 
connected with the very mission for which he was appointed 
and covers all the 23 years of his life as God's messenger. It is 
more important than any other event in his life. Hence, 
obviously this is one of the first things th,at should be adopted 
from his life. Besides, Da'wah is one among the fundamental 
responsibilities which he had placed on the shoulders of the 
Ummah before his departure from this world. 
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The Universality 

Chapter 3 

DA'WAH-WHERE? 

'lJa'wali (jltitfe 

"Where should we do Da'wah?" is one question asked often 
by the beginners in the field. 

"Wherever it is possible" would be the brief and simple 
answer to it. Let us elaborate. 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, Islam is the philosophy 
and the way of life presented by the creator of this universe for 
the salvation of the entire mankind. The mission of prophet 
Mohammed (S) was universal. The Islamic' community also 
has a universal character. Therefore naturally, the responsibility 
of the Muslim Ummah to propagate the truth is also universal 
in dimension. 

Given this context, there is no question at all, of excluding any 
individual, party, community, region or group in the world from 
the range and scope ofDa'wah. 

Every person and every human group. including even the 
professed enemies of Islam deserve to be conveyed the truth. 
It is the birth right of every human being, to be shown the right 
path that would lead him to heaven and save him from the pangs 
of hell fire. 
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The Specific Approach 

Not withstanding this universal scope ofDa'wah, let us concede 
that different circumstances impose certain limitations on it. 
To reach every human being on earth with the message ofIslam 
is not an easy task. It is possible only when the whole Ummah 
raises to perform· its duty ofDa'wah and mobilises the resources 
needed for it. 

But the realities on ihe ground right now are not very much 
favourable, though Da'wah is the collective responsibility of 
all the Muslims in the world, presently it is only some 
individuals,  small institutions, voluntary groups and 
organisations who are really engaged in this noble activity 
Rest of the Ummah, including some rich and powerful Muslim 
states are paying little attention to this duty. 

Fortunately the later half of the 20th century has shown some 
signs which indicate that this state of affairs will undergo a 
positive change during the years to come. The Ummah seems 
to be gradually waking up to its forgotten duty. 

However, those in the Ummah who are already aware of their 
duty cannot sit idly, waiting for the dawning of the day when 
the whole Ummah will rise to attend this duty. They must begin 
their march regardless of what tbe others are doing. It is true 
that with the limited opportunities and meagre resources 
available to them it will not be possible for them to convey the 
message ofIslam to the entire humanity as desired. But then, 
they have some consolation in the fact that they are responsible 
only for that which is within their reach and not beyond that. 
This has been clearly stated in the holy Quran and has also 
been recognised as one of the basic principles of Islamic 
Shariah. Quran says; 

,, ;'  :J J /... �,/ I '  J ' 
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"Allah does not task anybody beyond his capacity." (2:286) 

Your Power 

Now let us look at what is your capacity as an average 
individual Da'iee (propagator of Islam)? 

In spite of all your personal limitations and all the restrictions 
imposed upon you by various factors, your own potentials and 
the resources and opportunities available to you in the normal 
course of life are themselves not meagre. You can make 
wonderful achievements if you can effectively utilise these very 
potentials, resources and opportunities. 

In fact the number of people available to you in your day to day 
life for the purpose of witnessing is itself quite large. If you 
look at all of them you might wonder whether even a full life 
time will be sufficient for you to convey the message to all 
these people. 

Obviously every Da'ie, even if h.e desires to do so, cannot 
practically approach every non-Muslim on this earth with the 
message of Islam. Therefore it is desirable that each Da'iee 
specifies for himself particular individuals, classes or human 
groups to whom he would convey the truth on a priority basis. 

The Individuals 

There are hundreds of people each of you comes across in 
your everyday life. But among them there are some whom you 
love more than others. some whom you meet more often, some, 
whom you spend more time with. some whom you have more 
opportunities to speak to and interact with It is they who 
deserve to be approached first 

Your relative, your neighbour, your friend, your classmate, 
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college mate, your teacher, student, client, customer, your 
colleague, your boss, your servant, your doctor-these are just 
a few among those many individuals whom you can personally 
approach with your message without much difficulty. 

The Groups 

On the other hand, there are numerous human groups-formed 
on different grounds- whom you may choose as your targets to 
convey the message of their salvation. 

Political parties, religious organisations, labour unions, 
farmers, organisations of the oppressed, exploited and 
backward groups, clubs, associations of leftists, atheists and 
rationalists etc., can be chosen for Da'wah by the Da'wah 
organisations. Similarly the urban citizens, the rural citizens, 
the refugees, migrants, migrant labours, manual labours, 
industrial labours, employees of the public sector, employees 
of the private sector, tourists, pilgrims etc., can also be 
identified as groups and the Da'wah organisations may draw 
out their strategies to convey Islam to such groups particularly. 
This kind of classification is necessary when Da'wah is being 
done in an organised manner. When you target a particular 
group, it will be convenient for you to draw a strategy well 
suited to that specific group. Depending upon the varying needs, 
trends, attitudes, mentality and the intellectual level of different 
groups, the strategy and the approach of the Da'iee group also 
should naturally vary. 

The Young Activists 

The activist youth are a class of their own and merit the special 
attention of the Da'wah activists. Here, by 'activist youth' we 
particularly mean those young persons; 
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(i) Who have concern for mankind and are willing to work for 
its upliftment. 

(ii) Who identify themseiv(!s with a collective cause, work 
voluntarily for that cause with commitment and without any 
selfish motive. 

This kind of activists can be found generally in all the groups 
mentioned in the preceding chapter. But in particular, they can 
be found world over in the institutions and organisations 
working for the following kind of causes; 

A. Human rights 

B. Promotion of moral values 

C. Mass literacy 

D. Protection of the environment 

E. Upliftment of slup1 dv.'ellers 

F. Community health 

G. Social service 

H. Improvement in the human relationship 

I. World peace 

J. Eradication of nuclear threat 

K. Eradication of untouchability, casteism and racism 

L. Prohibition of alcoholic drinks 

M. Against drugs 
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N. Against corruption 

o. Against dictatorship and autocracy 

P. Against nudity and prostitution 

Q. Eradication of child labour etc., 

Well, the areas available are so many. Many youngmen working 
for such causes are generly found to be open to study any idea 
that is new to them. They are also receptive towards any 
ideology, provided they are convinced that it is of any benefit 
for them and for the society. The involvement of these people 
in the activities which are aimed at benefiting the mankind, 
itself indicates the purity of their innate nature. It is people 
with such qualities who take little time to see the truth in Islam. 
If they are persuaded to study Islam, very soon they can 
recognise its potential to liberate humanity. 

The number of such persons is on the decrease in the political 
parties and they are being fast replaced by selfish paid workers. 
Nevertheless, in rest of the fields mentioned above, such noble 
souls ar� available in large numbers. 

The Students 

Another group that deserves the special attention ofDa'iees is 
the student community. In any part ofthe world this section not 
only represents the future scenario of that respective society 
but also plays a vital role in shaping its future. They are the 
trend setters. Universally they have a unique ability to win the 
attention and support of the entire community in favour of the 
ideas they chose to uphold. 

A glance at the history of the 20th century will convince yeu 
that this community has played a significant role almost in every 
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major development of the century. Take for instance the 
Bolshevik Revolution of Russia ( 1 917), anti-imperialist 
movements in all the erstwhile colonies of the European 
powers, the movement of democracy in Philippines, the recent 
crumbling of the Soviet Union, India's struggle for independence 
and iater the anti-emergency movement, the Islamic Revolution 
of lran, and the fall of Apartheid in South Africa. Students are 
on the vanguard of the on going underground pro-democracy 
movements in the remaining Communist regimes like China 
and North Korea. Students form a formidable component in 
the current Islamic movements of Afghanistan, Pakistan, 
Algeria, Sudan, Egypt, Palestine and in most of the other Muslim 
states. In India the so called anti-foreigner movement of Assam 
was spearheaded fully by the students. Even in the Naxalite 
movement, Hindutva movement and in the separatist movements 
of Punjab and Kashmir they have an impressive presence. 

Hence, it is not merely for the fun of it that different political 
parties and other groups make every effort to woo this 
community. They do so to cash upon certain unique tra-its of 
this section. For instance, it is the universal feature of the 
youth and students that they have the courage to accept what 
they see as right, irrespective of the risks involved in doing so. 
Secondly, they actively join the struggle to establish that idea 
in the society which they hold as dear. They employ all their 
energies for their cherished cause and offer any amount of 
sacrifice to achieve their goals. 

Himself being a revolutionary, a Da'iee cannot ignore the 
revolutionary potentials of the community of students and youth. 
By introducing Islam to them he will be showing them the right 
direction in which their energies and talents deserve to be 
utilised. 

It is well known that the forces hostile to Islam and Muslims 
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have been atte!11pting since quite a long time to poison the tender 
minds of these sections through their venomous propaganda. 
The media, the text books, biased teachers, hired student 
activists-all these and many more means have been employed 
for this purpose. Naturally such efforts have made their impact. 
This accounts for the prejudices against Islam, found among a 
good number of students and youth. This is an alarming 
development and might lead to disastrous consequences in the 
future, ifit is not checked in time. This should provide sufficient 
impetus to all those Muslims who have concern for the future 
of mankind, to approach these sections in order to free them 
from their prejudices and to introduce truth to them. 

Introduction oflslam to the youth and students is necessary not 
only to releive them from the biases they entertain against Islam, 
but also to free them from the moral ills and flaws of character 
that generally afI:lict them. Adherence to Islam alone can ensure 

. the highest standard of morality and character in the youth. To 
correct the youth is one of the surest ways to make the future 
better. 

Fortunately even today the majority of the students and youth 
are not biased. No amount of propaganda has succeeded in 
closillg their minds totally. They continue to be open to accept 
anything which appeals them. What can be more appealing to 
tlie energetic young blood than the revolutionary and challenging 
message oflslam? Among all the existing religious ideologies 
and ways of life it is only Islam which in every respect, suits 
and fulfils the aspiration of the youth 

The need is only to strike the right chord and to present Islam 
to them in the right manner. 
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The Oppressed 

It is a shameful fact that even while the mankind stands at the 
threshold of the twenty first century, a formidable part of its 
population continues to be exploited and oppressed in the name 
of race, caste, language, religion, nationality etc., 

The Dalits of India for instance are suffering the worst kind of 
oppression even today. Neither the constitutional guarantees 
nor the special privileges like reservations have achieved much 
success in giving Dalit his due position in the society. Equality, 
dignity and security remain a distant dream for him. 

The 19th and the 20th centuries have witnessed some positive 
changes in the plight of black and the enslaved people world 
over. But the Indian black, the original inhabitant of India, 
continues to suffer the pains of the inhuman caste system and 
untouchability unheard of anywhere else on earth I 

History testifies that Islam has always come to the rescue of 
such oppressed classes. Apart from showing them the path of 
salvation in the hereafter, Islam guarantees equality, justice and 
dignity for them in this world itself Instead of asking the 
oppressed, to meekly accept slavery in the name of destiny, 
fatalism or the philosophy of karma (chain of re-incarnation), 
it openly encourages and emboldens them to fight against the 
oppressors, exploiters and the tyrants. In fact Islam enjoins all 
its followers to take up the cause of such oppressed classes 
and fight on their behalf, for their liberation. Quran says; .,,-;'''' , ;'- ". J, ") ,;' ; j - '-' � ::;gj '-:'�-!. I-:iuf-:' ·.{tl.wl�.':'{'\��' ( \� . : r) \-'/ • 0-;, " ,. ', IS/ IJ";! -' 
"Fight in the cause of Allah against those who fight you. But 
do not transgress limits." (2: 1 90) 
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"And fight them on, until there is no more persecution." (2: 1 93) 
'J' ''-- ' \�''''' -:''''' '' :: '''l \ '' ':' 

\ \','::: ' '�/ � I�j'f<:;\' 'J �..r. .,..... �·'4· 1- ..J 4.Il  �'� I!.l ..... ;.1 .... .J " . , / .. <" '" .. .  '-'/ , AJjb\��"(>.A�;:':; t.J; 6J�f-/�·.J\ 6\1l�\-, ':'L::.l r o..-.."M�I.J ��J\;I�'E'�O>J:+(�t:"':\�'h' \ '" f' .. ", '" , '" w ,  '" 
('� : /"') _�I4.I·l.l:.l 

"And why should you not fight in the cause of Allah and those 
who being weak are ill-treated and oppressed? In the cause of 
those men, women and children whose cry is "Our Lord I Rescue 
us form this town whose people are oppressors and raise for 
us from your behalf one who will help?" (4:75) 

The history of Islam is replete with instances of Muslim 
community and the Islamic states having rushed with all their 
might to rescue the oppressed sections against the oppressors 
and to ensure security and justice for them. 

It is the religious duty of every Muslim even in this age, both to 
struggle for the liberation of the oppressed sections and also 
to present the liberating message of Islam before them. Because 
it is only through Islam that true brotherhood can be established 
between all human beings. Also it is only through Islam that 
every section of mankind can ensure its success both in this 
world and in the everlasting life of the hereafter. 

As far as those numerous othe( solutions prescribed for the 
liberation of the oppressed sections are concerned, the past 
experiences have shown that each one of them is mere 
superficial and short lived. The blacks of Arabia and India 
who embraced Islam in the past are now very much a part and 
parcel of the Ummah or the Islamic brotherhood. But those 
biacks in the west and in India who sought refuge in Christianity 
and such other faiths find themselves today in a situation where 
it is inevitable for them to fight for their own equality even 
within their community. 
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The Godless 

Now let us turn towards the so called rationalists, sceptics, 
atheists and leftists. Often the religious people rule out the 
utility of discussing religion with these groups because of the 
general apathy shown by such groups towards all religions. 

But the approach of a Da'iee shall be essentially sympathetic 
towards these groups. He would try to understand their 
disposition with an honest desire to show them the right path 
to free them form their confusions and ultimately to rescue them 
from the tormenting fir.e of hell. 

In fact, the root cause behind the antipathy shown towards 
religion by most of the rationalists. atheists, leftists etc., lies.in 
the bitter personal experiences they had with one or the other 
religion and also in the perpetual misuse, the religions have 
been subjected to -during all the ages. Indeed there are religions 
which present totally iJ:bsurd ideas regarding God, Man, human, 
spirit etc., There are innumerable dogmas, superstitions, 
prejudices, inhuman practices, discriminations, exploitation and 
oppressions in this world that !lave been promoted and 
protected down the ages in the name of God and religion. It 
was in the name of God and religion that killing and enslavement 
of the ' gentiles' was justified. It was in the name of God and 
religion that scientific disc.overies and inventions and even the 
scientific spirit itself ",(ere sought to be curbed. It was in the 
name of religIon that the sins of the people were being forgiven 
on behalf of God and tickets to heaven were being sold in lieu 
of a fees. It was in the name of God, religion and the holy 
scriptures that millions of human beings were treated as 
untouchables alld even as unseeables for many centuries. It 
was in the name of God and religion that the practice of burning 
the widows alive was glorified and human sacrifice was 
justified. It was again in the name of God and the religion that 
places 'of worshIp were (urned into brothels where the sex 
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hungry priests brutally exploited the women imprisoned there 
in the guise of being 'devoted to deities. 

If an atheist or a rationalist resents or rejects this kind of 
'religions' and 'Gods' he is well justified in doing so. This 
part of their deed is very much in accordance with the spirit of 
Islam which has come to liberate mankind from the chains and 
bondage of such corrupt religions and fake Gods. By this act 
of theirs, they have actually moved a long step closer to Islam 
rather than drifting away from it. One might even go to the 
extent of saying that they have accepted the first part of Kalimah 
or the creed of Islam which reads 'L.� ILAHA' meaning there 
is no God. This part of the creed makes an outright rejection 
of all the false Gods and deities. "ILLALLAH' (i.e. except 
Allah) or the affirmation of the existence of the one true God is 
only the next step in the creed. Hence the task of conveying the 
message of lslam to these sections need not be deemed as an 
entirely difficult one. In fact. in their case the task is easier. 

The Religious 

Gone are the days when people used to say proudly that they 
do not believe in any religion. The fashion has changed lIOW 
Today majority of the people in the world would claim to have 
faith in one or (be other religion. But then there are so many 
religions and their doctrines differ so much from each other 
that it is difficult to trace out factors that are common to all of 
them. Broadly classified, these religions fall under the 
following categories; 

(i) Many of these religions are the mutilated and distorted forms 
of the original religion of truth given by God for mankind in 
different ages. 

(ii) Some of them are tbe brain childs of those human beings 
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who honestly desired to do some good for the society but were 
themselves ignorant of truth and were confused. What they did 
was only a misdirected experiment with their own illusions 
regarding truth. However, it lead many of their contemporaries 
and millions of people in the later generations to accept these 
illusions as truth itself. 

(iii) A few of these religions are the creations of certain 
mischievous persons and groups who deliberately mislead 
people for their own selfish ends. They succeeded, in 
fraudulently convincing the masses that they are messengers or 
even incarnations of God and that the doctrines presented by 
them are divine doctrines. 

(iv) Some so called religions are either mere offshoots of major 
religions or are aberrational outgrowths of certain regional or 
tribal civilisations, cultures and traditions. 

Though this is a general and broad categorisation and hence 
incomplete, it should,suffice to convince the Da'iee that all the 
'religious' non-Muslims need not be seen as one homogenous 
class. They have to be understood and dealt with separately. 
Even in the holy Quran we find this kind of categorisation of 
non-Muslims. E.g. AhIul Kithab and Mushrikeen. Though both 
were polytheists in practice, these groups have been treated 
separately in Quran. 

However, certain qualities significant for a Da'iee are found 
commonly among the followers of most of these different 
religions namely; 

1 .  Whatever their religions might have to say about God, the 
followers of almost all the religions in principle accept the 
oneness of God. They have faith in Him. They fear Him. They 
recognise Him as superior to all the other deities. But what 
they do in practice is a different matter altogether. 
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2. They acknowledge that man i s  not mere flesh and bones. 
That, he has a spiritual existence too, beyond this material 
realm. They agree that death does not end the human life forever, 
and that the deeds of man in this life are subject to one or the 
other kind of reward or punishment after his death. I 

3. They generally respect Allah at least as 'one of the Gods' 
Mohammed (S) as a great saintly person and Quran as a holy 
book 

4. They greatly appreciate the values like truth, justice morality, 
chastity, kindness, charity, forgiveness etc. and condemn vices 
like immorality, cruelty, injustice, falsehood, ingratitude etc , 

Thus you have before you, the large majority of mankind which 
fortunately already agrees-at least in principle- with many of 
the values you stand for. Their ignorance, prejudices, traditional 
hang overs and even their circumstances might stand in the way 
of their accepting the religion of truth in its totality. But that 
problem arises only when Islam is presented before them. 
Logically, there is not much difficulty in assuming that those 
who sincerely follow half truths and pseudo-religions-believing 
them to be truth due to their ignorance and innocence- will 
readily accept the full truth and the true religion if it is brought 
before them. 

Now it is upon you Da' iees to take up this challenge and 
approach these 'God fearing' sections spread in different 
religious communities. Caring least for how they might respond, 
introduce them the true concept of God, spirituality, life after 
death, way of lile, moral values etc., 

,J ,,P(1i' I' � � ';' , .�\ �'.:;\ I-:.P, -; .:::-'.' '' \ .  '.::.:' , ,P�<'::� �:.;W � i.5" � ���u-cy _ ( I I"  - 1  : M) 
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"Therefore, you remind (people) because the remainder profits. 
The one who fears will heed. But it will be avoided by the 
most unfortunate- the one who wiil enter the great fire." (87:9-
12) 

Institutions 

Da' iee individuals or groups interested in this aciivity may 
also chose some institutions in their region or elsewhere as 
their targets to propagate the truth. Schools and colleges 
(including medical colleges. engineering colleges, law 
colleges, theological colleges, pharmacy, physiotherapy or 
nursing colleges, etc.,) hospitals, clubs, old age homes, places 
of worship, student hostels, sport hostels, officers hostels, party 
offices, youth centres etc., Most of these are such places where 
hundreds of people gather and disperse everyday. If you or 
your group is regular visitor to these places, or at least if you 
visit these places occasionally, it will no/be difficult for you to 
find so many persons who are eagerl0 know about Islam. 

Which person, which institution and how many of them should 
be specifically targeted for Da'wah depends upon his ability, 
talent, level of knowledge, efficiency etc., of the individual 
Da'iee or the group of Da'iees. 

Scenes ofDa'wah from Quran 

Holy Quran projects before us many varic us and interesting 
scenes of Da'wah. Following are a few instances: 

Father Preaching To His Son 

Prophet Noah (A) was a great messenger of  Allah.  
Unfortunately his own son did not accept his message. But 
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Noah (A) continued to call his son to the right path till the end 
of the latter's life. He said; 

-: , " ,<" ;'� '!q .:i;'I�< ,;'�, /"'�,PI �.J; _-..I \ � IJ-L' .JJ � � -' \ O':"'� «("'r : II) � ,  

"0 my son! Embark with us and do not be with the unbelievers" 
( 1 142) 

Son Preaching To His Father 

Prophet Ibrahim (A) was a great messenger of Allah. One of 
his encounters was with his OWl) fatht!r who was an idol 
worshipper. He tried to reason with his father regarding idol 
worship and made his best efforts to make his father a Muslim
One who submits to the one true God. He said; 

�/d't:'Je�:.;;�' ';V� ;'.J ,.., j/ h)� .h!ti:�,:;\; q .... / .... .. - '-/ , / � .... .J-:J;'O.� Y � "  . r:; .... . ..  
Ibl_.. ;' o� U \  ��u .u:. IJ'..1J \..:0 �\ � \  �·iVt;.?;; ", '-';---:,; .... .. ,- v-r .... .... � .  ( .. .  ;' 

(r'r 'l"r:  1 1) -
� '-t'" 

"0 my father! Why do you worship those who hear not and see 
not and are useless to you? 0 my father' There has come to 
me a knowledge, that has not come to you. Therefore fu!low 
me. I will guide you to the right path . .  " ( ! 942-43) 

A man from the suburbs pre::ching to the urban arrogants 

In  the 36th chapter ofQuran there is a story of a city It narrates 
how the people of the city rejected the call of truth given by the 
messengers and then how a suburban believer comes to the 
city and tries to propagate truth among its dwellers. (r' ! r'O�t..?-,�lf{}i:f,��J��!'�J;4':llI�'l,;,,;� 
"Then there came running from the farthest part of the city. a 
man saying "0 my people! Obey the messengers . .  " (36:20) 
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Preaching in the prison 

Prophet Yousuf (A) was a great messenger of Allah. A 
conspiracy hatched against him resulted in his imprisonment. 
But he left a glittering example for mankind by performing his 
duty of propagating the truth even in the prison. He preached 
truth to his prison mates. 

' \'.�:I �\'Y� 1 /'.9,,,- o.tw'!';:'.PtG')l�\��� 
- /,/'  \ / Ij.\ A.l.I �I�'-'�� '/ ' / ' / , W " J'�.r; /. 1, / ,IJ./, I� ,' .I��:; / , �i ,.: .. , � \  .. " '�� . ...... b'.'i...:.:i\:4 ,....�. +,,-, � � ..... .J • � Jo ... /j'7./ -.r_ './ _, ,''''':;':SI/)  \.GJ �" �\6\.t.��te..,.{41�)':";LA '.J� J--4' , / � �- ", 

'" 
// ,., � ... /....... ... " / .. .IA .... ::.I\ '· ' W.0\:W�'lJ l.":Jt�\  4 �� ",=,, '" '" .. ,., .-' ( (- �,.." - : Ir ) 

"0 my companions of the prison I Are those many lords differing 
among themselves better or Allah the One, Supreme and , 
Irresistible? Whatever you worship apart from Him is nothing 
but names which you have named- you and your fathers- for 
which Allah has n'.)t sent down any authority. The command 
(sovereignty) is for none but Allah. He has commanded that 
you should worship none but Him. That is the right religion . 
" ( 1 2 39-40) 

Preaching in the palace 

Moosa (A) was a g,eat mel>senger of Allah. As soon as he 
was appointed as a prophet. he was commanded to go to the 
King's palace and prea.ch to Firoun (pharaoh) the ruler of Egypt 

• A.::. .:v· / � � /. :-� I t  \ \�::.!J\J)'''' ''�'�� � (!:;;'-.:;.d' 1 "" .J'Ioo4 -' '-'r....l"'"; (,,;f .... / .. . /.., -..;1" , ,,, ... . ,.., . , 
( 1-10' , .:) 

. We sent Moosa with our signs to Firoun and his chiefs . " 

(7 1 03 )  
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"I am to you a messenger worthy of all tmst. And be not a1Togant 
against Allah" (44: 1 8- 1 9) 

King Preaching To A Queen 

In its 27th chapter the Holy Quran mentions how Sulaiman (Al 
who was a prophet and also a mighty emperor. invited one of 
his contemporary queens ruling in a distant territory to accept 
Islam. When he came to know about her. he dispatched a letter 
for her. The queen introduced this letter to the chiefs in her 
court, in the following manner: 

, , -:.  "- If '  � (. '�/ ��//. / � p  ':" 1/" /I/ I ' / �  �.lJI'-:\." '.' · ':.1:., � C:J • ...l \ /�\'.:;);.\ :'11 ... ... �I:i ,/� ,-,� �  ,, \  ... _ ,  • , (r.i}!/.: ,-,,, � � .. I 

,rl· r·:r�) ���'I"�':;I·s.fl t:f;JI��7..jl\�\ 
"0 chiefs I I have received a respectable letter from Sulaiman. 
It is in the name of Allah to the Most Gracious. Most Merciful 
(It says:) Do not be arrogant against me and come to me as 
Muslims " (27 30, 3 1 )  

Finally this story ends with the queen proclaiming 

.. �(J,w' �0',�1p. ��i> ' -'::�.:u;-, :, 1 :./ . ,  ,/'.J, / . � �� �/ .,J ((r' : y.:) 
"0 my Lordi I have indeed wronged myself and Now, like 
Sulaiman, I too accept Islam for Allah the Lord of the worlds" 
(2744) 
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Chapter 4 
DA'WAH- HOW ? 

Now let us concern ourselves with the most popular question 
on the subject- "How to do Da'wah?" It is quite a crucial 
question because the results ofDa'wah, apart from certain Other 
factors beyond man's control, depend largely upon the method 
with which it is done. Wise methods of Da'wah take little 
time to yield impressive results, while on the contrary, the blunt 
or unwise ones prove to be counter productive. 

To determine the methods ofDa'wah, guidance may be sought 
from the following sources: 

The Sources 

I .  The Holy Quran: Quran is the primary source of that very 
message, which is sought to be conveyed through Da'wah. It 
contains many verses which directly explain the do's and don'ts 
of Da'wah. There are many versus which indirectly indicate 
different modes of Da'wah. Speeches of some outstanding 
Da'iees in the human history, some historic Da'wah encounters. 
conversations and the experiences of some great Da'iees have 
been recorded in this book. Apart from providing guidance, 
Quran gives its reader the required inspiration also to carry on 
the mission of Islam. 

2. Life of Prophet Mohammed (S) :  He was the most effective 
and most successful Da'iee ofIslam, this world has ever known. 
Every day of the 23 years of his prophetic lik is full of events 
which show his  concern for Da'wah, his encounters with 
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innumerable individuals and groups in  the process of Da'wah 
and also the hardships faced by him in this field In that short 
period, he successfully conveyed the message of Islam to 
millions of people who were extremely reluctant even to listen 
to him in the beginning. While doing so, he simultaneously 
raised a full generation of Da'iees. He not only followed the 
traditional methods of propagation but also introduced many 
creative methods. Significantly, he made use of the 
contemporary modes of communication too, for the purpose of 
spreading the message of liberation. 

3 .  History ofIslam: History ofDa'wah in fact proceeds along 
with the history of mankind itself But here, let us confine our 
discussion to the post Mohammedan part of the history ofIslam. 
Da'wah has always been an integral part of the Islamic history. 
We find a long row of successful Da'ies among the Sahaba or 
Companions of the prophets (S). Even in the history of the 
later periods, we come across numerous such personalities 
who have left behind them, a glittering lega.:y for the future 
generations. Besides, look at those numerous Muslim countries 
in the world and also those minority Muslim populations found 
almost all over the world and try to trace out Islam reached to 
these distant lands and how they became Muslims. That might 
unfold before you an encyclopaedia of experiences in the field 
of Da'wah. The history of the spread of Islam in any part of 
the world is relevant for every Da'iee. 

4. The Contemporary Models: Even in the 20th century there 
were and still are, individuals who have performed their duty 
ofDa'wah in an exemplary manner. Their efforts have enabled 
not only thousands of non-Muslims but scores of ignorant 
Muslims too to see the light of truth. A study of the life, works 
and modes of operation of such personalities would provide 
the Da'iee the required insight into the field. 
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5 .  Your Own Experiences: You are the best judge of your 
circumstances. First of all, practically involve yourselves in 
the activity of Da'wah equipped with the knowledge derived 
from the above sources. Once you are in the field, you will 
come across many circumstances and face many situations 
which are not mentioned in any book. With the help of Allah 
you will be able to successfully deal with the situation. These 
experiences will encourage you to'boldlyJace more challenging 
situations. Gradually your experienc�s will enable you to 
evolve your own novel methods and techniques of Da'wah. 

Quranic Prescriptions 

While Quran enjoins Muslims to call mankind towards Islam, 
it also tell them how they should do it. Here, let us quote only 
one verse; 

1. '4 -:, ;;,,-;.j\A£.��h "' ';4'Q\" ,'!.\'i/ I'. ". '1 II.t �JI � '" ,; ,/  -' ;, ,/ .,,,, ..,)  �(J'"" 
tJ ,. " "". .. /... '"''f.;)' '" ( r� - 0-->1,"'--"'''' I\..;/ .) L,;. I : I 'f) IS7 u;- " / '  

"Invite all to the way of your Lord with wisdom and beautiful 
preaching and argue with them in ways that are best." ( 16: 125) 

the Arabic text of this verse contains three key words: a)Hikmah 
b )Mau-izah-al-Hasanah and c )lidal-al-Hasanah. These words 
respectively, can be understood as follows: 

a. Wisdom, Skill, Tact, Artfulness. 

b. Preaching or Exhortation done with beauty, eloquence and 
fairness. 

c. Argument, Dialogue and Reasoning or Disputation in the 
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best spirit with the best of intention and also in the best possible 
manner. 

These are some methods prescribed for Da'iees in just a single 
verse of Quran. Read Quran further and there you will find 
many more such prescriptions in store for you. 

Quran's Own Style 

Da'wah is nothing but the act of calling people towards Allah 
and persuading them to submit themselves before Him. This 
act has been performed primarily by Allah himself, through 
his revelations, during all the ages and finally through Quran
His last revelation for mankind. Quran is the store house of 
truth, divine principles, divine teachings, ideas and 
commandments. All these have been presented in th� Quran in 
the most beautiful, impressive and irresistible style. 

Oneness of God is the foundation of the message ofIslam. Just 
a brief glance at how Quran presents this concept before 
mankind, wilf help us to comprehend the ideal method of calling 
and preaching adopted by Quran. 

"And your God is one God. There is no God but He, most 
Gracious, Most Merciful 
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Behold! In the creation of the .heavens and the earth, 

In the alternation of the night and the day, 

In the sailing of the ships through the ocean for the profit of 
mankind, 

In the rain which Allah sends down from the skies anci the life 
which he gives there- with to an earth that is dead, 

In the beasts of all kinds that He scatters through the earth, 

In the change of the winds and the clouds which they trail like 
their slaves between the sky and the earth. 

Here indeed are signs for a people that are wise" (2: 163-1 64) 
" 

:j i '- ' 'I  ') ,,( � :: �. "  I H. " ' " P�:"��J\ -:'{ �I  AJI"&i � \.:O/ ... ..u ...... � A-' �11·...,..l.> ... ��� V ' .:r- � 

/ ,/ '" I"" /, '"  " " ,/' " 
�, " t/.I.'s..u'·u�1 ' �(-.c  � :WI I ; " Jt! �IJt,;/.::. " ·"'1 � \�I"" .)/ ''''' ''' � ... , ... c.S", 4,)A ",'J .' !.J .I'.Y-

"., . '" '" � " "e:.�£I�. · '10 -:.'t!,-!. .j" (6�J��'" "�I �� .. " "" ""  , � ��,u�-:: � �� ... .. f W,/;l\.ej�\1 ..-.J "�� -! �  4 ;/, " S �J.:.'�:il/ .::. ".'11 �::./ ..... . � �-' ... n �  -' � J -:r- ." Y . ... " 

lr"A : r) 
"Allah! There is no God but He, the living, the self subsisting, 
supporter of all. No slumber call seize Him, nor sleep. His 
are all things in the heavens and on earth. Who can intercede 
in his presence except with his permission? He knows, that 
which is in front of them and that which is behind them, while 
they encompass nothing of His knowledge except what He will. 
His throne includes the heavens and the earth and He is never 
weary of preserving them. He is the sublime, the tremendous." 
(2:255) 

II.':; �\ ,!� '.;,/b"''':'::; 1 �/ � ; If '' 1 (IWJ-jJ(i'.:'l.' I'. . .. . ,j  .. ' 1 �  11 '" (S"" )- ...:r ./ .... v- " U-
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�L�/\ ! ;o��(!;, ;-"'� � .. P',-:" -u.!.\ ':1 �/ /.t \ �I • •  � . . " ..  � .. P ,  � � a.u .A" . 
I N  � . �J " .  \.� r : rJ -.w19.J�� 

"Sayl 0 people of the Scripture I Come to an agreement 
between us and you; that we shall worship none but Allah and 
that we shall ascribe no partner unto Him and that none of us 
shall take others for Lords besides Allah . .  " ( 3 :  64) 

,-;\? �"�u! \ � -:,J:�\ 4J,�.��'� .�)�,�'" / -'&(\0�; � 6.. " #'� ,, ,, - �...... .. 7 
� � ," I ,-:" 1 \ /.). '"  , /. ,/:. .oJ! '1 /� j{,� �� , , u  �� UJG=b-'...{::' � '1-.s'"y> IJ'-W "," " ." 

).� ....... �t �'t(:;d ...... 1 ,. (1/\, I "  : 'i) - �\ I"�, \�-' 
"If Allah touches you with affiictlon, none can remove it except 
Him. Ifhe touches you

' 
with happiness, He has power over all 

things. He is irresistibly supreme over His servants and He is 
the wise, acquainted with all things." (6: 1 7  � 1 8) 

�, ... ;, I ........ ��:"t'.,_-'O-':, ... !I_\ ;' , / '>.1("..; ' '' ''' . ..... ,J, / �, �I �_t l-" , .J> � '"'"' "-J e;...::. r..J ..,.. .J A.l \:,) -"'='.:? h.�).... � ';' � �;>:' � 'll l j.>fs1." P L I,!�� I - " •
. �\ � ,,?"�:.2 ,-J'- " ?'� CIY..'\:.. ' � ... . � 4.4J �.) '· r::r L.S"'��J ��LP�'" 

��� (P,,<'/y''';'·I� I.l-;J...'' {o '-',I. � � ,";'����! :?J <..J.S&J ��� ..... (,.S- -' J .  9� ..... ... ...r-
" J;{ I "q'f';h3h�:;:J\�]I�--, '�"!...j'��-�1 � _ ./ ... , ..... ... .r-. . 

(!-t" - I - \ :'1) 
"Wonderful originator of the heavens and the earth. How can 
he have a son when he has no consort? He created all things 
and He has full knowledge of all things. That is Allah, your 
Lord. There is no God but He. the creator of all things. Then 
you worship Him alone. And he has power to dispose of all 
affairs. No vision can grasp Him. But His grasp is over all 
visions. 'He is subtle. all aware." (6 : 1 0 1 � I 03)  

Also read verses 95�99 of the same chapter. 
. " , • I J ;'  "., I /"" I" --" U-�\-?;.w()t�":,.� C(-;'·.t -:&, � \  �,,� ' 1' 1 " . ' -.6';:;':; '" ", "' . .... � � D J  ,,/ }I.1.. "" , � "'" <. r y : r lJ - C)_� 4-<. 

"If there were, in the heavens and the earth. other Gods beside3 
Allah, there would have been ruin in both. But glory to Allah. 
The Lord of the throne. (High is He) ahove what they atlribute 
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to Him." (2 1  :22) 

"No son did Allah beget nor is there al)y God along with Him 
(Ifthere were many Gods) behold; each God would have taken 
away what he had created and some would have hoarded it 
over the others. Glory to Allah (He is free) from the (sort of) 
things they attribute to him. He knows what is hidden and what 
is open, too High is He for the partners they attribute to 
Him."(23: 9 1-92) · 

(Also read versus 62-64 of the 27th chapter) 
'0 ,,,, , , ' ,. � " " J,I. :1 "  ... � "",  I / ...... >.1, • • • �\ - I �v : ' o>-.�\ :_:: . ,. ,� , ,, 

- . ,.P >. " "' .1" .-,�O!� "'" cu, �-'UU-'\�\�.J:' �o;)-'¥, ..... � 
�/:}"ll "" � �-� I I ':' ,, ' I '.I/,,::)J/�""';Sf:� � , " . ,,-' . -' �V'..>." .wI .....:.." �· u A.::lJ CI .. .w\u . > �  "' .... � �---.. , .... .. '; ,; '; ... 

0': : r�)  ,(,PJ;4tj,�Ilt�Y:rJ 
"You do worship idols besides Allah and you invent falsehood. 
The thing that you worship besides Allah have no power to 
give yOU sustenance. Then you should seek sustenance from 
Allah, serve Him and be grateful to Him. To Him will be your 
return." (29 1 7) .>.P�':I" .I"v)' ):I '" '/ ):1 .P/ -;. I I )':' '' fJ' .... " ,t. I '" )1'-: 
0I:'�� • .u� rJ � � '  ','0 <Ul \ . �I .:w  �<r' 

. ((" - I  : I tr) . )9$\ 11"'S'� 
"Say: He is Allah, the one, Allah, the Eternal, Absolute. He 
begets not, nor is He begotten and there is none like unto Him." 
( 1 1 2 1 -4) 

l:lere we have quoted only 1 7  out of those thousands of verses 
in the holy Quran in which the concept of Taw heed (Unity of 
God) have been presented and proved in the most effective 
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manner. 

Aakhirah or Life after Death is another basic component of 
Islam. The Quran's way of presenting and proving this truth is 
also unique. For example, here we give some quotations: 

Chapter No Verse No . Chapter No. Ve r s e  
No 

1 3 : 'i 3 5 :  9 
1 7 : 3 6, 4 9 , 5  I 3 6 :  79-82 

1 9 : b 0 , 6 7 4 4 :  3 8-40 

2 2 :  5 - 7  4 1 :  2 1 , 2 4-2b 

2 9 :  ·1 9 , 2 1) 5 0 :  1 5  

3n: 1 0, 2 7 , 5 0  7 5 :  :1 6-40 

If you go through these vers�s and some other relevant verse; 
pertaining only to these two topics (Tawheed and Aakhirah) 
you will be able to make numerous inferences about the Quranic 
method ofDa'wah . Here let us mention just a few·  

Some Inferences 

- To drive home its message, Quran employs various methods 
and does not confine itself to any single, monotonous style. 

- It does not merely 'teli' things to people. Rather, it poses 
questions to them. The kind of questions, which create a stir in 
the minds of the reader (or listener) and provoke him to ask 
these questions to himself Because, answers of the human 
conscience most often contirm the answers given in Quran. 
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- Vihile it draws the attention of the people towards the 
disastrous consequen�es of their current wrong beliefs and 
misdeeds, it also presents before them the positive results they 
are likely to see if they mend their ways and accept the 
principles prescribed by Quran. 

- It does not stop at mere making claims. Its claims are followed 
by highly appealing logical and rational proofs which 
substantiate them. 

- It not only condemns the beliefs and claims of the atheists, 
polytheists etc., but also exposes the hollowness of their beliefs 
and claims. 

-While addressing man, it draws his attention to his own nature, 
origin, different stages of his growth, his end, his limitations, 
etc., It highlights his virtues and positive potentials too. 

- While persuading people to accept the divine truth, it informs 
them about the implications of both aCcepting or rejecting it in 
this world as well as in the hereafter. 

- Considering the changing moods and needs of the people, it 
some times presents the truth positively without even making 
mention of the wrong beliefs and some times, it directly narrates 
the falsehood and wrong beliefs and rejects them in very clear 
terms. At times, it d'Jes both the above simultaneously but in a 
very balanced manner. 

- It  draws the attention of the people towards such proofs found 
around them in the nature and also within their own self. which 
confirm the truth presented by it. 

- It directly addresses man's inner self and his conscience. 

- It encapsulates maximum materials for thought. in the minimum 
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words. 

- Instf;ad of philosophising with truth, it presents the truth in a 
very simple, ,reasonable and comprehensible manner. 

- Instead of introducing truth as some thing new or alien, it 
presents it as man's own lost treasure and also as the voice of 
man's own oonscience. 

- Instead of ' teaching' its readers, it prefers to 'remind' them 
the facts. 

- Watch the language and style of the Quran. It is clear, simple, 
straight forward, dignified. vivid, honest, attractive, impressive 
and gripping. Every word seems to have been chosen with 
utmost care. Not even a single word has been used either 
unnecessarily or in any inappropriate manner. 

- To prove its point, Quran makes use of the· beauty and the 
wonders of the nature, mentions the contemporary issues and 
also reminds the ev�nts of the recent and remote past. 

Method of the Great Pl1lphets 

Quran tells us how great Prophets of Allah like Noah, Hood, 
Salih, Ibrahim, Looth, Moosa, Younus, Shuraib, Yaqoob, 
Yousuf, Eisa (A) and finally Mohammed (S) conveyc:d the truth 
to people in their respective times. 

Here for instance, let us take the 7th chapter of Quran as a 
sample. In this chapter the teachings of Prophets, Noah, Hood, 
Salih and Shuaib (A) have been narrated with some detail .  
Note the following verses. 
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. �:I{i ,..� T.I,I� ... .... , .... -: ;'  " " ,1'  - �' ,/, "" 1 1 ...... ' -� -\l� . , . ! \ \ ,<, ,,; (�';:" /\ " '"  �""! .... ...... I) • � � U""",�-", ,,, _"""y '  � .;yJ  

(i.\� ! ') _  .',l:: ''''wl�1€l.<.�c.:-',:, I '  ·"'-:- .lJ1 �-tY.. . . I �/ �, ... 
"We sent Noah to his people, He said, 0 my people! Worship 
Allah, You have no other God but Him " , "  (7:59) 

.t..,j ,� ;:i(t:.i>U;�!,-/· ::- '81l 1 <' ,J ,�  G.I .>  tL �!-/ 
� ,I'  ;' • ,... � ;:,j;A(U -1- :.J 

" , ..-: 
l'1 � � ' )  · 6:r.-<-

"To the 'people of Aad', we sent Hood, one of their brethren, 
He said, 0 my people! Worship Allah, You have no other God 
but Him " (7 6'5) 

"To the 'people of Samud' We sent Salih, one of their own 
brethren, He said, 0 my pe'Jplel Worship Allah, You have no 
other God but Him . , .  " 

The Message Was One 

These four verses of Quran tell us about the four messengers 
of Allah who were born during entirely different times and 
worked in regions totally different from each other, But in 
spite ofthis difference oftime and space, one can easily notice 
that the message of all these prophets were strikingly identical. 
All of them called people to worship Allah and to give up the 
false deities, They upheld the concept of Tawheed (Unity of 
God) and criticised shirk (polytheism), These two formed the 
vital parts of their message. This is true about Prophet 
Mohammed (S) too, Tawheed was the core and crux of his 
message, Allar. commands him to proclaim; 

J. /"." � ' j)  I -:. ,  " ;, '/ ""':' I ( '10 : r� ':.>1:pJ1 ",,":?,,1J.l 1  a.iJl�Jil��t:.Jt}Jul W!J:; 
"Say; Truly I am a Warner There is no God but Allah. the one. 
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Supreme and Irresistible." (38 :65) 

This has a lesson for all the Da'iees in general and especially 
for those working in polytheistic societies. 

Da'iee Works Among His People 

The four verses quoted above from the 7th chapter of Quran 
reveal another significant fact. They tell us that-

- Noah was appointed as a messenger to his people. 

- To convey the message of God to the 'people of Aad' prophet 
Hood was appointed who was one of their brethren. 

- To introduce the truth to the 'people of Samud' Salih was 
appointed who was again one of their brethren. 

- The responsibility of enlightening the ' people of Madyan' 
was assigned to Shuaib who as also one of their brethren. 

Interestingly, this aspect has been mentioned in Quran regarding 
Prophet Mohammed (S) also. Though he was a messenger for 
all mankind his immediate addresses were Arabs. Addressing 
the Arab people, Allah says; ..-

;"(,�'�,::p:«�� �':"11p( � \� .!.;�!<Z:�'" .J�!s:.. W ::J1(;< �-' ... ....-... ,, - ... .. '" � .. / , ( 16/ : 1',) .u1� ,;,:\,�,"eO:;�""�l'i:;/�Gll.:;(:;(Ij � � \"- ( �, ... .,.. . '" 

" . . .  We have sent amone you a messenger of your own . " 
(2: 1 5 1 ) , '."' h �t-' .1 / "  , . < ",/". , /" . ').I(I �/. "" .J! \ ";'/"/.:\ .. r L..ul \ � .;J ,..., I ,b� .::.:u > �..,. All U"'� :II .... . � / , 7""\� . , � / / - , l.:,\fDI :; At �a)1 /�'PoJ' -' {/.:, "" .... ;:< .... j ... .c:.'7 '", "Jt f�� J ... ' ... J . ... � t a ... ...� r5'='''' � -' I .... - '  , �... /y-;,. 

( I  �IY • II' \ • , �. I', �""'·.!IN:; L .. \ . 1 /  -"=1.". y' �(S-;- v:- .,-;,  
"He sent among them. a messenger from among themselves " 
(3 1 64) 

Thus it is evident that generally. the messengers are chosen 
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from among those people in whose midst they have to propagate 
truth. The obvious reason for this mode of selection is that a 
person can work more effectively in those societies and among 

. those people who are familiar to him, who know him and amidst 
whom he is born and brought up compared to people and places 
unknown to him and to whom he is unknown. It is this factor, 
which enables him to say '0 my people! ' .  The love, affection, 
compassion, familiarity and confidence contained in this 
address makes an impact of its own. A 'foreign' Da'iee will 
certainly miss this advantage. 

Hence every Da' iees first preference should be to work among 
the people familiar to him and to whom he too is familiar. In 
that case he will not have to spend much time on studying the 
culture, language, faith, etiquettes and behaviour of the people. 
He will be naturally acquainted with these things- the 
knowledge of which is necessary for every Da'iee. 

It is worth mentioning here in passing that though Prophet Moosa 
(A) belonged to the community of israel, he was deputed to 
convey the truth to Firoun(Pharoah) and his people, who 
belonged to a different community On the face of it, this appears 
to be an exceptional case. But then Quran tells us that by virtue 
of Allah's design Moosa (A) was brought up, since his. very 
infancy, at the palace ofFiroun. Even his youth was spent in 
the palace. Hence he too, like the other prophets, was very 
much familiar with all the aspects of the lives of those to whom 
he had to convey the message. 

Struggle For Social Causes 

We were discussing 4 versus of the 7th chapter of Quran 
(verses: 59, 65, 73 and 85). Let us continue with the same 
chapter. 
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About the messengers of Allah, this chapter informs us that 
their mission was not restricted to mere theological aspects of 
life. They did not stop at calling people to worship one true 
God. They also showed keen interest in social causes and 
human problems. They actively struggled, rather, they virtually 
lead the struggles, aimed at getting justice for the masses. They 
fought against social evils and tried to promote moral values 
in the society. "", j l � '!<"�� t;;. ' ''' '. 1�Jt�\i;:' \ 1"'<'" ... ,.-"--' � V IT r-' -'r. -' :}  � V1 t . ,) ... �...I"' > I -' 
!J.:JcL 3'Li�./'.IJ �I&'-! � ::"'- (" .P..I" I--:" .I '  � ,;' , � . �.::; -,,::. " /  � '.:J� �-*""� c.>" � " ,# ,., /. "  ... ' -; •-:'�� . .:.. ' u\ � '''�,;i � ... <4iwT"t\ ' ( <::(" ' 4) ....-;;-... / �.J.A ..-... -' _ ;.:.; 
(Salih told his people) " . . .  You are building for yourselves 
palaces and castles in open plains and carving out homes in 
the mountains. Remember the benefits (you have received) 
from Allah and refrain from doing evil and making mischief on 
the earth."  (7:74) 

"(Shuaib told his people); Give just measure and weight. Do 
not withhold from the people, the things that are their due and 
do no mischief on the earth after it has been set in order . .  and 
squat not on every path breathing threats . . .  " (7:85-86) 



While the poor toiled under poverty, the affluent classes among 
the Samud people were making merry in their lofty palaces 
and homes carved out in mountains. Prophet Salih (A) opposed 
their extravaganza. He also warned people against disturbing 
peace in the society. 

The ugly evil of homosexuality and certain other forms of 
excessive and abnormal behaviour prevailed during the time 
of prophet Looth (A). He raised a protest against evils. 

The merchant class among the Madyan people indulged in the 
malpractice of tampering with weights and measures. Prophet 
Shuaib criticised this evil and warrrerr-ttiem agatns ecelvtng 
people and depriving them of the rightful returns of their money. 
He also censured them for coinrnitting acts such as high way 
robberies which had resulted in creating disorder in the society 
and had terrorised people living around that particular region 
ofMadyan. 

The people ofIsrael were enslaved by the powerfill emperor 
Firoun and his community. Prophet Moosa (A) gave an open 
call to the king to free these people. When Firoun did not 
comply, Moosa (A) fought suC':essfully for th� liberation of 
the people ofIsrael and against the tyranny ofFiroun. 

All these were not mere one time affairs. Fight against the 
aforesaid evils and struggle for justice and other such values 
were the essential parts of the missions of all the prophets. 
Being a sincere well-wisher of humanity, a Da'iee should 
naturally be concerned with the pains. problems. i l ls and 
sufferings of the human society. -'Fhis-concem of his should not 
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be confined to mere lip service. He should actively take up 
the task of solving the problems of the society. This infact is an 
integral part of his mission of Da'wah and not an additional 
activity. 

In the modern world, there are numerous economic, moral and 
other problems which are suffered generally by all sections. 
On the other hand there are certain problems haunting a few 
particular sections. Da'iees should carefully choose the key 
issues falling under both these categories and involve 
themselves in helping the society to get rid of such problems. 
They should expose the myth of the materialistic, superficial 
and also the misdirected 'religious' solutions presented by 
different ideological and religious groups. To replace these 
incompetent solutions they should present before mankind the 
realistic, practical and comprehensive solutions presented by 
the creator of mankind. 

When the communists, the Christian missionaries, the fascists, 
the communalists or the political outfits take up or pretend to 
have taken up these issues, although they do not solve the 
problems, they do succeed in winning the support of the masses 
in favour of their ideology. But, If the Da'iees take up these 
issues, they are likely to solve these problems by virtue of 
their own sincerity and through the genuine solutions they have 
in the form of Islam. In the process, they will also be able to 
win the attention and support of the masses towards the ideology 
they stand for. 

Some Tips From The Quran 

Quran is full of guidance to the Da'ices. Here let us mention a 
few express and implied lessons recorded in the Quran for the 
benefit oftlie Da'iees. 
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Bc Polite 

Humility and politeness is an essential quality for every 
Muslim. Quran says; 

/ � .I(.bG. lfl;t5��'�I /.l-;:�-'·'/-:" :.1I · ".::;tl ��j II>--�"", . .!:> .., :.;r- ;,  v "'-- � � ,/ � -"" "'" 

�� r :ro ���6 0�1 
"And the servants of Allah the Most Gracious are they, who 
walk on the earth with humility . . . " (25:63) 

Humility is the natural consequence of the knowledge about 
God and about one's own self 

Humility is the permanent companion of the Da'iee. It enables 
him to remain polite under every circumstance. In case of 
Da'wah it is necessary to speal\ softly not o'nly to the common 
man but even to the most arrogant enemy of the truth. When 
Prophet Moosa (A) and his brother Haroon (A) were being 
deputed to convey the message of truth to Firouil- one of the 
bitterest enemies �f truth in human history- Allah instructed 
these messengers to be polite with him; / / ' '. �(".' ". , , / .... /<'--:"",,""// ," � ,/  �,I./. ' .: t'::: , .. � , ,..,, _' '-� '11'l ..... -;, -;-_>-' .�_ 4...LtJ t::..:;.1 �y AJ 2J;..t • �.uJL>r.J;"l.> /":""' ..)!  / 

( '" \ .  -'" / , ("-I"r : f" .�>-, I  
"Go both of you, to Firoun. He has indeed transgressed all 
bounds. But speak to him mildly- He may take warning or fear 
(Allah)" (2043-44) 

A Da'iee will have to come across different varieties of people 
in the course of Da'wah. Some of them might be arrogant, 
-rude, cruel and may even misbehave. But the Da' iee will deal 
with all these people in accordance with his policy- the policy 
of humility. He will not react to their attitudes according to 
their policies. 
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Don't Hurt The Sentiments 

It is no doubt, an important part of Da'wah to criticise every 
belief based on falsehood and to expose the myth of false 
deities, idols and deified personalities. It is necessary to call 
the spade a spade. It is an essential part of Da'wah to tell 
people that there is no divinity at all in the idols or in things 
like air, water, earth, sun, moon, stars, planets, birds, animals 
or even in any human being- however great he might be. It is 
necessary to proclaim that Allah is the creator of all and He is 
the real deity and that He alone is worthy of worship. Da'wah 
will remain incomplete until the evil is criticised. 

However, this is a duty which has to be performed with great 
care. Obviously, worship of idols, ancestors, natural bodies 
etc. and other forms of polytheism are all wrong. But one should 
never forget that most of the people engaged in such acts- though 
wrongly- are emotionally attached to their deities. Sometimes 
even though they themselves might have many doubts about 
their deities, they do not expect others to criticise these deities 
bluntly. Hence it is imperative for a Da'iee to exercise 
maximum restraint while dealing with these subjects and to 
avoid hurting the sentiments of the people in this delicate 
process. 

Quran contains an express instruction in this regard; 

1L. ;: 'I" � ; �1.\\,,�-'p/� J. _ .>, :>  , " '.�-:,,. ::, \ " .I,.r.. ,:,, ' I&--i"� -'� ""  oJ: !'f.U\';'J ��l:>"""'"";:'u:!� � AJ 
)!J'S';\!j �l��:>n -.j�1 (/:. ,J 1-;;, • 'i � 1.!S��':.:r�& ;. • �rH:0 ;..:,.o.>A P .; ; · ; 

(I-A : 'I) &�I'I;J\�!?� 
"Do not revile those whom they call upon (worship) besides 
Allah, lest they, out of spite, revile Allah in their ignorance. 
Thus have we made alluring to each people its own doings. In 
the end, they will return to their Lord and he shall then tell 
them the truth of all that they did " (6 1 08) 
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Da'iee should be aware that his goal is to make his addressee 
accept Allah as his only Lord. He should employ only those 
methods that are helpful to attain his goal and �hould refrain 
from any act which might provoke his addressee and lead him 
further away from Allah. 

Never Impose Islam 

Islam spreads in the world by virtue of its own merit and 
Muslims contribute to this process only by introducing it to 
people and by peacefully persuading them to accept it. Wars 
have been fought to protect and restore the right of propagating 
Islam. But at any point of history war, force or coercion have 
never been used to impose Islam on the people. Islam does not 
permit its followers to forcibly convert people into Islam. In 
fact it is absurd even to think of compulsion in t/lis field. Islam 
is basically a matter offaith and conviction. Faith pertains to 
the incognizable inner faculties of man and virtually it is 
impossible to implant anything in this area by use of force. 
Quran is very clear on this issue. It says; 

u'l�l. ,w</� " --' � M'1, �\lr; 6��-!.;w�'i-('� 
;' • .J7 /j • •  -" ... -' � • .;' ' ''' , 

( rYC> '. A .) 7 '  ", p  , ,,C '  / " w 0 �.9U� u,.. 

"You are not the one to compel them by force. So admonish 
with Quran the one who fears my warning." (50:45) N t. " , ,,  � ". "f.. ,/·'r.:" /- w'(jJ' I;' .J" :  .... w II;-:;;.<" � • •  ' W.I \ . � � \'<\ � �-':'--',-!"'\.Q.J���7. �.,A...w-'"" � .u  9'!� u .... i �� "" It  / '  -", ' • .,. ;, ,It" "' '' ' ' �  f!�'" , {WI; ,,:, " �I \.�..u:9l\ii:'J'�·'l.o ,·r·Q!I�.w" \-;:;-� ., ...,.. r- ... J/ (J . ,., � .... .... ;.-( rO'1 ,Y) 
"Let there be no compulsion in religion. Truth stands out clear 
from error . . .  " (2:256) 

In fact, if there was any virtue in forcing people to become 
Muslims, Allah himself would have done it. He would have 
created all human beings in  such a manner that they would have 
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no choice but to follow Islam. 

� � "j,:::;e > _'\\.p, :;'.!::./ 1> .J,\ u�u �I -: 11.. > J-(,)�·;:S{ � // J.e�- �/.J"f'"...t' �� _ _ // / C>1y ClI , / .... o lAjP 
:J�I�''':::' '&I .v'� , ...... � ·.2"iv1 / .:.-'�� ' I  . ' /' 1  >/�': 7{. '-:'.1..,/ .., �� � ..... -, �JI -' ... � """ !JJoWo>I �.o� \ "" '1. ';.1. 1'1 � :1 "" ( ' 1 - 1 "  : I '  ) 'C)���-1'>- � 
"Ifit had been your Lord's will, they would all have believed. 
All who are on earth! Wtll you then compel mankind against 
their will, to believe? No soul can believe except by the will 
of Allah . . .  " ( 10 : 1 00, 1 0 1 )  

Ironically, the advocates of some other religions and ideologies 
have tried to forcibly prevent people from embracing Islam 
and also have attempted to impose on them non-Islamic cultures 
and doctrines against their wish. 

Choose The Right Time 

There is a right time for every thing. Even right things done or 
told at the wrong times or places prove to be counter productive. 
It is true in the case of Da'wah too. A good Da'iee will be 
sensitive to the moods of the people. He will wait till the 
people are in a receptive mood. Quran says; 

n I''/' ,.I. / ': /(rc:..>-.�� 6; i G.:;��O!:.k;:.1.>/ ( , J 4 �� (.S'>  L.JP� , oo ,�.... .. .. ,. ... .), 
'c;s" � t\/ , ,,  , , {.�,'''���:-:'.l I -:;;·\-:/ �.P' -:· I '/ I.. ""':. ' ''' ($ ...... .l..U �-,,", ' F_·' ... · .. ...... -' P � "-" �  " .  ... . .. " .. " t  I "," ,;;, /' I� 1 r.::' / ... ( � A  : '\ )  , 6" 'tj.I��II C"  "" ",, '" ,.� 

"When you see people engaged in vain discourse, about our 
signs, tum away from them until they tum to a different theme." 
(6:68) 
J. ;' > 9".36 I 'I';;" �J4/AM\�\'f.;.::(" ' \&I ·  1e(:/\�-:" � '  .. ... _ ... ", .. ;' :>/C)/ ... / �  .. (..)Y ,lj-, :1/(, '7:11'rr'f, ZS �6.�?jl'J· ;71 • .... �/ �4Z.I'.Pf� .. � ��\/ \ .... .... ., I � " ..... ;' ..,---.... ..,..::> � (j!>' � l.2.IJ � 4-:/ 

/. / "" f .,. .. .  / ( f("" : ("'j  .��Q>'':'&;.PIJ''·· · e.tl' �a:;,\�( _/ . • U/ .. ..... � � .  ; 
"When you hear the message of Allah being held in defiance 
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and ridicule, you are not to sit with them, unless they turn to a 
different theme." (4: 1 40) 

Avoid Unnecessary Disputes 

According to Quran one of the qualities of a good Muslim is; 

..I .P ·"ba.l� t/ U'/ · ' .... �, 1� :" ''';. , .... -:'' . .J\ . "  �'I-S�J t �. �_� �� ..... �CI� (;I:! _ �J .. 
( '1r : 1'0) � 1�'\ ::' ljl � .:/�1 , 

"When the ignOi ant address them they say ' salam ' (peace) ." 
(25 63) 

In the course of Da'wah, the Da'iee is likely to come across 
arrogant and wicked elements who might try to pick a quarrel 
with him. In such cases if he takes the bait he will, at least for 
that occasion, deviate from his mission. Under such 
circumstances a wise Da' iee will simply ignore the 
provocation. Then he will either continue with his mission or 
will patiently wait for the next best opportunity to convey the 
message. 

In this regard Quran has recorded a very interesting episode 
from the life of Moos a (A) 

Moosa (a) stood face to face with Firoun in his royal court and 
began to convey him the message of God. There were many 
people present at the court and were getting impressed by this 
message. Firoun noticed it and got alarmed. To check it, he 
played a trick. Moosa (A) was trying to convince his audience 
that only Allah the true God is worthy of worship. Firoun 
interrupted him with a mischievous question. 

"What then, is the condition of the previous generations?" 
(20 : 5 1 )  
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i .  e .  what will happen to our forefathers who used to worship 
many Gods other than Allah. On that occasion, Firoun had 
thrown this question with two intentions; 

a) to distract the attention of both Moosa and the people around 
him, from the message Moosa was trying to convey. 

b) to provoke Moosa to pass some negative remark against the 
ancestors of the people present tqere 

Obviously any other person in that position would have said 
that all those ancestors who did not worship Allah or those 
who worshipped many Gods will be condemned to hell by 
God. Such a remark would have been very much sufficient to 
defeat the mission. People would have instantly turned against 
him and Firoun also would get and excuse to punish Moosa for 
hurting the sentiments of the people. A smart trick indeed! But 
Moosa did not get entrapped by this trick. He tactfully avoided 
the calculated controversy by saying; 

IQr . y.) I �/:i" "� /� o,i....:r . .  ,� N? (i:\'/J� 
" • - l.S"'"'!' �-' is'"� N ? " � �J ..\.-'; , 

"The knowledge of that is with my Lord, duly recorded. My 
Lord never errs nor forgets." (20:52) 

l\1oosa (A) was neither apologetic nor was he provocative. 
He was simply telling them the truth-but in a least offending 
manner. 

Quran also records a statement ofthe contemporaries of Prophet 
Mohammed (S) and itself guides on how to tackle it; 

j.���\jr;�t;l'flJ�c��6i-::�GtX;1j!� 
( YA . 4) 

"When they commit an indecency, they say; "We found our 
fathers doing so" and that "Allah commanded us thus."" (7:28) 
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Obviously this statement contains two false claims and would 
naturally provoke any Da'iee to refute both the claims. But 
Quran advises; 

.., ,-.;  I.t � ,� "»> " " :J i/ l 1� -,)/\'--:: "-, � � . .  ;I'�/�'" \ -.:)\J' ;o��"'fJl\�L>�� � - �J-",:! 4ll ,,-
(\'A : �.J 

"Say: Allah never commands what is indecen'i. Do you say of 
Allah what you know not?" (7:28) 

Just notice the wisdom in this answer. That part cifthe idolaters, 
statement which mentioned their forefathers has been totally 
ignored in it. Only that part has been dealt with. which makes 
a false charge on Allah. Thus the purpose of conveying the 
truth is served without even touching the potentially explosive 
and sensitive issue of the forefathers. 

Be Patient And Resist The Temptations 

Da'wah is one field where the patience of the Da'iee is put to 
test very often. In the course of his encounters with the motley 
variety of people, the Da'iee will often find himself having 
run into highly provocative situatiori� In all such situations it 
is essential to keep one's cool. It is a challenge for a Da'iee to 
carry on his mission without getting involved in quarrels. 
disputes and wordy duels. Quran says; 

Iq /� " y'�\'�I;,{�· e:,�.p ,),(' G7P �,;�a;;.�� (S" ... t:)IJJ-O IS; � _�:'i� � · 9 /' '''' 

N \ r' ... � ....... "l >-!\,; , � \ ....

. -, -.-:. ,.Jill �, .... � ... /l ...... \� 1.1,\:'''''-<U.l ()A"� � ,)..> U J 0 � , • • 0 (S "..- • \ D "::" .J 
". . "" -9 "' '''' ... .,1 " -: �\ � -' .f1�::J'cl ''fA-�':: : rr) c:> '/ ' 

"To every people we have appointed rites, which they must 
. follow. Let them.not then dispute with you on the matter. Do 
invite them to (the path of) your Lord. For. you are assuredly 
, on the right way. If they do wrangle with you, say: Allah 
knows best what it is you are doing (22:67-68) 
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Patience is the key factor in this field. The patience called for 
here, is ofthe highest degree and not ofthe ordinary kind. Such 
patience can be attained only with the help of Allah. Quran 
says; ,. /. 
(S .. "ll (�� J1..-� /\/ >·::\\.o"�1\ ",. .... � � ,,;- "'/ v .... 
,>.1 ...... ..... ,., " '" �/!. /P / /  (j �  .... !I ... \ ' ( "  .... �I).. / / ... '-:.' ......... ;4"�'Z' l.��v:�\.)I!�L.J���.:I:.D NJ'..I..&.�J � .  

- ;f) � ,. .... � ,, '"  / 1 
.: �ClJ!�'lJ' ::�J.I;f�u � r ' .  ��">' iI 4:.\:�::' v ...r- " ... -;; � ... � \:; -r 'J ;' .. 

, ;' I ... 

( i'f-rr' : r'I) .?;rJ,g,"·tt��.p .. .u,�iJf.:'1O 
"Repel evil with what is better. Then will he-betwet:n whom 
and you there was hatred, will become your intimate friend. 
And no one will be granted such goodness except those who 
exercise patience and self restraint. None but persons of the 
greatest good fortune. And if (at any time) an incitement to 
discord is made to you by the Shaithan, seek refuge in Allah. 
Ht; is the one who hears and knows all things." (4 1 :34-36) 

4" ..-, l£J,t ,:;;;.;.Jl>�\ \'!{;�;I:.-,..u}\Ju;tt,e-:\;1Z 
... • !.- � - , / (� ,-��I f;�'\ /. � �'�� � , .  � / 

"Overlook (the human faults) with gracious forgiveness." 
( 1 5 85) 

Don't Waste Time On JustifYing Your Personal Position 

A Da' iee who is conscious of his mission will always 
concentrate on propagating the essence of his message. His 
interest will be solely in promoting the message. He will only 
be 'mission conscious' and will not be self conscious in the 
negativ<; sense. He will not waste his time in glorifYing himself 
or even in justifYing his personal deeds or even in defending 
himself against personal charges. Moosa (A) was an example 
of such a character. 

During the course of his dialogue with Firoun, one of the tricks 
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played by the latter was likely to compel Moosa (A) to forget 
his message and rush for his own defence. He interrupted the 
speech of Moo sa to remind him one of his acts committed many 
long years ago. By reminding it, Firoun also wanted to project 
Moosa (A) as a guilty person before the people. But Moosa 
(A) disappointed Firoun by refusing to spend even a single 
moment in justifYing his alleged past mistake. He said; 

"I did it then, When I was in error." (26:20) 

Thus he took hardly a few seconds, that too not to justify but to 
make a brave, frank and honest admission of i1is act. 
Immediately after this, he proceeds again with the same suJ:>ject 
which he was talking about before this trick was played against 
him. 

When this ploy failed, Firoun laid yet another trap. He 
interrupted the speech of Moos a again. This time to tell people 
sarcastically; 

t) �.P ;' '''- / ;:61 .;' >J� ...... Jf\ ..... " .J  / C / .-(I''' : t''1) .(:>� � lJ.f ... . !.s}lI . �--, (:)�Jt:: 

"Truly your messenger who has been sent to you is a veritable 
mad man." (26:27) 

This time, Firoun gets a worse rebuff. Instead of trying to 
respond to this wicked remark Moosa (A) chooses to ignore 
this serious personal charge against him totally, as though 
nothing has been said at all and goes forth with his speech 
which was in answer to an earlier question ofFiroun regarding 
Allah. 

Readers are advised to go through all the verses from 1 6-30 of 
the 26th chapter of the Quran to be able to fully appreciate the 
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beaut)' of this i nstructive and exempiary conversation. 
Remember! This conversation took place between one of the 
greatest Da'iees and one of the worst enemies of truth in human 
history. 

Use Familiar Things As Medium 

For the average non-Muslims, the message you are trying to 
convey might be entirely new and unknown. In such cases 
instead of , defining one unknown with many more unknowns', 
it is always effective to communicate by using the examples of 
things which are very much familiar to them. In Quran, we can 
see that the examples of, not only sun and moon but also of bee, 
fly and spider have been given to illustrate certain points. For 
instance read the following verses; 

6:96-99 

1 3 : 1 2- 1 3  

22:73 

27 60-62,67-69 

36 :8 

50:6- 1 2  

88 : 1 7-21 

A Da'iee will find his task easier if  he can make use of the 
things around him and the things familiar to his addressees as 
examples and proof.� to substantiate his m�sage. 
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Be Optimistic And Unbiased 

Sometimes the biases and prejudices of some Da'iees prompt 
them to presume about certain individuals or groups, that 
conveying truth to them is of no use. Some Da'iees are heard 
saying, referring to certain people: "They are so biased against 
Islam that they will never respond to the call ofIslam." "Their 
hearts have been sealed for ever . . .  etc." This in fact reveals 
the bias of the very person making this statement rather than of 
the people being referred to. 

Every Da' iee should free himself from such unfounded biases. 
Bias is an obstacle in the path ofDa'wah. It makes the Da'iee 
pessimistic and discourages him from proceeding further with 
his duty. A Da'iee should never forget that it is his duty to 
convey the message even to the professed enemies of his 
message with diligence. 

History testifies that many such persons who had sworn to wipe 
out Islam and its followers from the face of this earth have not 
ol"'ly ended up in embracing Islam but also became great 
defenders and promoters ofIslam. One of the factors behind 
this miracle is that the Da'iees of their times remained optimistic 
and never gave up persuading these people to embrace Islam, 
in spite of their bitter antagonism. 

Lubaina (R) was a slave woman owned by the family ofVmar 
(R). She received the message ofIslam and embraced it against 
the wishes of her master. For this 'crime' of hers, she was 
subjected to torture by none other than Vmar himself, who was 
then a bitter enemy ofIslam and the Prophet (S). While being 
severely tortUied by Vmar, instead of pleading for mercy, 
Lubaina was trying to persuade her tormenter to embrace Islam I 
She used cry "Vmarl God will revenge against you if you do 
not embrace Islam." 
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This was happening during those days when nobody (including 
Umar) could even dream about Umar becoming a Muslim. But 
one day Umar too embraced Islam. He never forgot the 
optimistic words of Lubaina tin the end of his life. 

Pessimism is not permissible even regarding those individuals 
or groups who have been destined to be punished by Allah. 
Here, two examples are being presented from Quran; 

The 'people of sabbath' were repeatedly transgressing the 
prohibitions of Allah and hence had deserved his punishment. 
But those Da';ees who were preaching them to abide by the 
dictates of Allah, continued to do so without giving up hope. 
Quran says in this context; 

' ( I '''' ) �'..P.. ".:'::��'\ /(:0�\q "'�r �"' I '.P\Ii .f> -:' I �I-r ,.. 1\ ! '  .,,� �� ,;-1 .... / 11--'� � �I�.,....., � = 

"When some of them said: Why do you preach to a people 
Allah will destroy or visit with a terrible punishment?" Said 
the preachers: "To discharge our duty towards your Lord and 
per chance they may fear Him." (7: 1 64) 

In the case of Firoun, there is no doubt that Allah knew in 
aovance, how' he would respond to the preaching of Moosa 
(A), Yet, while sending Moosa to the court of Firoun, He 
instructed Moosa; 

"Speak to him mildly, per chance he may take warning or fear 
Allah " (20:44) 

In future, every time you come across a person who should be 
conveyed the message ofIslam, just' don't worry about how he 
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will respond. Think in terms ofthe following verses ofQuran; 

"You do not know, per chance he may grow in purity or he 
might receive admonition and the reminder might profit him." 
(80: 3-4) 

1�"��_1(-;1�/ ;-\-'b��£t .1..-,'/ '\ .,/,Z\ -( -;;r(-,� ... /. �.J\/ o �...,r- . ... h .. .... ... _ �J� l'j � .  ��� .. ��-' 
( � - r- : �r) 

"Verily the later period will be better for you than the present 
and your Lord will soon give you that which will please you." 
(93 :4-5) 

Be Courageous And Patient 

Courage and patience are two qualities without which it is not 
possible for any body to continue in the field of Da'wah for a 
long time. Da'wah is not an activity welcomed in all societies. 
Often it is inevitable for the Da'iees to face resistance, 
opposition, ridicule, threats and even mental and physical 
tortures. 

Those who lack the above qualities will quit the scene when 
such situations face them. Quran says; 

' .. 'r;.. .... .L. I &\ I� / � -:"--'/:. ..1. .... �/��1.7.// �\cJ..!., 6�;i .... !. �;:.J( r.J"JAJ.) / � u� :.J �J , / � / .. �, 
q :J \<' , / � , . ( r  :rr' - .. .... AU .... 

.. ... - ,/ ./ 

"Those who preach the message of Allah and fear Him, and 
fear none but Allah . . . " (33 :39) 

,.., ... ,I - ,/ ;!.\ '. ,7!'(L.\ .6� S/':.P:lI �';:"�IJ�?9 �t�G 
... " .... / ..... .... ,/ "" '/ ,.. " (� O -'r : I c)) . ':";"J:.J6�7  ,1 1 

"Expound openly that which you have been comffianded and 
turn away from thos� who join false Gods with Allah. For, we 
are sufficient for you against those who scoff." ( 15 :94-95) 
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��(�� ... " �,/§ I�N ' ':  .- 81 tl ) l.�llr�J� ��,;31 
\ ' '-"" \-� � � (J" /'-'" �, 

( I < r : rJ !J:5'Jl\('i';�'(1�':'I�Li5��) 
"(Great reward is there, for) those to whom people said: "A 
great army is gathering against you, so fear them." But it only 
increased their faith. They said: "For us, Allah is sufficient 
and He is the best guardian." (3 : 1 73) 

(�':(O!&'P�����;:QJ"it,� �b�J\"�'� C� ..... Y .,  "" . ';.1 ( /<:� : 1") - ��y 
"It is only the Shaithan that suggests to you the fear of his 
votaries. Do not be afraid of them, but fear Me, if you have 
faith." (3 : 1 75) 

Read verses 5 1 -69 of chapter 21 also to see the exemplary 
courage of Prophet Ibrahim (A). 

Addressing Muslims, Allah says in Quran; 

J//>/�\/ � l>';.;;"/ �'P;:I 1':; ..:!''?\I -:' · J:,S'>fv:�f:l� , -"'" "" � "  -' "" � _ .Y'-' � �" 

"Be sure, we shall test you with something of fear and hunger, 
;ome loss in goods, lives and the harvest (of your toil). 'But 
give Glad tidings to those who patiently preserve " (2: 1 55) 

///,.? "'- ;'/ ,/ .... /. /' .P -' I' l=-.'�:J'-'��IS::t,;'Ii.IJ�\ I '.I-, '�-bl�'-'; ,/>'t'l �/ � / .. .  � f . ", ,.., . 
8 :,,�)�," I :1.9. "�(:;:;"'I/";'L::.ell.J'.l' ��, j,�(6;'-." � .. - -"'--t'-' -' .  � " � I .... ""-' ,-

IJ :J  -:: • \ / �..--: -: I �l 1. 1 " ,,-: !.. ..... '-'-.:::/ ..... ,.·�l\/) I 'p-;t - 7'" � � J-<>.' u," � � � """'-V!:i" .J '" ".... .>' I 
( Yi(Y: r) 

"Or do you think that you shall enter the garden of paradise 
without such trials as came to those who passed away before 
you? They encountered suffering and adversity and were so 
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shaken in spirit that even the messenger and those offaith who 
were with him cried: "When will come the help of Allah?" 
Verily the help of Allah is always near." (2:214) 

In the. above verse perseverance in the face of trials has been 
presented as a condition to get admission into paradise. On 
another occasion Quran says that Muslims are made to pass . 
through hard times in order to provide them an opportunity to 
prove their claim of being the true followers of Islam. 
-\ .... 'J .... .... ,.I.:?/ :,�"" \2:'.:." .... " .11'1..' ,  >,-,,'< .... a-!.·� .... \ '  &1.:;....:;:', - -" c>�.lI ,  -' 7� U .,.., ...>'-:! w U" . ,  

.;,.. �_.,......./ ........... \-'7� .... �j/ � ...... '" � ,  .. �,JJ. ,�/\!'/t!'M\:" . /? �T,��� "'-.:,J- *' 't.: -' 1'y��;U � ue-w_u " . ��� � 
. , 

/ , . v, . (t"- I"' : rV .�.p\ 
"Do the people think that they will be left alone on saying 'we 
believe' and that they will not be tested? We did test those 
before them, and Allah will certainly know those who are true 
and those who are false." (29:2-3) 

Thus trials and hardships are natural to "every Muslim. It is 
more so in the case of a Da: iee Muslim. His firm faith in 
Allah and the consequent blessing of Allah in the form of 
courage and patience will enable him to remain steadfast in 
his chosen fields. 

When the Da'iees are at work, showing people the path of their 
own victory and the ignorants respond by tormenting them. what 
should they do? 

Quran guides them; 

( lH :  .::) 
"Hold to forgiveness; command what is right, but tum away 
from the ignorant." (7: 1 99) 

In such situations the messenger of Allah would react in the 
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following manner; 

L::o�j�:/';'''.:'IJ »r�.1f�· �� ���, ��?�"'[Jt;;J 
( I t- : i r) . �'7;;':II$;:r·�\)-:;�·t.��f 

"Why should we not put our trust on Allah. Indeed He has 
guided us to the ways we follow We shall certainly bear with 
patience all the hurt you caused us. Those who put their trust 
should put their trust on Allah. " ( 1 4: 12) 

A Da'iee put to such hardships has been advised in the Quran 
to resort to salat and remembrance of Allah which give him 
the strength and vitality to face the challenges thrown to him in 
the field of Da'wah . 

• �··J.\(/:i;,,\tlj, ; '. "-'I �;. It, ('� '  ::: '1 1'� / !'-:" �, �� � �  ... / Y--- �,... .  ::.-� r �.... ... .. 
(1<;1f � I-') 

"0 believers I Seek help with patient perseverance and prayer 
(Salat). " (2 1 53) 

/ U ,�::' •. \\ c. '  1 t.�- ,�.- ' � � '  : '.'1'.".\1' . '1<. :..:,1 -' ., '";'.Y"-P . /.�./ " -;, r · ... � CJ::r � . ... u--...... :;-� 
� ��\�1>ij�0.;;XJ\�'(:i�j�s�� ... . L � 

( \ 1"- : y- ) U'" '.7" 
"Be patient with what they say and celebrate constantly the 
praises of your Lord, before the rising of the sun and before its 
setting. And g10rity Him some hours ofthe night and at the two 
ends of the day, so that you might find acceptance." (20: 1 30) 

Whenever Difficult times and hardships come before the Da'iee 
he will not see them as the end of the world. He wili not get 
disheartened. Rather, he will take them as signals for the good 
times ahead. 
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��, (/ ;I ,,.,., -: �� .. ... .-: .� I � ��..I�::r I // �' \ \�,..p J ; 1:tl/"' ::: \j� (5"")-'o..,....... u � J .)!-' . �� > � ..;.,�" � /  �o, 
l "  - � , q(,,) .:'."'.-3li�;; 

"�o, verily �ith every difficulty there is relief (ease). Verily 
with every difficulty there ifrelief So when you are free (from 
the immediate task) still labour hard. And tum all your attention 
to your Cord."  (94 :5-8) 

"Anybody who believes in his Lord fears neither loss nor 
oppression " (72: 1 3 )  

Beware Of The Olive Branches 

A good Da'iee both by his nature and disposition. will be soft 
spoken, broad minded, generous and peace loving. He will 

. try his best to win the support and co-operation of all the people 
to carry on his mission smoothly. He will also honestly try not 
to offend or antagonise anybody and to avoid every kind of 
confrontation. 

The mission itself dep1ands such peaceful approach. Because 
Da'wah or the mission ofIslam is meant for the benefit of the 
entire mankind and it will be in the interest of both humanity 
and this mission itself that it should be left to run peacefully 
without hindrance. 

However, things need not always move in the desired direction 
alone. Sometimes when the activity ofDa'wah begins to make. 
inroads in the society, it creates a stir in the established order 
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and in the well settled circles of the society. When the dominant 
outfits like rulers, clergymen, political parties, corrupt groups, 
vested interests and other beneficiaries of the existing system 
notice that the virtuous, talented and the energetic sections of 
the society are getting attracted towards a new, revolutionary 
idea, they become alarmed, feel threatened and insecure. When 
they see in Da'wah the potential to snatch away from their hands 
all those powers which they used to oppress and exploit the 
masses, Da'wah attracts their wrath. 

During the initial stages, these section wish to kill the mission 
of Da'wah by merely ignoring it. 

When Da'wah survives this stage, they begin to redicule it. 

When this method too fails to suppress the mission, they resort 
to spread rumours and make widespread false propaganda 
against it and thus try to keep people away from it. 

Then comes the stage of persecution. They use brutal force to 
prevent the Da' iee from performing his duty of showing light 
<to people and also to discourage people from accepting this 
guidance. 

When the mission ofIslam thrives, in spite of all these measures, 
they resort to the olive branch technique. Often olive branch 
is offered when the persecution is still at its peak. This is one 
of the most delicate, confusing and dangerous stages in Da'wah. 

In extremely adverse conditions, the continued persecution and 
constant pressures might lead the faint hearted Da'iee to believe 
that some modifications in his message and a certain degree of 
lenience in his attitude towards the false ideologies of the 
opponents, might make himself and his message more 
acceptable to the people. 
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This kind of situation has been faced by Da'iees during all the 
ages. If a Daiee under such circumstances succumbs to the 
pressure and makes pathetic compromises, that would be 
suicidical both for him and his mission. Islam is the message 
of God for mankind. Nobody has the authority to make even a 
minute modification in this message. Any honest Da'iee will 
prefer to sacrifice his life rather than thinking of altering the 
God's message to suit the whims and fancies of its adversaries. 
Very clear instructions have been given in Quran regarding such 
situations. 

lU r' : I I )  
"Never incline towards the wrong doers. Or the fire will touch 
you." ( 1 1 : 1 3) --"" /" 

,/ ...- b "...., ,,., '/ " " / � ,/ (';C.,:.p1 � /� .I ..... I � / �,/v \ /  ..-,/ >/. /\ \ .:.x:::1 '  ' \ I.:..' /A.:} ' • \.!lI).I� C>-':" "" ... '-"''-4 � :-..;b } � • � .. � .  -""'" Y , " 
, .. • ,- ,/ j 

(t'.: dr) .GIJ��i:'.I/j',,",,4U\�.fl.l� &�\ q '7 ", '"  
"If you follow their (opponents) vein desires, after the 
knowledge which has r�ached you, then you will find neither 
any protection, nor any defender against Allah." ( 1 3 :  3 7) 
' / ' / -: ;Jp� I.r;�;, \/ ....... I /�h J .P/"'"" "'- ""- ;1 /.,.. ' ./ .... ,, �." .:::; ,�,/ �-,u". .... ...J:! / �!--' �'t�..>(:)>'-�C>!�\� .r.;- .J 
�' :'1 �ii-'� ��Jr.�'lJ\ i�l £ . '.til; 'JP./ :+,!:; ��.::; 

• I (t'�:'i,,) .&��.2?lo�-:;:;..:��,:;lErJ� 
"Do not obey anybody whose heart, we have made heedless of 
remembrance, who follows his own desires and whose affairs 
have become all excess " ( 1 8 :28) 

If the opponents demand modification in his ideology, how 
should a Da'iee react? Quran guides in the next verse; 
0U�I5",-;r,�I��\;"':a.�J�J:\; f.Th� -,!<�,��,jJ ..... / .. , _  - "' ''' 6 \.'"::'--' '" __ / "  
UJ '.:/, \' ... .I�,�T.� �:. � 1'.Pt,. ·;-'1�1-' 1f�.,I ..... � /"  �\:D.., !jU ..... .. � ';' ;-� ., �  - /  .. ..  -��.... J � (r9 : IA) '{-;'<�:::'1�::;�4�I�b��� \ 
"Say: This is the truth from your Lord. Let him who will, 
believe it and let him who will reject it." ( 1 8 :29) 
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( It) : , ,,) .� \.i�� �I�(;i5{:."-;/&.b'�G1�I�1  v/�� .. . I' _ ." 1,),..-" .." 
"When our clear signs (verses) are read unto them, those who 
do not hope meeting us, say: "Bring us a Quran other than this, 

• or change this." Say: "It is not for me, of my own accord to 
change it. I follow only that which is revealed unto me. If ! 
were to disobey my Lord, I should myselffear the chastisement 
of a great day." ( 10 :  1 5) 

, a'-:; -., ,,, / �.1 ... ,7 .!.. // (Q t • ) � ,Po ':' . 0 - ' .\ 1 "' '/  /, :(el\-\.:;\,,0 , " : '1" . ,,� ........, � JU..Y �� -" V4' =-:» ;' - / .  -;:' / ,; / 
"Obey not those who deny the truth. Their desire is that if you 
be pliant they too would be pliant." (68: 8-9) 

It is clear now that, a Da'iee will never accept any of those 
olive branches or peace proposals or offers or deals which 
are designed to make him part with the truth and to recognise 
falsehood even at a minute scale. Any Muslim for that matter 
cannot accept the propositions like "You accept our religion, 
culture and ideology. We will accept yours." To all such 
proposals a Muslim's only response can be: 

( "" I ·" ) 0 '  ,.,\ '�o:' , )'/{ I - � O �� (..:I' .... J .. � �.:::u 
"To you your way, to me, mine." ( 109:6) 

AIrthis does not in any way mean that a Muslim or a Da'iee is 
. arrogant. Rather, this attitude shows that they are honest and 
realistic. They are honest because they outrightly reject what 
they believe to be false. They are realistic because they do not 
subscribe to the hallucination that peace and harmony can be 
achieved by making a cocktail of truth and falsehood. 

As far as peace treaties or compromise on equitable and 
judicious terms are concerned, a Da'iee is always duty bound 
not only to welcome it but also to initiate it himself 
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Create Opportunities 

A Da'iee. should always look for the right opportunities to 
convey the message ofliberation to maximum number of people 
and should make use of all the available opportunities for the 
purpose. Read verses 5 1 -70 of chapter 2 1  of the Quran to see 
how Ibrahim (A) even before becoming a prophet, conveyed 
the message of Tawheed to a large group of people who had 
gathered to punish him. At that stage his preaching was so sharp 
that the idol worshippers helplessly cried: 

;' t .e.:�� ,:.J� ;'  , ,....." ,P �. /J J .. ..  ", �.p. ... D'" : rJ) .oiJ.?;'�..;... "���l l-'y.>Jl-,�y--?\;Ju 
"Bum him and protect your Gods". (2 1 :68) 

Apart from making use of all the available opportunities, a 
Da'iee should create new opportunities for the propagation of 
truth. Let us see how Moosa (A) created such an opportunity 

In the court of Firoun, Moosa.conveyed (A) the message of 
Allah and when Firoun demanded proofs, Moosa showed 
certain amazing miracles which were sufficient to prove that 
he was really the messenger of God. But the arrogant Firoun 
termed these divine miracles as mere magic and challenged 
Moosa to defeat his royal magiCians. 

Moosa (A) decided to tum this challenge into an opportunity 
to make the message of salvation khown throughout Egypt He 
told Firoun; 

l A O r )  <Y p. P 1'Ii ' l /1. ,-r. ''''/--:'. :': I\P )/ 'J'</ '/ /1,' \ '" I � .  0'" ..... U" ":"  v-"': U u p.� c.A >.! I"'" � ..... .... u 

"He said; "Your tryst is the day of the festival and let the people 
assemble when the sun has risen high". (20: 59) 

Firoun was apparently shocked at this wise move of Moosa. 
Because, the day chosen by Moosa for the 'showdown' with 
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magicians was the day of the national festival when the people 
from all over Egypt came and assembled in the city. Hence it 
was after a lot of hesitation that he inevitably agree to the tryst. 
By doing so he invited his own doom. 

Moosa's (A) wisdom paid on the promised day. On witnessing 
the miracles of Moos a (A), those very magicians who had come 
to defeat him embraced Islam in the presence of Firoun and 
those thousands of people who had gathered to watch the event. 

A Da'iee can achieve many great goals, ifhe masters the art of 
turning the events-even the adverse ones, into opportunities of 
promoting Da'wah. 

Don't Hurry 

The immature among the Da'iees convey the message ofIslam 
to a person and except him to embrace Islam instantly. If a 
person does not react favourably for a long time, in spite .of 
several attempts to persuade him to accept the truth, these 
Da'iees become disheartened. In fact this is due to the lack of 
understanding of the nature ofDa'wah. 

Da'iee must have patience not only to resist the provocations 
and persecutions of the opponents but also to wait with dignity 
for the worldly out come ofDa'wah. Even if he fails to invoke 
any positive response from anybody in his whole life time, 
there is no reason for him to.panic or to loose patience. He has 
done his duty and will be handsomely rewarded by Allah. 

Even some great prophets of Allah had failed to invoke any 
'positive response to their Da'wah for quite a long time. But 
they did not loose patience. Prophet Younus(A) showed some 
hurry and ran away from the people to whom he was appointed 
. as a messenger, when they did not accept his call. But Allah 
punished him for this escape and he could come out of the 
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punishment only after repenting for his mistake. 

During those days when Prophet Mohammed (S) was 
propagating truth in Makkah and he was being persecuted along 
with his followers, a specific instruction was given to him by 
Allah; 

, ("A : 'fA) 

"Wait with patience for the command ofyou"r Lord and do not 
be like the companion of the fish (Younus) " (68:48) 

Besides, hurried approach often damages the prospects of 
Da'wah itself. 

-

Remember! Da'wah is done to please God and God .is never 
in a hurry. In spite of his ability to get anything done instantly, 
He allows things to happen in the natural course. The power 
to drive a person to accept the truth is solely in his hands. If 
His decision is not make use of this power, why should the 
mortals mourn ? We can neither overtake Allah nor can we 
over rule his decision. 

_ .  -' {. 1 .1 ;, 7 "  
,, "' \ - - \  .,1\ � ' - '- \.-1 . .LJ � ' � � '=".> rp, .. U;OYUI __ ,u'6 -' 

''No soul can believe e;r�ept by the will of Allah". ( 1 0: 100) 

Free Yourself from Selfish Motiyes 

Purity of motive and intention is one ofthe primary conditions 
for the success ofDa'wah. If a person does Da'wah with selfish 
motives like acquiring power, winning the admir�tion of the , 
people, procuring material benefits, .gaining fame and popularity 
etc., his activity will neither invoke any good response from 
the people nor will it be rewarded by Allah. 
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Da'wah should be done purely with the intention of pleasing 
Allah and to save people from the eternal punishment. For that 
matter, pleasing Allah should be the motive behind every act 
of a believer. After rendering service to people, a believer's 
declaration and his state of mind will be; 

" . ':"P , "'y'�C", w "'I:/J� ·· h  ' �..ul\�"\ ' . w I  /. .J'. � ; "  � ,P"" :"  J�:lJI ... -:,. \..: • y 41  v� � J ; �  / �J;' / .. .  � ,/  � 

"We wish for neither reward nor thanks from you." (76:9) 

People with a revolutionary message in one hand and a begging 
bowl on the other, can not promote that message. Ifa Da'iee 
selfishly desires to extract some benefits or favours for himself 
or for his community from his addresses, he will damage his 
own image and also the image of his message in the eyes of his 
addresses. To cause such a damage, it is not necessary that 
such selfish motives should be expressed openly. Unhealthy 
intentions cast their shadow upon one's activities even while 
they remain concealed in the hearts. 

According to Quran, all the prophets who conveyed the truth 
to mankind were free from all selfish motives. Very often, it 
quotes such statements ofthe prophets which indicate the purity 
of their intentions. In a single chapter of Quran we find the · 
following statements ascribed to five different prophets who 
functioned during entirely different ages and in different regions; 

(:L .. "', � \ �,i"" '1� :& 1  /, ;1  .... , � , ;f / �  •• .:2.?�«{�:,(. ... 
• , .�� ,V'.r- 0/fi\ �/ � ( !.' 

.. " . -..;. ( I '"  ' 1�(" ' 1 1"" ' 1r'.;)' 1\'4· 1·� : r'1 )  
"I do not ask you any reward for it (for conveying the truth). 
My reward i s  only from the Lord of the universe ."  
(26: 1 09, 1 27, 145, 1 64, 1 80) 

In this chapter the same statement has been reported from five 
different prophets- Noah, Hud, Salih, Looth and Shuaib (A) 
respectively. Elsewhere in Quran, similar statements have been 
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attributed to other messengers as well. 

-Remember! Selflessness and self respect of the highest degree 
are two qualities essential to become a successful Da'iee. 

-A good Da'iee serves the people to the ·extent possible but 
never desires to be served by them. 

Don't Beat Around The Bush 

Quran says; 

"Call people to the path of your Lord with wisdom." 

Some people mistake this as an instruction to convey the 
message using the longest route. They cover the message with 
so many thick wrappers of 'wisdom' that the message itself 
gets concealed and suffocated. It gets lost out of the sight of 
those, to whom it is intended to be conveyed. They think that it 
is against wisdom to convey the message straight away. This 
interpretation of wisdom might suit those who prefer their 
personal comfort and safety over Da'wah. But it certainly does 
not do justice to the word 'wisdom' used in Quran. Wisdom 
does not mean beating around the bush. Wisdom does not mean 
presenting the message in a deceitful manner. In fact wisdom 
in Da'wah means conveying the message with due consideration 
of the intellectual level, social background, status, 
susceptibilities and sensitivities of the addresses. However 
none of these considerations shguld result in the concealment 
or even dilution of the message itself Wisdom has been 
prescribe as a method for the purpose of Da'wah. But those 
who misunderstand it or misinterpret it, cause damage to this 
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very purpose. 

Prophets are the excellent examples for us to know how to do 
Da'wah with wisdom. Read their speeches and conversations 
with their addressees recorded in Quran. In all of them, the 
message of truth has been presented in a sincere, plain, simple 
and straight forward manner. Can anybody blame the methods 
of those great souls as unwise or blunt? 

Besides, there are clear instructions in Quran to adopt open 
and frank attitude in Da'wah; 

l Ow' IA) /' ��::\ ' 7. .1,/ .p/�'- I· ' / " :-. \.1 " : '" .�_ \u,.:.'-"".>-" � ·"""Y "'.t:.� ... 
.0/ ,.. Y "" --, . , 

"Expand openly that which has been commanded to you " 

( 1 5 :94) 

"0 believers! Fear Allah and speak straight." 

Straight forwardness is one of the distinct characteristics of 
Quran as well. 

Provoke Thought 

Instead of always presenting ready-made thoughts and 
conclusive truths before people, the Da'iees should provoke 
people to think themselves. Right thinking naturally leads to 
truth and right conclusions. Prophet Ibrahim tried this method. 
He asked the compatriot idol worshippers; 

/' ".J",, -,- ;' :I/-'f.VJ'-:�./'7/1 < �..p .>/ ... � \ ,1.<1 " /.,/  '>\<.""\� o OJ�� ' �J o u�� �/ �� U"'u'" 
('t--.cr:r�) 

"Do they (the idols) hear you when you call (pray) them? Or 
do they profit you or cause you any haram?" (26: 72-73) 
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Later he proceeded to introduce them the true God by saying; 
, ,J, / • . ' ... //��(;:;�&� \ �)\:\\�-5i(..i!lw.p uJ''' : 
($, J ��.n- _ / '  _" . :.J  / c:} �  ."' �t,> (s�?.,. ... �7.:J, ; . /' !://�/' .P .. '. " .-: ,  / :J"".,..'/ ? "", _ y",-"",-, 
'" ---($, ,., " �;.! �c..<>� \'>,"'· 9�; 

,!:"' �Ji' 

• ? � \ /, ;I;4/01";'b-:' , \/· � C ;l /"b"t.:' -"'� "'" .
' "' '' -:..'� '�. ('�U-/ ' __ .... ��O\ 1 ($/.1J'-'"� � 

(At  - a :\"1) 
"Surely these (idols) are enemies to me. But the Lord ofthe 
worlds (whom I ask you to worship) is the one Who created 
me, then He showed me the way And He it is who gives me to 
eat and gives me to drink and when I am sick it is He who 
restores me to health. And it is He who will cause me to die 
and will again give me life. And it is He, who I hope, will 
forgive my mistakes on the day of judgement." (26:77-82) 

Obviously this statement will compel any listener to think wh)' 
should he worship such useless idols which are not capable of 
doing anything and why should he not submit himself before 
the all powerful God. 

Also see chapter 27, verses 60-64. 
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LESSONS FROM THE PROPHET'S LIFE 

Holy Quran says; 

( YI :fr:,J . 

9 1  

"There was for you the best model in the messenger of Allah." 
(33 :2 1) 

Right from the moment of his appointment to the position of 
prophethood, Mohammed (S) kept himselfbusy calling people 
to the right path. As the last messenger of God to mankind, he 
tried his best to lead humanity towards the right path. Every 
moment of his life has an example aRd offers a valuable lesson 
to his followers in general and to the Da'iees in particular. 
The purity ::>fhis character, his sincere concern for the liberation 
of mankind and above all the various methods employed by 
him in different circumstances to promote the message of truth 
are ideals to be followed by all · the Da'iees engaged in the 
same rniss;on, during any age or in any part of the world. 

The Silent Da'wah 

After receiving the first revelation from God, prophet 
Mohammed (S) came home in a state of fear and confusion. 
On being consoled by his wife Khadijah (R) he shared the 
message of truth with her. She readily accepted it . Then his 
cousin Ali (R). his friend Ahuhacker (R) and his servant Zaid 
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embraced Islam. Abubacker played an important role in 
bringing people like Usman, Zubair, Abdurahman, Sa'ad and 
Thalha (R) to the fold ofIslam. People like Khabbab, Ammar, 
Sumayya, Mikhdad, Abudhar, Ibn Masood, Ubaida and Shuaib 
(R) also embraced Islam during this period of Islam. These 
people belonged to different classes, age-groups, professions, 
tribes etc., However one factor was common to all of them. 
Invariably, they were all in search oftruth and were remarkably 
good in character. 

In consideration of the totally hostile atmosphere that prevailed 
in Makkah during those days, the activities of Da'wah were 
conducted almost secretly. It was a well considered strategy. 
Because during those formative days of the Islamic movement 
it was essential to form a core group of well trained ' soldiers' 
oftruth in order to enable the movement to face the long series 
of great challenges that were in store for it in the future. 

If one looks into the history of this early period, especially the 
first three years of the Islamic movement, while the message 
of Islam was being propagated in a silent manner by the 
prophet's (S) and his companions, he will notice mainly the 
following factors; 

1 .  The personal character of the prophet (S) was so pure that 
all those who were close to him believed, rather they knew 
without an iota of doubt, that the prophet's message was the 
message oftruth and that the prophet would never say anything 
but the truth. 

2. Every Muslim of that period was a Da'iee too. 

3, When Muslims are forcibly prc:vented from propagating the 
truth openly, they may resort to do Da'wah privately without 
deliberately attracting public attention towards it. 
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CaD From The Mountain Top 

After three years, a different strategy was adopted for Da'wah. 
The period of secrecy came to an end. Prophet Mohammed 
(S), in accordance with the divine command, decided to give 
an open call to all the people in Makkah to accept the truth. 

It was a custom in Makkah that when some danger was 
imminent, some person who was aware of it, would climb to 
the top of Mount Safa, tear down all his cloths and call people 
to gather around him and then inform them about the danger. 

Prophet Mohammed (S) adopted this traditional method of 
communication for the purpose of Da'wah. But he did so 
selectively. He did not tear his clothes. But he called people 
from the top of Mount Safa. When people gathered around 
him he asked them; 

"Will you trust my word ifI say that a mighty army has gathered 
against you behind this mountain?" 

People said, "Why not? We have always found you to be 
truthful. " 

Thus, when all the people expressed their trust in him he 
conveyed his message He called each tribe in Makkah by its 
name and then told the people of those tribes; 

"I warn you, that I have a message from God and I have come 
to you as the Warner and as the forerunner

' 
of a dreadful 

punishment. I cannot protect you in this world nor can I promise 
you anything in the next life, unless you declare that there is no 
God but the one God " 

Thus the first salvo was fired. The response was totally 
disheartening. But the prophet (S) went on with his mission. 
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A 'Party' At Home 

As the next step,. the prophet invited all his relatives to his 
residence for a 'party'. After the meal he delivered a brief 
speech in which he presented the message ofIslam and asked 
the people to accept his message and support his mission for 
their own good. 

Except his cousin Ali (R), nobody gave a positive response to 
this call. But nevertheless, Mohammed (S) and his followers 
continued to propagate the revolutionary message. 

Later years were witness to hectic activities of Da'iees to 
promote' truth and of the opponents to suppress it. 

Da 'wah Among Pilgrims 

During the season of Hajj, people from different parts of Arabia 
used to visit Makkah. Prophet Mohammed (S) utilised this 
opportunity for the promotion of his message. Every year during 
this occasion, he met individual pilgrims and also visited the 
camps of pilgrims from other regions and invited them to accept 
the message of God. 

One such scene of those days was recalled by one Rabeeaa 
bin Ubada. His eye witness account has been recorded by 
historians. He says; 

"I was an young boy when 1 went to Hajj along with my father. 
We stayed at Mina. There 1 saw · he prophet (S) paying visits 
to people staying at the camps of different Arab clans. He was 
telling people, " I  have come to you as the messenger of Allah. 
Worship only Allah. Don't worship any idol Have faith in 
my prophethood, follow me and support me . . .  " 
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Da'wah At Fairs And Markets 

Prophet Mohammed (S) made use of market places and 
religious or commercial fairs also to spread the divine message 
ofliberation. These places attracted a large number of people. 
At these places he conveyed the message either by meeting 
and speaking to people individually and in groups or by 
delivering public speeches. 

Prophet (S) did all this, in spite of stiff resistance and many 
obstacles. Due to the well orchestrated malicious propaganda 
of the opponents, many people refused to speak to the prophet 
or even to listen to him. On many occasions, he was even 
physically prevented from this activity. People like Abu Lahab 
used to follow the prophet (S) wherever he went and created 
problems for him. They told people not to listen to the 
'misleading magician'. Some times they showered abuses at 
him and humiliated him in the public. Some times they even 
went to the extent of throwing mud and stones at him. 

But, no amount of intimidation, violence or isolation could 
prevent the prophet (S) from carrying on his duty 

In Search Of New Avenues 

While in Makkah, the increasing violence against the 
propagation of truth reached to such a level that propagation 
and even practising of Islam became almost impossible, prophet 
(S) began to look for new avenues to spread the message of 
God. 

The number of his followers had crossed two hundred by then. 
But most of them, especially the poor among them, were being 
subjected to unbearable kind of oppression and torture. Many 
had already been martyred. Prophet (S) asked t�e remaining 
Muslims to leave the city ofMakkah and migrate. Thus many 
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Muslims migrated to Abyssenia, where they could preach and 
practice Islam. In a dramatic sequence, the migrant Muslims 
in Abyssenia got an opportunity to introduce Islam to the king 
and the men in his court. Following are some of the excerpts 
from the historic speech delivered by laafar Bin Abu Thalib 
(R) on behalf of Muslims, in the presence of King Negus of 
Abyssenia in his court. 

u . . . We were ignorant people worshipping idols, eating carrion, 
oppressing neighbours and engaged in mutual bloodshed. The 
strong among us persecuted the weak. Thus amidst us God 
raised a man whose nobility, integrity and trustworthiness were 
already well known. He invited us to Islam, taught us to give 
up idol worship, to speak truth, refrain from bloodshed, not to 
misappropriate the property of the orphans, to offer prayers, 
observe fast and pay the poor due . . . U 

Da'jees of the modern times may notice how brief is this 
address and at the same time how comprehensive and 
impressive is the message contained in it. Naturally, this led 
Negus to assure his protection and patronage to Muslims. The 
most remarkable aspect of this event was that a delegation of 
the Makkan opponents ofIslam had approached Negus and had 
levelled many serious, misleading and provocative charges 
against Islam and its followers. Many ministers and priests in 
the court of Negus were bribed and had already committed to 
see to it that th� Muslims were expelled from Abyssenia. It 
was in this situation that Muslims were summoned to the court 
to give an explanation. But instead of making a too humble and 
pathetic statement in defence of themselves- as the opponents 
expected 'them to do- the Muslims turned this occasion into an 
opportunity to make the message ofIslam known at the most 
powerful place in Abyssenia. Islam was introduced to Negus 
and his court in such an impressive manner that at the .end, 
many, including the king himself turned to be the admirers of 
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Islam. 

March To Thaif 

One day in Makkah the prophet (S) walked through many streets 
and lanes of the city to meet people so that he could convince 
them to adopt the path of heaven. But as a result of the 
conspiracy and propaganda of the opponents, he was not able 
to speak to a single person that day. The powerful enemies of 
truth had prohibited people from speaking to him. Looking at 
him, people ran to hide themselves and avoided him. Thus 
looking at the locked hearts ofthese Makkans, the prophet (S) 
decided to test the luck of people in other places. 

Along with his beloved servant Zaid (R), he walked towards 
the city ofThaif It was a longjbumey which took many days. 
He met the leaders and members of all the tribes and clans 
settled at different stations on the way to Thaif He introduced 
Islam to those among them who bothered to listen to him. 

Finally with a lot of hope he reached Thaif He tried to invite 
people there to accept the message of God. But alas! The 
It"aders of Thaif proved to be more arrogant and hostile than 
the Makkans. They not only refused to listen to him, but also 
mocked and showered abuses at him. They incited a few 
wicked boys to drive him out of the city. They pelted stones at 
him. Thus he was forced out of Thaif in such a state that his 
body was bleeding profusely and his shoes were filled with 
his blood. He was unable to walk. Zaid carried him on his 
shoulders. On the way, Zaid asked him, "0 messenger of Allah I 
Why don't you curse these inhuman people?" The greatest of 
the prophets (S) said; 

"Why should I curse them? If these people do not believe in 
God, I hope at least their next generation will worship God " 
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Before reaching home in this condition, the prophet was 
successful in conveying the message ofIslam to Addas, a slave, 
whom he met on his way back to Makkah. 

Thus came to an end almost a month long walk for Da'wah. 

Carrot And Stick 

To prevent the prophet (S) from Da'wah, the enemies ofIslam 
tried both the methods of the carrot and the stick. But he 
successfully resisted both. At first, they tried to silence the 
voice of truth by violence and brutal force. When it did not 
yield any result, they began to make many fiiendly gestures for 
a compromise. Peace, prosperity, power and honour were 
offered to the prophet (S) on the condition that he accept their 
demands. Some of the demands were; 

He should not speak about the deities they worshipped. 

He should not entertain people belonging to ' lower' classes. 

He should make changes in Quran to suit their wishes. 

Quite interesting, Aren't they? Once the prophet (S) was invited 
to a well planned meeting. Utba bin Rabeeaa represented the 
enemies and said. they are prepared to, 

- Give him enough wealth to make him the richest man in 
Makkah. 

- Accept him as their undisputed leader. 

- Make him their king. 

- To give him in marriage, as many most beautiful girls in Arabia 
as he desired. 
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All this was offered to the prophet on the condition that he 
should give up Da'wah. In reply to these offers the prophet 
only repeated his message in the form of some verses of Quran 
(see chapter 4 1 ,  verses 1 -5) 

On another occasion, the prophet (s) was summoned by a full 
bench of Makkan chieftains and was made similar offers. In 
response, he said; 

"My object is quite different from what you have said. I have 
not come to you with my call for the purpose of amassing wealth, 
or to secure leadership or become your king. In fact Allah has 
sent me to you as His messenger. He has revealed to me the 
law and has ordered me to warn you and also to give you glad 
tidings. Now I have conveyed to you the instructions of God 
and have performed my duty as your well-wisher. If you accept 
what I have conveyed to you, it will be good for you both in 
this world and in the hereafter. If you reject it, I will wait 
patiently to see the judgement of Allah between you and me". 

The enemies once again resorted to the worst kind ofviolence, 
torture and persecution. The prophet, his followers and also 
those of his relatives who were not Muslims but still supported 
his cause, were subjected to an extremely strict form of social 
boycott for three consecutive years. During this period of 
embargo, they were forcibly confined to a mountain pass, where 
the supply of even the basic articles of food were denied and 
prohibited to them. They had to survive on leaves of tree. 

But none of these measures succeeded in making the prophet 
(5) give up his mission. (Read 'Beware of Olive branches in 
chapter" -4) 
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Da'wah In Madina 

When the doors of Makkah were totally closed for Da'wah, 
the messenger of Allah migrated to Madina. There a model 
Islamic society and an ideal Islamic state was formed. But the 
process ofDa'wah did not come to halt. Rather, it continued in 
a more organised and vigorous manner and at a much larger 
scale. The mission assumed international proportions during 
his last years in Madina. History of the prophet's life in Madina 
is also full of events related to Da'wah. ' 

Deputing Individuals 

Before going to Madina himself, prophet Mohammed (S) had 
deputed his trusted deciple Mus-ab-bin Umair (R) to Madina. 
The purpose was to make Islam familiar to the people of 
Madina. Mus-ab (R) stayed with different communities and 
tribes of Madina and introduced the teachings of Quran and 
the prophet (S) to the people. In a short period, Mus-ab (R) 
was successful in leading a large number of people to the path 
of God. 

Prophet (s) had sent Abu Umamah (R) to propagate the message 
ofIslam among his own tribesmen. 

A Muslim who belonged to the Banu Laith tribe was sent by 
the prophet (s) to propagate the message ofIslam to the people 
of a tribe called Bani Sa' ad. 

Muaaz bin Jabal (R) was sent to Yemen for Da'wah. 
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Sending Teams for Da'wah 

Abdurrahman bin Auf(R) was sent to a place called Doomathul 
Jandal along with a team, for the propagation of Islam. This 
team stayed there for three days and tried to convince the people 
about the truth of Islam.· On the third day, the leader of that 
region Al-asbagh-�in Arnr, who was then a Christian, embraced 
Islam. This matter was reported to the prophet (S). He sent a 
message to Abdurrahman bin Auf, advising him to marry the 
daughter ofthis leader to strengthen his bonds with the people 
of that region.  

Another deciple of the prophet (S), Arnr-bin-Aas was sent along 
with a team by the prophet (S) to spread the message ofIslam 
among the people of Bani Bali tribe. Later when he informed 
the prophet (S) that he feels insecure, prophet (s) sent a very 
strong team to support him. That group included giants like 
hazrath Abubaker, Umar and Abu Ubaidah bin Jarrah (R). 

Hazrath Khalid bin Waleed (R) was sent to introduce Islam to 
the tribe of Bani Harris which was settled in Najran. As per 
the instructions of the prophet (s), Khalid and his fellow Muslim 
horsemen met every person of the tribe and campaigned for 
Islam. 

Their slogan was ' Accept Islam, you will achieve salvation' 
This went on for three days. Finally the people embraced Islam. 
Khalid (R) stayed with those people for some more time and 
imparted essential Islamic education and training to them. 

Change Of Persons 

Prophet (s) never relied upon any single method for the 
propagation. For instance, when individual efforts did not 
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yields much results in Yemen, he sent a team under the 
leadership ofKhalid bin Waleed (R), But they too could not 
achieve any break-through for almost six months. Then the 
prophet (S) withdrew Khalid (R) and his team from Yemen 
and sent a fresh group under the leadership of Ali (�} The 
tribes of Hamdan embraced Islam en masse on the same night, 
as Ali entered Yemen. 

Preaching To Prisoners 

Once, some prisoners of war were brought before prophet (S) 
by his deciples. Tht<se prisoners were idol worshippers. 
Prophet (S) asked them "Have my people conveyed the message 
ofIslam to you?" They said, 'No'. Then he called his deciples 
and told them, "Free these people. Make sure that they reach 
their home safely. After they reach home, convey the message 
ofIslam to them and call them towards it." 

-

Propagation In The War Field 

Islam permits war against the aggressors for the sake of peace, 
justice and truth. It however stipulates many preconditions to 
permit war. According to Hazrath Abdullah bin Abbas (R), 
prophet never started a war against any group until the message 
ofIslam was fully conveyed to them. 

Even when the war became inevitable, the prophet (S) used to 
advise the commanders of the Muslim army to make their best 
efforts to make peace, avoid war and bloodshed, to present the 
message ofIslam to the opponents and to abstain from causing 
any haram to those who are not involved in the war. 

While sending the Muslim army to Khaiber, under the 
leadership of Ali (R), the prophet (S) advised him, 

"Keep marching, slowly and calmly Don't hurry. When you 
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reach their warfield, call them to Islam. Inform them about 
their duties towards Allah. If even a single person accepts 
Islam due to your efforts, it is better for you than receiving a 
fleet of valuable red camels." 

Another companion who was fully prepared to wage war 
against the aggressors of the community called Seba, was 
summoned by the prophet (S) and was given the following 
advise, 

"First of all, give them the call of Islam. If they accept it, 
recognise their Islam (i.e. consider them as your brothers and 
not as enemies). As for those people who reject your call, 
don't show any haste in their matter. Give them ample time, 
till 1 personally talk to them." 

Preaching To the the Emissary 

Once the emissary of Emperor Hiraculous of Rome came to 
the prophet to deliver a letter from the emperor. That letter 
was written in response to a letter of the prophet (S), which 
was sent to Hiraculous a few weeks ago. The emissary had 
expected that the prophet (S) would rush to open the letter of 
the Emperor. But, to his surprise he saw the prophet (S) keeping 
the letter on his lap and paying more attention to the messenger 
than to the message itself He asked the emissary "Which tribe 
do you belong to?" He said "I belong to the tribe ofThamoq." 
Prophet (S) asked, "Do you have any inclination towards the 
religion of your ancestor Abraham which is the right religion?" 
The emissary said, "I am a messenger of my nation and I should 
stick to my traditional faith until 1 return to my people." Prophet 
then recited the following verse of Quran; 

/ / . t.\ 7" .... 1' .,.. ,,--= ; :t / (,S  �/ �,/'''' r.-' '''{?''''' '''I '' ' ,1 ;"- .v .�:\� \ yef', J- - _ � ;'+.t �.J � �U'� .. �! (�'1 : rl\) .. ��t:,y, 
"Surely you cannot guide whom you love. But Allah guides 
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whom He pleases and He knows best the followers of the right 
path." (28: 56) 

Then the prophet (S) spoke about his letter to the emperor. By 
then in fact he had effectively conveyed his message to this 
emissary of Hiraculous. This emissary was a Christian and 
knew very welJ about the message of prophet Abraham 
(Ibrahim) (A). By calling the religion of Ibrahim as the right 
religion, prophet Mohammed (S) con¥eyed to this emissary 
that his own message was similar to that of Ibrahim. The 
emissary too was quick enough to 'grasp the depth of this 
statement. Hence, his only response was to express his own 
limitations. 

Da'wah Through Letters 

The prophet (S) had trained his deciples in such a way that 
they offered to go anywhere he wished to send them, to convey 
the message ofIslam. Accordingly the prophet (S) selected 
some of them and send them to different destinations, to deliver 
his letters. Those letters contained his message and also the 
call to accept it. 

Following is a brief list of some of the envoys sent by the 
prophet (S) to different places, with letter ofDa'wah. 

AbClulah bin Huzafah (R) -to Kisra, the king ofIran. 

Saleeth bin Amr (R) -to the king ofYamama. 

Ala bin Hazrami (R) -to the emperor ofHijr. 

Amr bin Aas (R) -to the ruler of Amman. 

Dahiya Kalbi(R) -to the Khaisar, the king of Rome. 
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Shuja bin Wahab Asadi (R) -to the king ofGhassan 

Amr bin Umayya (R) -to Negus, the king of Abyssenia. 

The actual list of such dispatches is much longer. Many of 
these letters have been preserved arid can be found even today 
in many museums of the world. All these are the best examples 
of presenting the message effectively in minimum number of 
words and are very much in tune with the status, background 
and thinking of the addresses. 

The Peak Of Persuasion 

Hazrath Hamza (R) w.as the beloved uncle of Prophet 
Mohammed (S). In the battle ofUhud, he was killed by a man 
called Wahshi bin Harb, deceitfully and in a very inhuman and 
brutal manner. If the prophet (S) had decided to execute this 
person, such a decision would hav/! been well justified under 
any law on earth. But contrary to the expectations of all the 
people, the prophet (S) preferred to call this man to Islam, 
instead of punishing him. Read this unique event of history; 

The prophet (S) sent a man to Wahshi with instructions to convey 
him the message ofIslam and invit� him to Islam. Wahshi was 
shocked at this gesture. At first he just could not believe it. 
He told the representatives of the prophet (S). "According to 
his religion, the idol worshippers, the murderers and the persons 
committing adultery will all be thrown to hell and will remain 
there forever. How can he call me to Islam, when he knows 
that I have committed all these sins. Does he see any way out 
for me?" When this was communicated to the prophet (S), he 
asked his representative to read out the following verse of 
Quran to Wahshi; 
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"Except him who repents and believes and does a good deed. 
These are the people for whom Allah will change their evil 
deeds into good ones. And Allah is forgiving, merciful." 
(25:70) 

On hearing this verse Wahshi said, "These conditions of 
repentance and good deeds are quite hard for me. I may not be 
able to fulfil them." 

The obvious arrogance in this answer would have enraged any 
other person. But not the prophet (S). He conveyed another 
verse of Quran; 

,J.. ,../ ." � "  "., ;I • .f." .... � ,. , , .!\ .-::i r'" !' \ '; ;;:. � I iu ''>:'''�I/-' ��.:; ..,.,..!}< .. ':'I'� �'4Il\"t �t;>A-' '' _� ... v.� � I .� � .... �/ , • 

(J I � : I"'J , \ ?-i- JII' ."';, u,.:..' ... ; fo \'" 
"Surely Allah does not forgive that anything should be 
associated with Him. And He forgives whatever is besides 
this to whom He pleases." (4: 1 1 6) 

This too did not fully satisfY Wahshi. He said, "According to 
this verse forgiveness depends on the wish of God. No clear 
assurance has been given. How can I rely upon it ?" 

On this, the prophet (s) again recited to him some more verses 
from Quran; 

,,�/,� : .ti, /�J. 1�{,f,��..J'';II··�/'�/'( :  ':JI�.>�",f �.w./ 'I\/ f/r.J1.,)'} � / �  . .r Ii' � / _ . /.V" : :61"!4/.>!�� 'JI'iJ�;t;; .. P�jll P;;;.j\��,�.::.£;l:':J1 � !Y;- 'J \7"'/U.... . .. " \�-:: ;.1 v: ,.,,, ,,, .,v • ,-(Q('" - o� : l"4) .6j�J-:-;·:j1l �p�(:u.I'?i§}�!JI? 
"Say, 0 my servants who have sinned against their own souls! 
Do not despair of the mercy of Allah. Surely Allah forgives all 
the sins. Surely He is the forgiving, the merciful. And return to 
your Lord, with repentance and submit to Him, before there 
comes to you a severe punishment. Then you shall not be 
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helped". (39:54-55) 

There was no room for any excuse any longer. Wahshi embraced 
Islam immediately. 

' 

His Style ofDa'wah 

Prophet's (S) method of presenting the message ofIslam was 
unique. He used very few words. But the words were different 
on different occasions and were chosen carefully. Here are a 
few examples; 

-One person by name Muaawiyyah pin Haida·(R) L:ame to the 
prophet (S) and asked him "What are the teachings ofislam?" 

The prophet (S) said, 

"Islam means, you; should submit your whole existence to the 
will of God and should withdraw aU your claims, establish 
prayer (Namaz) and pay the poor due (Zakath)." 

******* 

-Mafrooq Shaibani met the prophet (S) and asked him "0 
brother from Quraish! What is your call all about?" 

, 

The prophet (S) said, "I call people to accept the truth that 
there is no one, worthy of worship except Allah and that I am 
the messenger of Allah ." 

Mafrooq asked, "What else do you call people towards?" 

Prophet (S) read verses 1 5 1 - 1 54 ofihe 6th chapter ofQuran 

Mafrooq again asked the same question. 

This time prophet (S) read the 90th verse of the 1 6th chapter of 
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Quran. 

On listening to this, Mati-ooq said, "By God, you are calling 
people towards the highest of moral values and the best of 
virtues." (Kindly read the above cited verses of Quran for 
yourselves to fully understand the points highlighted by the 
prophet (S) during this introduction ofIslam) 

******* 

-Khalid bin Sayeed bin Aas (R) came to the prophet (S) and 
asked him, "What is your call?" 

The prophet (S) said, "I call you towards God. He is one and 
only. He has no partners. I call you to accept that I am the 
servant and messenger of Allah. I call you to giye up idol 
worship. These stones (idols) do not hear. They do not see. 
They can never- benefit you. They do no even-know who 
worships them and who does not." This lead Khalid (R) to 
embrace Islam. 

-Amr bin Abasa (R) met the prophet (S) with the question, 
"What has God sent you with?" 

The Prophet (S) said, "He has sent me with the message that 
the bond between the kins should be strengthened. People 
should abstain from murder. Peace and sesurity should be 
established at the highways(i.e. Highway robberies should be 
'Stopped). Idols should be broken. Only Allah should be 
worshipped. No one should be considered as equal to him or 
as his associate." 

-Once an Arab villager came to see the prophet (S) and asked 
him, "Whom do you worship?" 

The prophet (S) said, "I worship only Allah. He is the God, 
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Who compensates for you losses and frees you from affliction 
when you pray Him after suffering a loss. 

Who grows grains for you, when there is famine and you pray 
Him for the grains. 

Who brings your camel back to you, when your camel is lost in 
a desert where there is neither water nor grass and you pray 
Him." 

******* 

-Hakam be Keesan (R) had committed many crimes and 
deserved to be executed. When some Musiim soldiers arrested 
this man, they disputed among themselves on whether he should 
be killed immediately or not. Finally he was brought to the 
prophet (S). The prophet (S) began to persuade Hakam to 
accept Islam. He tried for a long time. But Hakam was not 
showing any sign of change. People like Vmar (R) lost their 
patience and insisted on executing the person. But the prophet 
(S) did not phy heed to their demands and continued his attempt 
to convince Hakam. Slowly Hakam began to ask questions. 
He asked the prophet (S): 

"What is Islam?" 

The prophet ( S )  said, "Worship only Allah, who has n0 
associates and testifY that Mohammed is Allah's servant and 
His messenger " 

Finally Hakam embraced Islam. 

" Zammad (R) was a witch doctor. He was well-known for 
his skills in the field of treating the persons who were supposed 
to be possessed by evil spirits. Once he came to Makkah. The 
wicked opponents of the prophet (S) told Zammad that a person 
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called Mohammed has been possessed by evil spirits and 
making strange statements. Zammad believed this propaganda 
and decided to 'cure' the prophet (S). Thus, he went to prophet 
Mohammed (S) and offered his services. In reply to this offer 
the prophet (S) said; 

"All praises are due to Allah. We praise Him alone. We seek 
help from Him alone. The one whom He guides to the right 
path cannot be lead astray by anybody. And nobody can guide 
such person to the right path whom Allah has led astray. I 
testify that there is no one worthy of worship except Allah. He 
is one and only. He has no associates." 

The prophet (S) repeated the abcve words thrice: 
, 

Zammad said, "I have heard the words of magicians, witch 
doctors and poets. But I have never in my life time heard the 
kind of words uttered by you just now " 

Zammad became a'Muslim. The man who came to 'cure' was 
cured. 

******* 

-Hisseen was a highly respected, elderly person in Makkah. 
The opponents of the prophet (S) approached him and requested 
him to meet the prophet (S) and persuade him to give up his 
mission ofisiam. Hisseen agreed. His son Imran had already 
embraced Islam. He went to meet the prophet (S). The prophet 
(S) received him with respect and with his characteristic 
warmth. In the course of conversation the prophet (S) asked 
him; 
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"How many 'God's do you worship?" 

Hisseen said, "We worship seven Gods in the earth and one in 
the heavens." 

The prophet (S) said "In fact Allah alone helps and protects 
you. But you associate partners to Him. You believe that He 
is happy when you associate partners to Him. But you also 
know that he can totally overpower you. Hence you seek his 
help when you suffer an injury." 

Finally the prophet (S) told Hisseen "Embrace Islam. You will 
be safe'" 

Hisseen turned to be a Muslim before the end of that session. 

******* 

-Once a tribal man came to meet the prophet (S) and asked him 
"What message do you propagate?" 

The prophet (S) said, "I call the subjects of Allah towards 
A I I a h " 
"How do you call them?" he asked, 

The prophet (S) said, "I tell them to testifY that there is no one 
worthy of worship except Allah and that I am the messenger of 
Allah. I tell them to believe in what Allah has revealed to me 
and to reject the deities- Laath and Uzza. I tell them to establish 
Salath and to pay Zakath."  

Thi¥onversation continued till that person declared his faith 
in Islam arid finally the prophet (S) sent the man back to his 
own tribe so that he could invite rest of the members of that 
tribe towards Islam. 

******* 
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-On the day of the prophet's (S) victorious entry to Makkah, 
Hazrath Aboobacker (R) brought his father Abu Kahafah (R) 
to meet the prophet (S). Abu Kahafah was then a non-believer. 
The prophet (S) was sitting in the masjid. When he saw 
Abubacker (R) entering the masjid with his old father, he told 
Abubacker (R), "Why did you trouble this elderly gentleman? 
I would have gone to him myself" 

Later he preached Islam to Abu Kahafah (R) and the latter 
embraced Islam. 
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Chapter-6 

THE MODES OF DA'WAH 

The duty of Da'wah can be performed both at the individual 
and at the collective levels. These two types require entirely 
different kind of approaches. Here let us first take up for 
discussion the first type ofDa'wah or the individual Da'wah. 

Individual Da'wah 

By the term ' Individual Da'wah', we mean 

a) An individuals efforts to convey the message of truth to others, 
individually and also 

b) The organised effort by small or big Da.'wah groups to 
convey the message to different persons individually. 

Compared to collective Da'wah there are numerous advantages 
involved in personally targeting the individuals. When you 
target an individual you have the convenience of specifically 
knowing about his personality, his faith, his thoughts, 
ideological trends, his social position, the level of his 
knowledge, his talents, potentials etc., The more you know 
about him, the easier it is for you to determine how to approach 
him, in what order the message should be conveyed to him, 
which aspect of truth needs to be emphasised before him etc., 

Individual Da'wah is relatively easier on persons you are 
already well acquainted with. Therefore the Da' iees should 
try to develop acquaintance with and should befriend as many 
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persons as possible. When a person has many triends it is 
natural that some of them will be closer to him that some others 
and he will meet some of them more often than some others. 
The Da'iee should prefer to target those who are closer to him 
to convey his message first. 

Individual Da'wah is more effective when it is done to people 
who know the Da'iee as a trust worthy, honest, sincere and 
virtuous person. Therefore the Da'iee should develop in 
himself such a noble character and such virtuous qualities that 
his addresses should hold him in high esteem. His character 
and deeds should convince them that he is their true well-wisher 
and that he is fre,e from every selfish or evil motive. Whether 
they accept his call or not is altogether a different matter But 
to make them listen to him honestly and seriously, it is necessary 
that he is himself a sincere well:wisher of his addresses and 
that they should be able to see him as such. 

If we look at the history of the first few years of Da'wah in 
Makkah, we can notice that most ofthe people who embraced 
Islam during that early period were motivated to do so by 
individual efforts of the prophet (S) and his early companions. 
For instance, 

The message ofIslam was personally conveyed to people like 
Khadija (R), Ali (R), Abudhar (R), Bilal (R) and many others 
by the prophet (S) himself 

To Umar (R) the message of Islam was personaily conveyed 
by his sister Fathima (R). 

Abubacker (R) personally persuaded stalwarts like Usman, 
Thalha, Zubair, Sa' ad, Abu Ubaida and Abdurrahman bin Auf 
(R) to accept Islam. 

In all such cases one factor was common. The addresses had 
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respect for and trust and confidence in the goodness of the 
persons who conveyed them the message. Thus the first step 
in the individual Da'wah is to win the confidence of the 
addressees and to command respect from them through the purity 
of intention and soundness of character. 

In the case of New Muslims, their first priority should be to 
introduce the path of salvation to their own parents, spouses, 
brothers, sisters and other relatives. On the other hand the 
priority of the traditional Muslims presuming that the above 
mentioned relatives of theirs are already in the fold of Islam
should be to concentrate upon the nearest of their neighbours, 
closest offriends and their colleagues. At the primary stage in 
individual Da'wah, it would be mere effective to relate Islam 
with the problems of the addressee's personal salvation, rather 
than presenting the details of the political, social or economic 
theories of Islam. 

Although the message ofIslam is the same for all the people at 
all the times, one should bear in mind that the mental capacity, 
the level of comprehension and also the natural tendencies vary 
from person to person. Therefore the Da'iee should make sure 
that the weight and volume, the level and potency ofthe message 
or the particular part or aspect of it, being presented to a person, 
is compatible with the situation and capacity of that particular 
person. 

The basic teachings of Islam (Tawheed, Risalath, Aakhirath 
etc.,) in their simple form can be presented to any person under 
any circumstance without any reservation. However, while 
dealing with the details of the same teachings and while taking 
up the secondary aspects ofisiam for discussion, the capacity, 
the potentials, the situation and also the susceptibilities of the 
addressee should essentially be taken into.account. 
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How To Begin 

"How to begi!1 with it?" is one of the universal questions asked 
by those who realise the importance of Da'wah but lack the 
courage to start it. Some people even spend a life time merely 
waiting for that illusive starting point to come before them. 

As the situations change from person to person, it would be 
too simplistic to attempt to prescribe any single method as 
generally applicable to all circumstances. On the other hand, 
it is not practically impossible to specifically advise on how 
to begin Da'wah in each particular case. The tutored methods 
have very little practic�1 value and scope in this field . 
Inevitably, one has to evolve his own techniques and should 
enable himself to take independent, self initiated and 
spontaneous decisions. In the individual Da'wah, such 
extemporaneous methods are always more effective than the 
tutored methods. 

Some people start Da'wah straight away by telling their friend, 
neighbour or colleague, "The path presently being followed 
by you leads only to disaster in this world and to hell in the 
eternal life after death. Therefore follow Islam which is the 
only right path and which ensures your entry to heaven." 

Some others start it by asking questions like, shall I introduce 
Islam to you? Do you know what is Islam? Do you want to 

. know about Islam? What do you know about Islam? Or by 
saying plainly "I want to convey you the message ofIslam" or 
"I want to share my knowledge of Islam with you." 

Such straight forward (or blunt?) methods also might prove 
successful in many cases. But the chances in some other cases 
are that the addressee is provoked to say that, he is s?tisfied 
with his present faith or that he is not interested in knowing 
about any other religion or that he does not want to indulge in 
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any discussion on religion. 

Obviously, if a Da'iee expects his addressee to pay serious 
attention to his message, he should take due care in delivering 
it. He should try his best, to choose the right time, the right 
occasion and the right kind of words and tone to convey his 
message. 

Here, for instance, we present some situatiuns; 

A Da'iee meets his friend while the ratter is on the·way to or is 
returning trom a temple or church. The latter tells the Da'iee 
where he is going or coming trom. Or the Da'iee himselfis on 
the way to the masjid, he meets his friend. This might be the 
right time to start a discussion on topics such as God, the 
importance of faith and worship, the question of who should 
be worshipped, why should we worship, how should we 
worship, the concepts of Tawheed, trinity, idol worship, 
polytheism, incarnations of God, power and attributes of God 
etc., Any good Da'iee can lead this discussion then or later to 
introduce the message ofIslam to his friend. 

When the Da'iee is sitting with a group of his non-Muslim 
friends and the call of Azan is heard trom the mosque nearby, 
the Da'iee has an opportunity to introduce Islam. He might do 
so first by asking them what do they understand by these words 
which they hear very often and then following it by explaining 
the significance of Azan, Salath and the meaning of the words 
of Azan . Especially while explaining the words ' Allahu 
Akbar' ,  'Ash-hadu Allailah IIIallah' and ' Ash-hadu Anna 
Mohammedarrasoolullah' he can briefly introduce the concept 
of God and prophethood. This might develop in the minds of 
at least some of them, a curiosity to know more about Islam. 

The. Da'iee can make use of the beauties and wonders of the 
nature like rains, seas, stars, flowers, plants etc , to tell his 
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atheist or polytheist friend about the powers and wisdom of 
the one and only creator and controller of these things and other 
such phenomena. 

In our day to day life, we come across many things like, birth, 
death, illness, marriage, divorce, problems of human 
relationship etc., We also come across, especially in 
predominantly non- Muslim societies, many events which 
involve superstitions, exploitative and discriminative practices 
being promoted in the name of religion. In such societies we 
also find the biased press, the prejudiced leaders and the 
ignorant people misrepresenting or even passing negative and 
unfair remarks about Islam and Muslims. Every such occasion 
opens before the Da'iee, an opportunity to present Islamic 
teachings, its view point on various issues and its right image 
as opposed to the wrong ones projected by the media and others. 

'Reporting' can be another method of initiating a discussion 
favourable to Da'wah. Suppose a Da'iee had an interesting 
talk with a friend of his about something related with Islam, he 
may report it to his other friends. By doing so he is likely to 
invoke in them an interest in the topic he always wished to talk 
to them about. Or suppose a Da'iee read a book, attended a 
lecture, watched a TV programme or video cassette directly 
or indirectly related to his message, he may share his 
impressions about them with his friends. Some times even one 
such 'report' or narration might give him an opportunity to 
deliver his message or at least the vital parts of it. 

If the Da'iee is conscious enough of his duty, in each of his 
casual conversations with the people he will be able to find 
many natural opportunities to introduce his message. In fact 
the Da'iee should master the art of giving desired turns to 
conversations. With this art he will be able to turn any 
discussion on any topic into a discussion on matters like God, 
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His attributes, His message, His prophet (S) the reality of this 
life, death, life after death etc. ,  

The message is likely to make a better impact when it is  
conveyed in a natural cpntext, or in response to a question or 
an enquiry of the addressee. However, one cannot always 
expect every addressee to voluntarily come forward and ask 
the Da'iee straight away to tell him all about Islam. In fact, the 
Da'iee should himself carefully monitor his own talks with his 
addresses in such a manner that they are naturally motivated to 
begin a search for the truth and to make enquiries about Islam. 
If the Da'iee is wise enough, he can present the message of 
salvation. even while responding to the querries or speaking 
on topics not directly related to that message. 

During this age of 'Media Imperialism', the most serious 
damage to the image ofIslam and Muslims has been inflicted 
by the media. Controlled and guided globally by the forces 
hostile to Islam, the media has .demonised everything even 
remotely related to Islam. Its unchallenged, widespread, 
vicious propaganda has. mislead scores of people to fear, hate 
or look down upon Islam. However the Da'iee should no·�e 
that this very malicious campaign has at the same time, given 
rise to hundreds of curious questions about Islam and its 
followers, in the minds of its victims world over. Although, 
the victims of the media de not know the truth, most of them do 
not blindly subscribe to every word of the media either. In fact 
they see Islam and matters related to it as mysteries yet to be 
unravelled. 

The Da'iees can take advi).ntage of this situation. Those among 
the victims of the media, who have in their mind many serious 
questions about Islam and whu are looking for answers will 
certainly respond favourably to every attempt of the Da'iees 
to present before them the true picture of Islam. Those. for 
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whom Islam is a mystery will be too willing to co-operate, if 
the Da'iees reliably assure them to solve this mystery, by 
presenting the truth about it. 

Once the process of Da'wah is commenced on a particular 
person, the Da'iee should see to it that it is carried all the way 
to its logical conclusion. He should make sure that the basic 
elements of the message have been clearly, completely and 
repeatedly conveyed to him at the earliest and also that he has 
very well understood the message. However one should not 
hurry to convey and convince everything in one sitting. 

Some Likely Responses 

Around us, there are many who are interested in Da'wah but 
have too little practical experience in the field. Many of them 
are found entertaining an illusion that, if they introduce Islam 
to some one, he will immediately respond, in the same manner 
as a thirsty traveller of the desert would do on finding an oasis. 
But in the world of realities, when they enter the actual field of 
Da'wah loaded with such illusions and undue optimism and 
face responses and reactions of the kind entirely opposed to 
their expectations, they get shocked, confused and finally 
disheartened. Such people might even end up in saying good 
bye to Da'wah very soon. 

It is true that Islam is based on the divine and original truth, the 
image of which is inscribed deep in the conscience of the every 
human being. Islam is not only totally in conformity with the 
original nature of man but it also is the manifest form of that 
very nature. Therefore, it is not surprising if a person recognises 
the truth ofIslam and instantly rushes to embrace it at the very 
first instance, when only a glimpse ofIslam is shown to him. It 
is as natural as a mother recognising her son in a big crowd, 
many years after having lost him. Numerous such persons are 
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found eve·n in this century. But this need nJt be true about 
every pemon. Because the circumstances they are born, brought 
up, educated and trained in, influence people so much that most 
of them are carried long away from their own innate nature. 
Even the truth within themselves becomes alien to th"m. In 
course of years or generations, so many thick walls of ignorance 
and falsehood are raised around them that it becomes 
impossible for them to see any ray ofthe light of truth. Even if 
they attempt, it might take a long time for them to cross those 
walls, in order to benefit from the light of truth. . Some times 
they might even be content with the darkness around them and 
refuse t.o recognise the existence oflight itself, or might decide 
never to come out of their beloved dark world. 

In fact, as the functions of the human mind are quite complex 
and intricate, it is not usually possible to predict how exactly a 
particular person will respond to the call of Islam. There are 
innumerable factors that influence a person's thoughts, attitudes 
and responses. A person's age, his parents, their and his own 
faiths and practices, his teachers, friends, colleagues, the 
parties, clubs or groups he belongs to, the things he reads, listens 
and sees, the atmosphere he lives in, the experiences he had in 
his life, all these and many more definite and abstract factors 
greatly influence him and play an important role in determining 
his personality, character, views and attitudes. The long chain 
of influences does not end at any point of time. As a result, 
man constantly remains subject to change. Hence, it is futile to 
presume about any person.that he will respond to Da'wah, in a 
particular way only. Such presumptions leads to wrong 
approach and finally to disappointment. 

Here let us consider some reactions, one is likely to face while 
he embarks on Da'wah. 

_"Oh, please hold it. I am not interested in any religion." 
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-"Please leave me alone. Religion is the last thing I would 
like to talk to you about " 

-"Please change the topic. Let us keep religion away from our 
friendship. It always adversely affects mutual relationship." 

-" All that is all right. But why are you telling these things to 
me? Do you want to convert me?" (In the same tone as "do you 
want to bury me alive?") 

-See, I am totally satisfied with my religion. Please don't shake 
my faith with your preaching." 

-"Why don't you preach all this to the people of your own 
community? I will show you some Muslims who are rr,ore in 
need of  religious education than I am . "  
-"If Islam i s  that good, why there are so many evils among 
Muslims themselves ? How can it do any good to me when it 
could not do any good to those who are already following it?" 

-"Yes, I knew these good things about Islam. After all, all the 
religions are the same. Ultimately all paths lead to a common 
destination." 

Some times the reaction might be more complex. A person 
might begin to express his hatred against Islam and Muslims. 
Another might vigorously try to justify or even to glorify all 
the absurd exploitative and superstitious aspects of his faith. 
Some reactions will be very hypocratic. One might agree with 
all the things presented by the Da'iee and might even admire 
Islam and Muslims. But all that might be merely an attempt to 
conceal his hatred and contempt towards Islam and Muslims. 
Another person might encourage the Daiee to tell him everything 
about Islam and by doing so he might be only giving the Da'iee 
a chance to 'relieve' himself I 
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While entering the field of Da'wah one should be well prepared 
to face aU such eventualities. Those who foresee such reactions 
will be in a better position to tackle them eflectively. 

However, let us not forget that Da'wah is a practical field. 
Here too, as in swimming, the things taught in the class rooms 
or through books are of little use. No teaching can be a substitute 
for practical experience. One day in the practical field can 
teach a Da'iee what a hundred books cannot. In fact, actual 
Da'wah is the best school and practical experience the best 
teacher for a Da'iee. 

A Few Tips 

The process of individual Da'wah can be begun and after its 
beginning, it can be continued in so many ways . •  Following 
are just a few examples. 

A Da'iee may invite his friend to his hostel or residence as his 
guest and extend him the characteristic hospitality of a good 
Muslim. At horne, he may show him, his collection of books 
and if necessary he may introduce some good books to him. 
He may show him the copy of Quran and tell him that it is his 
most favourite book, that he 10vps to read it every day, that he 
considers it as his !,'Uide in all the matter of his life and that it is 
the only book which is 1 00% divine. He may read out a few 
selected passages of Quran and even initiate a discussion on 
the issues mentioned there in. At horne one can tell his triend 
about the Islamic c::mcepts of farnily, rights and status of women 
in Islam, system of marriage in Islam, Islamic etiquettes ell: . ,  

The Da'iee may invite his friend to accompany him t o  a public 
meeting, a seminar or debate at his locality or nearby, where 
an expert on Islam is going to speak on Islam or some related 
topic. After the event he may try to collect his impressions. If 
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he shows any interest in the subject the Da'iee may provide 
him necessary assistance to know more about it. Ifhe has any 
questions, the Da'iee may arrange for him a personal meeting 
with the concerned speaker. 

The Da'iee may invite his friend to visit the local Masjid and 
thereby provide him an opportunity to watch the best way of 
worshipping God- without any idol, the noise of the bells, or 
any other extravaganza. He may tell him about the purpose 
and significance ofNamaz, its impact on life and society, the 
significance ofWuzu and hygiene, the absence ofthe institution 
of priesthood in Islam and the difference between the Imam of 
Namaz and the priest ofthe church or a temple. 

The Da'iee may arrange participation of his friend in an ideal 
I slamic marriage, explain to him the meaning of the words of 
the 'Khutba' recited before the Nikaah, the rights and Juties of 
the spouses, the significance of ' Mahr' etc. ,  

During the month of Ram ad han, the Da'iee may invite his mend 
to join him for Iftar and tell him how fasting helps in self 
purification and self control. He may also make use of the 
occasion to introduce Quran and its message to his mend. 

The Da' iee may invite his triend to share his joy on the days of 
Eid. He may tell him about the prescribed Islamic method of 
celebrating festivals and also the important message behind 
the two festivals. The Da'iee may explain to him the 
significance of Fitr Za.kath, the story of Prophet Ibrahim and 
Ismail (A) and the spirit of sharing and sacrifice. 

When a Muslim is dead in the locality, tbe D,,'iee may provide 
his addressee an opportunity to witness the last rites ofa Muslim 
from the bath to burial. This would serve as an ideal occasion 
to tell him about the nature o"life, the concept of Aakhi:-ah and 

(la'Tolintability belore God. 
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Any person who has had any experience of the laborious, 
elaborate, complicated and extravagant methods of worship, 
festivity, marriage, last rites etc., in the Non-Muslim societies 
and religions, will certainly notice the rationality, simplicity 
and beauty ofthe teachings ofIslam on these matters in a short 
while. 

The Da'iee should give his non-Muslim friend, enough liberty 
to freely criticise and to air all his complaints against Islam 
and its followers. He should neither get provoked by the 
criticisin nor scare his friend to silence. He should rather, be 
happy that his friend does not belong to the tribe of hypocrites 
who pretend to have admiration for things which they actually 
hate. While responding to his friend's criticism, the Da'iee 
should remember that his goal is not merely to win an argument 
or to score a point over him. The process of his re�ponse 
should not end up in hurting the ego and the sentiments of his 
addressee in any manner. In fact, before concluding every round 
of discussion, he should make sure that he is leaving sufficient 
room for another such round of friendly discussion on a similar 
subject. Sharp and angry responses might force the addressee 
to silence and he might never dare again to utter any word of 
criticism against Islam in the presence of the Da'iee. But 
obviously he will still continue to entertain all his hostilities 
against Islam and will look for places where his remarks are 
well received. 

Every Da'iee should be able to clearly distinguish between 
criticism against Islam and complaint against Muslims. As 
there is a significant distance today between the teachings of 
Islam and the conduct of many Muslims, most of the complaints 
against Muslims might be quite genuine. The Da'iee, instead 
of rushing to defend every wrong of Muslims, should 
objectively view the complaints or charges against them. Th<it 
will only strengthen his case and give him more credibility 
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when he defends Islam and Muslims against an ill founded 
criticism. An ideal response to a genuine complaint against 
the wrongs of Muslims would be, to emphasise that Islam itself 
is against such wrong doings and that Muslims could avoid 
such complaints if they had strictly adhered to the teaching of 
Islam. 

Books 

Books have a great role to play in Da'wah. Books can 
effectively convey in a few hours, more than what one can 
personally do in many days. However, they have certain 
limitations too, which day Da'iee has to be aware about. He 
should neither take them for granted as tools useful. under all 
circumstances, nor as short cuts to Da'wah. Here let us mention 
a few factors relevant for the Da"wah activists. 

A) Every literate person need not be necessarily a reader of 
books- let alone being a lover of books. 

B) Even among the few who love reading, there are still fever 
who have enough patience to read any serious work. Those 
who are regular readers of section, might be no readers at all 
when it comes to books on religion philosophy or such other 
serious subjects. 

C) The tastes and level of comprehension vary from person to 
person. The same book, certified as interesting and jnformative 
by one person might be ruled out as boring and confusing by 
another. Hence while recommending a book to a person, the 
book should be selected carefully in consideration of the nature 
of that particular person. 

D) One should at least read a book or obtain the well considered 
opinion of an expert on it, before recommending it to another 
person. Trying to guess in advance, its likely impact on the 
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reader would be very useful. 

E) Da'iee should not be mislead by statements like " I have 
read this book." In fact most of the people making this statement 
mean only that they have glanced through a few pages of that 
book. Very few readers read any book cover to cover and 
without skipping the pages in between. Among the honest few, 
who have really bothered to read it fully, one does not know 
how many have understood it and to what extent? 

Some societies suffer form 'conversion phobia'. To safe guard 
their vested interests. the guardians ofthe false faiths prevalent 
in such societies, create an atmosphere where the act of opting 
for an alternate faith is considered as a crime equal to of treason. 
In such societies, the task ofthe Da'iee is highly delicate. While 
calling people to the path of Allah. he will also have.to convince 
them that accepting this path is synonymous with being loyal to 
the creator of the universe and that treason and revolt in fact 
lies in rejecting this path. 
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Chapter-7 

QUALITIES OF THE DA'IEE 

:JJa'wali quide 

How effectively can a Da'iee or a group ofDa'iees carry out 
the responsibility ofDa'wah largely depends upon the nature, 
character and the qualities of the Da'iee himself. Here, we 
briefly mention some qualities essential for the people who 
desires to promote the message ofIslam. 

Faith 

In a way, Da'wah is the process of sharing and transmitting 
faith. How much a person can share something with others, 
depends upon how much of it does he have with himself. A 
man who has no faith or whose faith is weak, cannot share it 
with others. Thus a person cannot effectively propagate Islam 
and calinot call people to have faith in it, unless he himself has 
a strong and unshakeable faith in the truth and teachings ofIslam. 
In fact the faith required by a Da'iee is not of the ordinary 
kind. It should be much above the average. The light offaith 
in the heart of a Da'iee should be bright enough to reach out 
and illuminate the hearts of all those who grope in the darkness 
of doubt and ignorance. 
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Faith In AUah 

Faith in Allah is the most vital component of a Muslim's faith. 
His faith in Allah is his greatest asset and strength too . 
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"Whoever rejects Thagooth (i.e. anything worshipped beside 
Allah) and believes in Allah, has grasped the most trust worthy 
hand hold that never breaks." (2:256) 

Faith in Allah means, faith in the existence of Allah with all 
His power, rights and attributes as presented in the Holy Quran 
and in the Sunnah. It also means to accept Allah as one's 
absolute master, to submit unconditionally to His will and to 
obey all His commands. 

Trust In AUah 

A true believer and a good Da'iee always has total trust in 
Allah. He relies upon Allah in all his affairs. 
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"Why should we not put our trust on Allah? . .  .Those who put 
their trust, should put their trust on Allah." ( J  4: 1 2) 

"And whoever puts his trust in Allah, for him Allah is 
sufficient." (65:3) 
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"When you have taken a decision, put your trust in Allah. 
Because Allah loves those who put their trust in Him. If Allah 
helps you, none can overcome you. And if He forsakes you 
who else is there to help you? In Allah, then, let the believers 
put their trust " (3 : 1 59-1 60) 

Love Of Allah 

True Muslims not only have faith and trust in Allah but also 
have a deeo. feeling of love towards Him. 

'Those who have faith, love Allah more than anything else." 
(2 : 1 65) 

In fact one cannot be true believer unless he loves Allah more 
than everything else. 
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�';;11 /·i ..... ..:d, / -G�, 7'''/t( �'.:,> I� ..;..t.J.J..5;lul-: I� � , � .. �� ./ .. � / �  ... � �  , .- ... � 

/ '  ._/�\ / ,/' ' '''' At (W : v  'U!3:,UJ'f�'''�4 
"Say, if your fathers, your sons, your brothers, your mates or 
your kindred, the wealth which you have gained, the commerce 
in which you fear a decline or the dwellings in which you delight 
are dearer to you than Allah. His messenger and the striving in 
His path, then wait until Allah brings about His decision. And 
Allah guides not the rebellious." (9:24) 

Those who love Allah would naturally wish to be loved by 
Him. In that case, they should find out what pleases Allah and 
what they should do to deserve His love. In Quran Allah has 
mentioned certain qualities as dear to Him. E.g . ;  
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"Allah lov.es those who do good." (2: 1 95) 
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"Allah loves those who tum to Him constantly and loves those 
who keep themselves pure and clean." (2:222) 

"Allah loves those who act aright (or who guard against evil)." 
(3 :76) 

, , ;_ .1 ;" '" (I("Of:  1"):':' '�I � �1J 
... /.", 

/ 
"Allah loves those who are firm. and steadfast." (3: 146) 

. '" /? I ��:.rl..(. � /" \ '" I (1Q1 : t")_ � - �J.» IJ .-
"Allah loves those who put their trust in Him," (3 : 1 59) 

"Allah loves those who judge in equity." (5:42) 

Fear OfAUah 

While a true believer loves Allah and has hope in Him, he also 
fears Allah's wrath. Hence he tries to abstain from every act 
which is likely to displease Allah. 

Quran says; 
:;,,�.1 "..1 ".J.!./, '£ ,,,.e,,-:. tJ,,; �/:/ ..... J. \,J!�' I,I' / \':-• .  ��,(�:\I ' o.!/.,._ '�l.J"'.JV>"""'''J T;' _ �.w � r V!.t'" -.::� 

( I 'r : r) 
"0 · believers I Fear Allah as He should be feared and die not 
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except in a state oflslam". (3 : 1 02) 

Fear of Allah means fear of Allah's displeasure and fear of the 
consequence of disobeying his commands. Such fear helps a 
person to abide by the rules prescribed by Allah and to live in 
accordance with the teachings ofIslam and the way oflife given 
by Allah. The verse quoted above warns us against dying under 
any condition other than as a Muslim. The only way to die as 
a Muslim is to live always as a Muslim. One should remain 
strictly faithful to Islam through out his life, both in thoughts 
and deeds. That is the only way to make sure that he dies as a 
Muslim or in a state oflslam. 

Dedication To Allah 

The sole aim of a true believer or a good Da'iee is to win the 
pleasure of Allah. Pleasing Allah is the ultimate object behind 
all hi·s activities including Da'wah. His proclamation is; 

"Truly my prayer and my service of sacrifice, my life and my 
death are all for Allah, the Cherisher of the worlds " (6: 1 62) 

He does not do any act merely to please people or to win their 
admiration. Quran presents his character in the following 
words; 

-'.18 J,!.a . 1P.� \�\��t-:," \!!C4,S��':;�\)6;:.t{" r ... ! � ...... ... '.J ... ", ... , ./ l .... ... 'J 
( � .A .  ,oJ) . 1��(��j)f�1s?.!�!.�4i,I�Jl . --,  v. . ... .,.-..;-- ... ... . ... � 

"And they feed the indigent, the orphan and the captive for the 
love of Allah (saying:) We feed you for the sake of Allah alone. 
No reward do we desire from you nor thanks". (76:8-9) 
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Affinity With Quran 

Quran is the principal source of the message, the Da'iee has 
raised to convey. Besides, Quran is always the basic source 
of knowledge and inspiration too, for a Da'iee. Therc:fore he 
is naturally expected to have total faith in every word ofQuran 
and also to remain closely in touch with it every moment. 
Knowledge ofQuran and its guidance is the chief weapon and 
equipment of the Da'iee. With Quran, he is well equipped for 
Da'wah and without it he is unarmed and vulnerable. The 
Da'iee, therefore, should acquire the knowledge of Quran, 
should take inspiratio� from it every day and every moment 
and this book of his Lord should be dearer to him than every 
other book on earth. Prophet Mohammed (S) said; 

"The word of Allah (Quran) is as superior to all other words 
as Allah Himself is superior to all his cneations." (Thirmidhi, 
Darami) 

A Da'iee should be sensitive towards Quran. He should 
respond to every call of Quran. He should derive lessons from 
every word of it. He should try to implement the commands of 
Quran on himself, his family and also on the whole society. 
He should also try to memorise as many verses and chapters 
from Quran, as possible. At least those verses ofQuran which 
deal with its basic message should always remain recorded in 
his memory. 

Love Of The Prophet (S) 

Mohammed (S) was the last messenger of Allah. to mankind. 
For a Muslim and naturally, for every Da'iee Mohammed (S) 
is the most respectable human being to have ever walked on 
this earth. He considers every word of the prophet (S) as law. 
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He obeys every command of the prophet (S); 

;,i,1I;J1; ?,.,��1�;4t<'{.0 {;�1l�YI{;'9M::�-, . .  , . '" ., It ,  /. " " (, ,j)q)��,,��"..w l ot 
"Take what the messenger (S) gives you and refrain from what 
he prohibits to you." (59:7) 

For a Da'iee, Mohammed (S) is not only the greatest teacher 
of humanity but also his greatest ideal in all the matters; 

L r I 

.... (',' '..1."'''/ .. , J ''' ''" JI<' ,�,,, a...o.-'¥ >-' fO , :J-"'-'� .:. D � 

"Indeed in the messenger of Allah, you have an excellent 
exemplar." (33 :21)  

He considers the Prophet (S) as his permanent, supreme leader 
and always has great love and regard for him. In fact he loves 
the prophet (S) more than himself and evervthinll; else: 

� I ��1" :-��\ \. �Y.,J'�b\ I �'rI_�:r;;�J WV-
"The prophet (8) is closer to the behevers than their own 
selves." (33 :6) 

For a Da'iee, mere mention of the name of the prophet (S) 
provides a strong inspiration. Such affinity with the prophet 
(S) leads him to strictly follow his teachings and pursue his 
ideal. By doing so, he wins the love of Allah and deserves 
His mercy and forgiveness; 

. • • • � ,.  I J' , ,'1. .-/ '!('{y<t �1<J'. '. "  ..... �I;"'r."·:.!..?· ,-, -�;;" ��':'';��, � J r.-:r �.J � !sf.!p-!} ' "  r- , 
� "" {fJ , � ,O! \ 

( // :1") .j.,:r5vp ..w 
"Follow me (Mohammed (S» , Allah will love you and will 
forgive your sins." (3 : 3 I )  
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Consciousness Of Aakhirah 

Awareness of the limitations of this glittering worldly life and 
consciousness of the importance of the life after death is one 
of the most important characteristics of a good Da'iee. Quran 
says; 

"And they fear their Lord and are mindful of the tough 
reckoning." ( 13 :2 1 )  

Compared to others, a Da'iee should be more aware of the 
fact that the life in this world is mere transitory and that real 
long life is to come only after the end of this period of test. He 
should not forget even for a moment that he is accountable before 
Allah for all his deeds . 

... � --:  / \,�� . .  �;1.;., .. ", ' /:: \ �'--: .... �{/j'�:..�':;;� #-;. � v.:. ... - o-"J . ¥Y. .Y.;-'>�...J � � ....... � '" ... � ,., I /. p/. (A _, :'\�)  . II� I ii-"" 
"Then, shall anyone who has done an atoms weight of good, 
see it. And anyone who has done any atom's weight of evil 
shall see it." (99:7··8) 

Faith in Aakhirah checks evil deeds even of the most alluring 
kind and provides a strong motivating force to do virtues even 
of the most difficult variety. 

The awareness of Aakhirah inspires the Da'iee to spare his 
wealth, time, energy etc., and to sacrifice his worldly comforts 
for the sake of Da'wah. Because, he is sure that all this 
devotion, sacrifice and hard work ensures for him absolute 
comfort and happiness in the etemal life of Aakhirah. For the 
everlasting happiness of the hereafter the Da'iee will happily 
welcome every. hardship in this temporal world in the path of 
Da'wah. 
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( I / , A L) '. ��\"; lh/. 9�h oJl" .. , "  • \$' �-->:> !� ... J 

"But the hereafter is better and more enduring." (87: J 7) 

His faith in such a better and everlasting world helps the Da'iee 
to bear all the hardships, challenges and painful tests of this 
world with a smiling face. 

Self Purification & Self Control 

Every Da'iee must pay adequate attention to keep his own heart, 
soul and self, pure al'.d clean. In this colourful worldly life, 
man often comes across occasions, events, scenes and situations 
which result in polluting his inner world. The Da'iee should 
always have a keen eye on the developments in this invisible 
'area' which is hidden from the rest of the world. He cannot 
expect others to purifY him. He has to do it himself On the 
one hand he should struggle to remain always pious, God 
fearing, honest, broadminded, genf'rous, forgiving, tolerant, 
helpful and cheerful. On the other, he should strive to keep his 
heart and soul totally free and away from all kind of pollutions 
and impurities like hypocrisy, pretension, jealousy, selfishness, 
greed, dishonesty, lust, anger etc., For all this, frequent self 
analysis, regular introspection and constant attention to the 
purity of one's selfis essential. Following are some tips helpful 
to keep one's self internally clean. 

-Before doing anything make sure that it is a lawful act 
according to the Shariah. 

-While indulging in any act, make sure that your intention is 
pure and that you do it only to please Allah. Allah does not 
accept any act which has not been done exclusively for His 
pleasure. 

-Whenever you get an opportunity to do some virtuous deed 
and whenever you slJcceed in avoiding an evil act, sincerely 
praise and thank Allah and pray Him to give you enough strength 
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to do every virtiJe and abstain from every evil in future too. 
Heartily admit that if you were able to do some virtue or avoid 
some evil it was only due to the Mercy of Allah and not merely 
because of your piety. 

-Whenever you do a good deed, pray Allah to accept it. No 
virtue is fruitful unless it is accepted by Allah. 

-Whenever you feel that you have done something wrong or 
whenever you find a weakness in you, immediately turn to Allah, 
sincerely repent for the wrong done and with all humility seek 
Allah's forgiveness. 

- Perl'orm obligatory prayers and fasting with strict punctuality 
and do optional acts of devotion (Nawaafil) as abundantly as 
possible. 

- Thahajudd or the special post-midnight prayer is one of the 
most effective source to keep one's ilU1er world pure and bright. 

- Regular recital of Quran, pondering over the meaning of the 
Quamic verses, study ofHadith, the life of prophet (S) and the 
life of Sahabah (R), Du'aa, Thasbeeh and Zikr (mentioning 
and remembering Allah, especially through the words 
prescribed by the prophet (S) are very helpful in the process 
of self purification. These acts provide the desired strength to 
Da'iee. 

Self purification is not a one day event. It is a life long process. 
Some times even a single moment's negligence or an apparently 
small slip might rob a person of all the piety and purity acquired 
by him till· then. Quran says; I 

' )  � " I) \-:' .!.-...... , .. ..... " ,"'!"_ ;l � /  '/A""(""/· � / :;:;:tt""I'{. \ • - -, : 1 • -0-- .) o-o,,:,..,.. .,u J • '-'"'V" VA"(- .u 
"Verily he succeeds who purifies it (the self) and he fails who 
corrupts it ". (91 :9- 1 0) 
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Knowledge 

In a way Da'wah is a process of imparting knowledge. For 
effective Da'wah, it is necessary that the Da'iee should at least 
have the knowledge of the following: 

1 .  The various aspects of the message to be conveyed. 

2. The various aspects of the society where he is doing Da'wah. 

3 .  The different religions and ideologies prevailing in the world. 

Especially those among them which are likely to have 
influenced the minds and lives ofthe particular people to whom 
the Da'iee desires to convey his message. 

4. History, general issues and current affairs. 

Here, merely for the convenience of brief presentation we have 
classified the knowledge required by a Da'iee broadly, into 
four categories. The knowledge of the first category includes 
knowledge of Quran, The Hadith, the life of the prophet (S)· 
and Sahaba, Islamic law and Jurisprudence, Islamic culture 
and etiquettes, the history ofIslam, History of great Muslims 
and especially the history of Da'wah. This also includes the 
study of how Islam is suitable for the modem age, how can it 
fulfil the genuine needs and aspiration of the modem man and 
how is it capable of solving the current problems of the world 
and how can it face the space age. 

The knowledge mentioned in the second category pertains to 
the societywhere the Da'iee wants to propagate and popularise 
Islam. Though some extraordinary individuals and institutions 
are capable of doing 'Da'wah universally, most of the Da'iees 
find themselves in a situation where they can do Da'wah only 
in restricted geographic area or among particular linguistic, 
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ethnic, tribal or religious communities. In such cases, it is 
necessary for a Da'iee to acquaint himself with the language, 
religion, culture, history, beliefs, customs, practices, 
superstitions, traditions, legends and folklore of that society. 
Such acquaintance will help the Da'iee to plan effective 
methods of conveying the message of Islam among those 
commUnIties. Messages are well received when they are 
properly contextualised. A Da'iee can contextualise his 
message only when he is himself familiar with the context in 
which he is propagating it. 

Da'wah is a call addressed to human beings. No brain ever 
remains blank. Every person is influenced in one or the other 
way, by the religions, philosophies, ideologies and thoughts 
prevailing around him in this world. People are influenced 
not only by the religions, philosophies etc , which they claim 
to have belief in, but also by the other religions, ideas, beliefs 
etc., found in their neighbourhood or which reach them by 
various means. Education, book, magazines, newspapers, TV, 
Radio and such other media also influence the human mind. 
Often, such influences damage one's objectivity, distort one's 
vision, create prejudices and erect barriers in the path of 
understanding Islam in the desired manner. Hence, it is 
necessary for a Da' iee to keep himselfinfolined r�garding such 
religions, ideas and other influencing agents, so that he can 
take steps to neutralise their mfluence. Often, it will be . 
necessary for him to objectively criticise the beliefs and 
disprove the claims of different religious, ideological or 
communal quarters. Obviously it cannot be done without having 
a considerable amount of knowledge about them. This accounts 
for the kind of knowledge mentioned under the third category . 

above. 

The importance of the knowledge mentioned in the fourth 
category is too apparent to need any explanation. 
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Knowledge of the above varieties can be acquired by various 
means, like reading books, attending meetings, classes, seminar 
etc , being in the company of the knowledgeable people and 
above all by practically working in the field ofDa'wah. There 
is no teacher better than experil;!l1ce. However, one should not 
think that the activity of Da'wah can be started only after 
becoming a perfect scholar iOl all the matters mentioned above. 
In  fact, Da'wah itself is a process of learning. One should 
begin the activity of Oa'wah with whatever basic knowledge 
he has, and t he pro,-,�ss of acquiring knowledge should continue 
as a part of it  

Patience, Perseverance, Courage and Forgiving 

These are four closely related qualities without which a Da'iee 
cannot continue with the task of Da'wah for a long time. In 
fact any task which requires consistent effort and involves 
interaction with people, cannot be accomplished without these 
qualities. Oa'wah is one field where the Da'iee inevitably 
has to come across not only a motley variety of people but also 
threat s, disco uragements, allegations, indifference, 
intimidations and provocations. Some times he may have to 
face physical violence, torture, imprisonment and,.pven social 
boycotts. Hence the Oa' iee needs these q' lalitles in their 
healthiest form In the holy Quran, these qualities have been 
presented as preconditions for one's success. 

-:I!l,!:t:�!'fl;i" .! 1 {..P·;�I / I'.l!, I ·<"' I "  t "_/ I " , 1 \-:1J!/'\ ..... ' ·:iI'�t.:li' .O� .w � -'Ir-:;�.J '-'Yo,""'"' � !Y" i>! �  ""-' . "0 belIevers 1 Perserve In patience and constancy. Compete 
in such perseverance and strengthen each other and fear 
Allah so that you may be victorious " (3 200) (y • .  : ,.) 
\ /, !I  :J /' ...... � ... , 't l -- " � .. .  "0-��" '.I't/ ;! I ,,,,,_ . ,  ./ 1/./1 
� �!..' j -� 0-"- <C.> \ � '-!.J l"..>-" 1 � �  ...... � I � 

/ ..P ' ", " '/ .  /... '" ",.-' 

( I ':  : "" )  �'I ,  .".L�'.JI!.lJ;; ':"J '''l-;�ft6 , "-; ;;r- 4> !::f.."...,--- v-..... / . 
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"Bear with patient"!, whatever befalls you " (3 1 1 7) 

People who are always in a hurry to see the results of their 
work, who become impatient at the slow pace of response, 
who become restless while faced with indifference, who cannot 
tolerate criticism, hostility, allegation etc., who cannot stand 
opposition and who become nervous, get cold feet and 
disillusioned when threatened or attacked, cannot do justice to 
Da'wah. Da'iees should always remember the advises of 
Quran which suggest remedies to the diseases mentioned above. 
It says� .-A�!d./��lIb�d.)��!(!;.G��,'.t!'.:�JI LZ� 

� .;r-. u/ .. :.::r-- .,., ... ., I� "''''' ..., J:�';'" IA:: ... �c,;���.A�1�5�r�j.lI�"1"1;r:.:.��:,� ' ¥  .... =- �  . .. .. ,;/ . J ",, -1- "  .. / / .., / /l"',. ",  . .... ... , \"":'0: ,.�����\�/��.,e5Jx.j)C;J.t�'i:;�1d'.; (0 P'" :  0) rl':�" ��'-'.,j;,; 
"They do not fear anybody's criticism." �5:54) �tl'�' .... ;Ji r'" ,P.':I\ " '1 �e " �'\;;" ':;1\/  .!(., J;;:;\\\ !," , ,:::,:,-" • . :J�'-':J.r..r u" ,,.�I:l ... ,� .. . .?J v:- . �' "" "aJ ,1" • ' " , ' ' ''' • •  - � '.,/:1. ., '  " • !lk:" " . .  � .. \ '"  �··�";I'/· · ... � /.-:" ........ "" ... -;::,'\ \ ", '! !.'/J/'Y.!'.!. �t ... 4ij\ t�.:� " � '\ .�.-JP4JJ ... ,-- .... �o jo�... .,. .... - • .-'�;.. � ,,; ( r r . y r') 
"Let them forgive and overlook. Do you not wish that Allah 
should forgive you?" (24:22) 

Q(r:r:' " '. >J'l�ki ... v:'�I���I'; G.'iilS:. ��,� /� . " .. � / � ., - - .".  '" 
"They restrain anger and forgive people. Allah loves those 
who d9 (such) good." (3 1 34) 

/. , "' 
• ....1. .1./ ,/ «"1": j)) "y�I;v.I!JII�� 

"Fear not peo111e. Fear me." (5:44) 
" ..... · 4 )· 'S.!j;�J�=t..'!S'· I J',/'! �::::' '''''' .. '"" J, f ,.I-:/::.�"''' " • •  , • � yo, "" "�"' �' ''''I# ;o.a.o:.-o>V'' ' ' "Do you fear them? But Allah is more deserving that you fear 

Him." (9: 1 3) 

Moderate Attitude 

To its followers, Islam prescribes a balanced aild moderate 
attitude in all the matters. For e.g , 
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�I I '  " 4 ) 
"Neither say your prayer aloud, nor say it in a low tone. But 
seek a middle course." ( 17 :  I :0) 

;,P."". :I -:� J It ./ ,.  "" A "  � ' '' .1  ,.. ...::a:.s� ",:JI�J> 4 h �.?[i,�:;,.1 :-�� ��A.l:,lU .!l�� ��.J 
( ri , 14) � S'� };.�.,;;; 

"And let not your hand be tied to your neck (like a miser) nor 
stretch it forth to its utmost (like spend thrift) ." ( 1 7 :29) 

. �- /':; �\t' . /' / /v./ \ '..P��('�/ ' 1'-1 ,.I f-l" I"!./!;""f""'''' /, . �,/ 
- ..... ,.T � >.;,.v.;,I>-' '''� J I ..... � .� \ I.i ' � "  � • •  :..,:J""'"� � ;, .. r 

("4 : Y<)) 
"When they spend, they are neither extravagant nor niggardly, 
but hold ajust balance between these (two extremes)." (25:67) 

" .�r:;���I-''''1.7-:4�WI' " J' '" � '/ .-
( I q : ,...� 

"And be moderate in your pace and lower your voice." (3 1 : 1 9) 

Islam is moderate by its very nature. Its teachings both in the 
spiritual and worldly matters are free from extremism. The 
propagators of this religion also should be moderate in their 
attitudes, habits etc , Even regarciing Da'wah their approach 
should be balanced and moderate a nd should be free from every 
kind of extremism. 

In the matters of wealth, prosp';rity and material faciiities, a 
Da'iee shouid be content with whatever he has nd whatever 
he can earn in the Halal (lawful) way and without affecting his 
ffilSSl0n. Da'iee should free himself from greed and should 
never covet at what belongs to others. 

·7.J' ' 
1" ... "" I I � _��'I� /� '-' =,Ji, � t.; l -r l '/ � ........... I :� '!/ /� I :: t, :' ... ., "" ;::' .P/ .".,/ ...,.,\,1 0.;r-- b '"" I M- � jJ , , <\,.,.0  ...... .., I:. c. ............. o .  ,', � . - ,/ .. �-- \ ,.. # • -- I 0/ ,/ _ .. __ -"  

�-""' � '.9" � "" /--'. ... '" �.J " :t / (1 1"1  : t )  , ��UY.:">'�)J->6t:J-'j,��� 
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"Don't strain your eyes i n  longing for the things we have given 
for enjoyment, to parties of them. These are mere splendour of 
this worldly iife, through which we test them. J n fact the 
provisions of your Lord is better and more enduring."  (20: 1 3 1 )  

Da' iee should abstain from the ugly and unrestrained 
competition or the mad race in which people are generally 
engaged in this world, to overtake each other in wealth and 
power. Those who once plunge int� this'competition usually 
fail to come out of it in a whole life time. Quran says; 

(Y-I : I ·r) .St"(:I\��j;:.�i§I1(''''\ 
"The mutual rivalry, for piling up of worldly things, diverts 
you until you visit the graves." ( 1 02 :  1 -2) 

This does not mean that a Da'iee should isolate himself from 
all.the worldly affairs. In this material world, the Da' iee should 
struggle for his material welfare too. But the nature of his 
struggle should essentially be different from that of others. He 
should restrict his struggle to the prescribed lawful limits. 
r3esides, unlike the materialist, he should always be aware that 
wealth or power is not an end in itself, rather, they are only the 
means helpful in achieving the actual end . 
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Chapter-B 

DA'WAH AND THE MODERN AGE 

While thinking about the prospects of propagating Islam in the 
Modem age, the Da'iee will have to take two factors into 
account. 

I .  The relevance of Islam in the modern age. 

2.  The means available in the modem age for the effective 
propagation ofIslam. 

In this chapter we will make an.attempt to briefly deal with 
these two important factors. 

The Questions Of Time and Space 

"How can a religion, introduced fourteen centuries ago and in 
a particu1.ar region of Arabia, be relevant for the modern man 
of the 20th or the 2 1  st century and for the people in all the 
regions of the world?" 

This is one question occupying many modern minds. Some 
dare to ask it and some others prefer to bury it in their own 
minds. Rut the Da'iee has to find an answer to this question so 
that he can confidently go about with his duty of presenting 
Islam before the modern world as the only way its success. It 
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is also necessary for him in order to enable himself to convince 
and satisfy those of his addresses whose minds might have 
been confused by this question. 

To begin with, let us consider what kind of ideas , philosophies, 
doctrines, religions and faiths are available to the man of our 
times? They may be broadly classified as follows; 

A. Purely man made ideas- irrespective of whether they are 
presented as such or are claimed to be divine. 

B. Partly man made and partly divine ideas. 

C. Purely divine ideas. 

There are fundamental differences- of both nature and scope
between each ofthese three entirely different category of ideas. 

Most of the ideologies, philosophies and even religions we 
tind around us today are the products of human mind and hence, 
fall under the first category mentioned above. They are 
produced by some individuals or groups of persons. They are 
usually born in response to particular circumstances or in many 
cases, merely to serve the interests of certain individuals, 
institutions or classes. Such ideas are caused and also are 
influenced by the socio- politic�l conditions of the time and 
the region they are initiated in. It cann'ot be denied altogether 
that such ideas constitute sorne good elements too and that for 
a short while they might achieve some success also in satisfying 
some needs of certain sections of the society. But in the long 
run, especially under the changed times and circumstances, 
invariably all such ideas prove to be out dated, ineffective and 
irrelevant. 

Those who have even a faint idea of the nature of man, will 
have no much difficulty in knowing why every ideology, religion 
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or system of purely human origin is doomed to fail. It is  an 
undisputed fact that man is not perfect, his knowledge is not 
complete, his powers are not absolute and that any man or even 
any group of men- however great they might be- can never be 
infallible. Obviously any product of such an imperfect being, 
bound by so many limitations, can never be perfect, compl�te 
or absolute. Man's judgements had never been and can never 
be totally and reliably free from errors. Besides, man's ability 
to comprehend the needs of even his contemporary society is 
quite limited. Hence the efficiency of his prescriptions in 
meeting those needs is naturally doubtful. Thus, when the 
ideologies, religions a·nd systems produced

· 
by man cannot be 

relied upon even in the matters of contemporary and immediate 
needs of the human society, how can one expect them to succeed 
in entirely different times and situations of the future? 

Had Islam been a product of human mind, it too would have 
become out dated and irrelevant today, due to the inherent human 
incapacity to produce anything equally good for all the people 
of all the times. But, fortunately Islam is not the product of 
man. Hence it does not suffer &om the kind of limitations 
mentioned above, regarding the ideas, religions and systems 
fabricated by man. 

Coming to the second category, there are some religions around 
us which owe their origin to the divine revelations. Yet, today 
they are only partly divine and woe a major part of their present 
forms to the 'creative brains' of the mOltals. Apart from the 
fact that even originally they were destined to serve only a few 
generations, the early generations of the followers of these 
religions failed to preserve the divine revelations in their 
original form. The process of tampering with the scriptures or 
the source of the religion was begun at the very primary stage 
and clouds of serious doubts were cast upon the authenticity of 
this source. Then, there were priests, kings. money lenders 
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and other powerful sections who not only misinterpreted the 
scriptures but also forced their own views into them and altered 
them to suit their interests. As a result, many contradictions 
crept into the scriptures and to justifY these contradictions, 
scores of doctrines were introduced which further confounded 
the confusion. The ugly process of modification, rather the 
mutilation of truth, continues even to this date. The proportion 
of human ideas gradually poured into these religions and their 
scriptures is so dominant that today, it is almost impossible to 
trace out the remnants of the originai divine elements in them. 
Thus practically there is very little difference left between such 
'partly divine' religions and the purely human ideas and isms. 

Consequently, the only potential of these �e1igions today is to 
confuse and mislead people. Realising their total silence and 
helplessness in the face of the arduous challenges ofthe modem 
.times, their own followers have confined them to rituals, 
spiritual matters and places of worship. They have been totally 
excluded from all the serious affairs of life like science, 
education, econ('lmy, law, politics, administration, international 
relations etc" because it has been realised that in these fields, 
they hardly have anything practical or useful to offer. In spite 
of all the good done by these religions once upon a time for the 
man and his society, one is compelled to admit that in the modem 
world, they are virtually irrelevant and redundant and have no 
significant role to play in the modem schem� of things. 

Had Islam been a religion of this kind, it too could not have 
escaped the same fate. But fortunately as proved both by the 
past and the present of Islam, it is elitirely different from all 
such religions and hence, the argument (mentioned in the 
beginning of this chapter) is applicable to these religions but 
not to Islam. 

Now let us move to the third category of ideas- purely divine. 
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While all the isms of the west and cults of the east can be 
categorised under the first, and religions like Brahminism, 
Buddhism and Jainism generally and Judaism and Christianity 
particularly can be classified under the second, there is only 
onc system that can be brought under this third category. 

Islam is different from the first category mentioned earlier, 
because it is the idea of God almighty and not of any man. It is 
different from the second, because it is entirely from God and 
not mere partly divine, like other religions falling under this 
category. Being the only total system to have come from God, 
and also having fully retained its original form to date, it is in 
a distinct class of its own· and cannotin any way be bracketed 
'Nith theabove two categories. This speciality ofIslam . offers 
it many unique advantages. For instance, 

As, human mind is only its addressee and not its source, Islam 
is free from all the natural limitations of the human ideas. In 
fact the source of Islam is, the aosolute knowledge of God. 
Being the creator of man, God knows the nature, capacity, needs 
and aspirations of man and his society, better than anybody 
else can ever know. Therefore logically, the system prescribed 
by Him for mankind, should be the only system, perfectly 
suitable to the nature and requirement of mankind. 

As far as the factors of time and space are concerned, they 
cannot effect the judgements and prescriptions of the 
Omnipotent, Omniscient, Omnipresent and Almighty God, in 
any manner. Because, obviously God is free from and far above 
all the limitations, including those of time and space. While 
all others are mere prisoners or at best only partial witnesses 
of particular times and particular spaces, God is the very creator 
of all times and spaces. His infinite knowledge encompasses 
them all, totally and at once. Therefore it would be foolish to 
imagine God at par with man. As, His knowledge, powers 
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and other attributes are all absolute and boundless, His 
recommendation, addressed even to one man of one particular 
time and of one particular region, can very well hold good for 
all men of all times and

. 
of all regions- if He intends those 

recommendations to be so' 

The apparent superiority ofthe powers of God, over the powers 
of man is itself an irrefutable rational proof of the superiority 
of the God given system over every man made system. In fact, 
if the merit and efficiency of all the ideals of the aforesaid first 
and second categories are put together and are compared with 
Islam, taking every relevant factor into account, it will be clear 
that the difference between them is as wide, as between God 
and Man. 

The Dynamism Of Islam 

Let us mention here, a few more factors that make Islam, truly 
unique and indispensable, in comparison with aU the other 
'alternatives' available to the modem age. 

Islam is the only religion which has the most reliable, in built 
mechanism to guide man during all the ageS, in solving every 
new and unforeseen problem and every complexity, likely to 
arise in the c.hanging times and sitvations. Quran and Sunnah
the written sources of Islamic guidance- are themselves rich 
enough to offer direct solutions to most of the iUs and crisis 
facing the modem world. But in addition to them, Islam 
provides some more provisions such as Shoorah (consultation), 
Fiqha (Jurisprudence) Qiyas (Analogy), Ijma (consensus), 
Ijtliihad (Authoritative interpretation) etc., Though all these 
provisions are subordinate to Quran and Sunnah, they clearly 
indicate that Islam extends due recognition to human reason 
too. Because, all those provisions have been left to be exercised 
by the human beings and the human reason has a prominent 
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role in their exercise. 

It is due to this dynamic nature ofIslam and its in built flexibility 
that it remains fully beneficial under all the conditions an� there 
never arises any need to alter or modifY it in order to enhance 
its relevance in any newly emerging conditions. 

Let The Trend Speak 

As Isla'll is the last among the revealed religions, the long series 
of the revelations of truth and devine wisdom that began with 
the very first man, has finally culminated in it. Thus Islam, 
being the ultimate source of truth and knowledge, its guidance 
is progressively beneficial to the humanity. Significantly Islam 
is also the natural beneficiary of every genuine progress made 
by man in his ongoing search of truth. In fact, every successful 
step taken by man in the direction of truth- in any branch Of 
knowledge- leads him a step closer to Islam and renders it 
easier for him to recognise and apP'eciare the ultimate truth 
presented by Islam. 

For instance, mankind today generally recognises basic human 
rights, universal brotherhood, equality, social justice, economic 
justice, gender justice, dignity oflabour, independent judiciary, 
accountable government and many such other values and 
concepts which in fact were advocated and also implemented 
by Islam 14 centuries ago. For quite a long period in history, 
Islam was the only system in the world which promoted these 
values. The non religious groups, who spoke about some of 
these values could not implement them even on one square 
kilometre of this earth. During this long penod the other 
religious groups were all eng:iged in actively supporting and 
defending despotism, racism, feudalism, slavery, oppression 
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of women, bonded labour and other such evils. But today man 
seems to have inteUectually grown mature enough to reject these 
evils and accept and appreciate the values presented by Islam 
long ago. Thus with the progress of man in knowledge and 
experience, many values ofIslam have already gained universal 
acceptance through Islam is seldom acknowledged as the source 
of these values. 

The concept of God is one area where it is quite evident that 
the progress of man with the passage of time, is leading him 
remarkably closer to Islam. Atheism, once so dominant in this 
world has almost receded into oblivion today. The institution 
of priesthood is rapidly loosing ground. The concept of one 
God is more popular today than ever before in the recorded 
history. Interestingly, even the predominantly polytheist, 
panthei'3ts, pagan, Trinitarian and even idol worshipping 
communities today acknowledge Thawheed as the ideal; loftiest 
and most reasonable concept. To day they not only hesitate to 
criticise the Islamic concept of God but also are seen trying 
hard to convince themselves and others too that their concepts 
are only primary steps towa.rds Tawheed. In principle at least, 
almost all the religious communities in the modern age 
recognise Tawheed as the ultimate truth. 

Read this statement carefully; 

"Scripture clearly teaches that there is one God. The false 
teaching that there are many Gods is contrary to reason. There 
clJn be only one supreme being. The Bible teache� not only 
that there is one God, but also that there are three persons in 
the God head- Father, Son and the Holy spirit. This is a mystery 
to the human mind. But although it cannot be understood, it can 
be believed. . . .  The word 'trinity' is not found in the Bibk\ 

. \ 
Does it sound like a statement of someone opposed to 

, 
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Christianity and especially to trinity? But believe me, it is an 
official statement of the authorities on Christianity. This 
appeared in an advertised feature, propagating the Trinitarian 
Christianity, published in the Reader's Digest (Feb. 1995, page 
1 4, sponsored by the Emmaus correspondence school- a 
missionary organisation) 

Here, one can clearly notice the point we made above- the 
tone of the very propagators of Trinitarian faith betrays the 
guilty consciousness they feel about this concept even while 
they are engaged in the act of propagating it! In the circumstances 
where they are supposed to forcefully defend the concept of 
trinity, they end up virtually in endorsing the superiority of 
Tawheed. The same is true about most of the other religions as 
well. 

In fact, nothing could constitute a better endorsement ofIslam 
by all other religions, than their acceptance ofThawheed- the 
bed rock ofIslam- as the desirable ideal. 

Apart from Thawheed, the characteristic simplicity ofIslam is 
also gaining universal acceptance today. People are no longer 
impressed by the laborious, irrational, complex and often 
impracticable methods prescribed by other religions for 
spiritual progress. Realising this new trend, attempts are being 
made by the different religious quarters, interestingly at the 
official level too, to gradually switch over to simpler and more 
practical meth0ds. This development can very well be 
interpreted as an indirect endorsement of· the Islamic 
prescriptions which have always been free from priesthood, 
Renunciation, extreme asceticism, self- denial, extreme 
austerity and lengthy and extravagant rituals and customs. Thus 
Islam seems to be the ideal, the modern world is heading 
towards- although without being conscious about it. 

Now it is the duty ofDa' iees to present Islam before the modem 
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man and help him in his movement towards truth, to reach his 
destination faster. 

Da 'iees of the modem age have before them, a fiustrated 
generation which has considerable experience of the disastrous 
consequences offollowing wrong religions and isms. Though 
experiment is the most expensive way oflearning, it is the most 
effective way of learning too. And it is through this way that 
the modem world is learning te appreciate the truth. Therefore 
it can be hoped that man has emerged wiser after making a 
guinea pig of himself by repeatedly experimenting with wrong 
solutions one after the other. Centuries of such experiments 
must have provided him with sufficient insight to realise the 
futility of knocking at the wrong doors. But is there any escape 
from this fate ::>ffruitless wandering until one knows the right 
door? 

It is up to the Da' iees to show the modern man the true refuge 
called Islam- the only religion, philosophy, ideology and system 
of life capable of ensuring his all round success. 

Da'wah And The Modern Tech!1ology 

"How to propagate Islam in the modem era?" 

This crucial question merits quite a thorough study and serious 
research. Here, let us confine our discus&ion only to one of the 
factors, related to this question and mentioned in the beginning 
of this chapter i.e. the means available in the modem age for 
the effective propagation ofIslam. 

Transport and communication are two areas where mankind 
has been facing numerous problems and obstacles since the 
earliest days of the human history. But today, standing at the 
doorsteps ofthe 2 1  st century, man can boast of having overcome 
those obstacles to a great extent. The progress made by man in 
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the fields of science and technology in general and in the area 
of media and communication in particular is awe- inspiring. 
Just take a look at this spectacular list of, some of the means, 
mediums and equipments of communication, available to man 
in the current era. 

- Newspapers, Magazines, Journals etc., 

- Books, Booklets, Pamphlets, Brochures, Handouts etc., 

- Banners, Wall posters, Wall writings, Hoardings, Stickers 
etc., 

- Different types of printing machines, Typewriter, D. TP, 
Photocopier etc.,  

- Television, Cinema, Radio, Audio and Video equipments etc., 

- Satellite networks, Cable networks, Cybernetics etc., 

- Computers, Teleconferencing, C.D- ROM technology, 
Electronic mail (E-mail), Electronic display boards etc., 

The progress in this field is so rapid that many modes of 
communication popular today are likely to be discarded 
tomorrow Revolutionary changes are taking place and every 
passing day takes man to a new height in this area. 

Apart from the means mentioned above, there are some more 
methods universally used for communication, education and 
propagation, though they are not the inventions of this age. They 
are� 

" 

- Conversation, Speech, Lecture, Table talk, Seminar, 
Symposium, Debate, discussion etc., 

All these and many more methods are being widely used all 
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over the world today for the promotions of commercial, 
political, religious and many such other interests. All the 
information people have today regarding different materials, 
persons, events, parties, cultures, faiths, arts, philosophies, 
theories etc. ,  have reached them through one or the other 
instrument of communication, education or propagation 
mentioned above. Notably even the views people hold 
regarding various things are to a great extent influenced, shaped 
and determined by the aforesaid instmments. 

Significantly communication is not the only function of the 
media. In fact it also plays a vital role in determining the views, 
thoughts, habits, beliefs, attitudes, lifestyle and even the way 
of life of the people. Man can either be a boneficiary of the 
media or its victim, depending upon whether the media is 
objective or biased, controlled by good elements or bad. 
Besides, man's own ability to distinguish right from wrong and 
virtue from evil also plays a significant role in this ball game. 
However, the average man of our era cannot be exclusively 
categorised either as a beneficiary only or as a victim only. 
He is in fact, beneficiary in some matters and victim in some 
others. But the tragedy is that the matters in which he has been 
victimised are much more crucial in nature and involve very 
far reaching consequences compared to the matters in which 
he has benefited. 

It should be a matter of grave concern for all the lovers of 
truth, justice and morality general by and for the Da'iees 
particularly' that since quite a long time, the most powerful and 
influential ineans of communication and opinion making remain 
imprisoned in the wrong hands. Under the hegemony of 
capitalists, imperialists, materialists, Zionists and such others, 
the media has been functioning as a global distributor or 
falsehood

' 
and immorality. Destructive ideas like Fascism, 

Racism, Communalism etc , were promoted and trend of 
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violence, anarchy and obscenity were created by this modern 
demon called media. 

Da' iees cannot ignore the fact that it is through extensive 
manipulation and careful monitoring of these very means of 
communication, that quarters hostile to Islam, have globally 
sown the seeds of misconception, suspicion, contempt, fear, 
hatred, confusion and prejudice against Islam and the Muslim 
Ummah deep in the minds of the people. There are grounds to 
suspect that all this is not mere coincidental, and that in fact a 
well planned, well funded and artfully orchestrated campaign 
is being conducted with the definite aim of maligning Islam 
and driving people aw<\y from it This world wide campaign 
has assumed alarming proportions in the recent years. 

The consequences of this sustained campaign have been 
horrendous. Influenced by this false propaganda, a considerable 
number of people in many parts of the world today have 
developed a negative attitude towards Islam and Muslims. 
Alarmingly, even a sizeable section of the younger generation 
of Muslims also has fallen victim to the venomous propaganda 
agai'1st Islam and its followers. Today, many such ignorant, 
young Muslim victims of the media are found suffering from a 
kind of inferiority complex about themselves and everything 
related to Islam. They feel guilty for the wrongs, never done 
but repeatedly alleged upon the community they are born in. 

Another notable fall out of the negative role of the media is 
that, it has adv�1 ,ely effected the relationship between Muslims 
and the other communities of the world. As a result of the 
perpetual misrepresentation ofIslam and the Muslim Uinmah 
by the media- through the methods like distorted reporting, 
misinterpretation of events and sitJations, miskading comments 
and analysis, glorification of the apostates, twisted portrayal 
of the life, faith and culture ofMuslitl's and cu .. nirlgly selective 
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coverage etc., everything connected with Islam has become a 
taboo even for many good hearted non- Muslims. The damage 
caused by such sustained feeding of heavy doses of untruth, 
has been so intense, that today its victims will hardly be able 
to recognise truth as such, even if they happen to see it with 
their own eyes I This perhaps should suffice for the Da'iee to 
gauge the magnitude of the challenge before him. It is in this 
atmosphere that he has to introduce truth to the people and 
persuade them to accept it. 

Fortunately, during the past few years, some saner elements in 
the non- Muslim world and especially a section of their 
intelligentsia have begun to realise the blunder of the media 
and have also started their efforts for the restoration of 
objectivity in the media. Let us hope these trends will be further 
strengthened during the days to come and that the magic of 
falsehood will perish and finally the truth will prevail .  

However, hopes alone are not sufficient to relieve the Da'iees 
from their responsibility. As the prophet (S) made use of all 
the lawful and decent means of propaganda available during 
his age for making the truth known to mankind, the Da' iees of 
the present era too should struggle to spread the message of 
truth, making use of all the means of propaganda available in 
their era. 

For quite a long time, and even up to this hour, the Muslim 
community has been refusing to pay due attention to its desired 
role in the field of media and propaganda. It has already paid 
and continues to pay a heavy price for leaving this crucial field 
to the unchallenged domination of its opponents, 

Undeservedly suffering the worst possible image, facing 
ridicule, hostility and an embarrassing complex of being 
misunderstood and being compelled too often to cry "We are 
nut so!" before an indifferent world- This is certainly not a 
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situation any self respecting community would love to live in. 

Today the Muslim Ummah is witness to the current global 
scenario. which loudly testifies that by effective utilisation of 
the powerful gifts of the modern technology, the so called 
enlightened world can be programmed to accept even blatar' 
falsehood I The question now is. how much the community of 
the Da' iees is prepared to make use of the same gifts of 
technology effectively to introduce the truth to mankind and 
persuade it to accept it. 

The Muslim Ummah has enormous human and materia! 
resources at its disposal today. Time has come now to gear up 
with all these resources to perform its long forgotten duty- The 
duty to dispel the darkness of ignorance and herald the new 
era of true enlightenment. That in fact is the gist oflDa'wah. 

******* 


